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William J. Gallagher, Principal Investigator
Contract N00014-85-C-0361,

Task No. NR 604-006

Contract period: September 16, 1985 to January 15, 1991
Technical Objective

The goal of this cost-shared contract research was to investigate potential new
three-terminal cryogenic device structures in order to explore new regimes of device physics and ultimately to develop better cryogenic superconducting devices.
Approach
There were three principal thrusts during the term of this contract:
I. submicron injection-controlled weak links,
2. ultrashort FET's with superconducting source and drain contacts which induce superconductivity in the channel, and
3. electric field induced changes in the carrier densities of high-Tc materials.
In each case our approach was to fabricate, study, and analyze experimental
structures with the aim of understanding device potential.
In addition to the above three terminal device thrusts, because of the enormous
new opportunity that the discovery of high temperature superconductivity offered, a portion of the contract effort was directed at elucidating the basic properties of these materials with the aim of understanding their device potential.
This actually led to the third line of inquiry above, and also indirectly to another
jointly IBM/ONR-funded research effort, one directed at developing high-Tc
SQUIDs.
Accomplishments on submicron injection-controlled weak links
The initial thrust of this contract was to develop the processes that would enable
us to evaluate the ultimate device potential of submicron injection-controlled
weak links. We initially estimated from energy dissipation and quasiparticle injection times that we could achieve a transistor-like characteristic, modestly high
gain (-10) and switching speeds of a few tens of picoseconds.
We developed the ultrathin NbN film process and an edge structure fabrication
process that allowed us to fabricate a 0.3 pm long NbN link, 35 nm in thickness
with a critical current density of 3 x l0s A/cm 2 at 4.2 K. DC characteristics were
along the lines of our expectations, namely we were able to suppress a critical
current of 600 #A to zero with an injection current of 55 pA, although about 15
percent of the operating range had hysteretic characteristics. Input and output
impedances were reasonable and devices were made well matched to coplanar 50
ohm transmission lines for high-speed testing.1
2

The switching response displayed an initial fast spike followed by a more gradual
turn on to the voltage state which took- 0.5 to 2.6 ns to reach 80 percent of the
final output value.1 The spike was determined to be due to a kinetic inductancc
effect like one seen in the turn-on characteristics of microbridges driven by
supercritical current pulses.
A quantitative model for these effects was
developed.1

Overall, we learned that only at the very extremes of what it might be possible to
fabricate (well beyond what we had achieved in our experiments) is the gainspeed potential of such devices possibly competitive with modern semiconducting
and conventional Josephson superconducting devices.
Accomplishments on FET's with superconducting source and drain contacts and
semiconducting channels
Our superconducting FET efforts concentrated on III-V materials because the
characteristic length scale for the proximity effect is relatively long and, in addition, materials such as InAs form contacts to metallic superconductors without
Schottky barriers which act to limit supercurrent. In our initial work we studied
niobium-based superconducting-weak-link devices fabricated on MBE-grown
n-InAs films on GaAs substrates 2. The only earlier published InAs weak links
had poor properties due to an inability to isolate devices, a problem eliminated
with our structure. Our devices exhibited almost ideal critical current behavior.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to form effective gates on InAs FET devices, and our
efforts to address this problem with a novel pseudomorphic InGaAs/InAs
capacitor structure, though initially encouraging, ended up having unacceptably
high surface state densities.
To over come this surface pinning problem, we switched to a field-effect structure
that combined an established technology, InGaAs on lattice matched InP
substrates with the superconducting link being through an InGaAs layer 3. To
simplify things in order to get at the essential physics, we pursued a back-gated
JFET structure, the main advantage of the back-gated structure being that wc
could make direct contact between Nb and fresh lnGaAs surface. (No processing
on this surface meant no possibility of contamination leading to undesired barriers.) This approach allowed us to study channel thickness and length dependencies. We successfully fabricated gate-controlled superconducting proximity effect
FET's with the JFET structure and niobium source and drain contacts. Thc
in 0.47Ga 0 .53As channel material which we used was attractive for this application
because it combined a large coherence length with highly transmissive Schottky
barrier contacts. At large voltages the devices behaved as conventional semiconductor FET's. Below the T , of the Nb electrodes, the source-drain characteristics
showed superconducting effects at voltages of order (- 1 mV) the superconducting energy gap voltage. Gate voltages swings of order I volt were required to
switch from characteristics in which supercurrents were observed, to characteristics in which no supercurrents were seen.
Fortunately from a physics viewpoint, and unfortunately from a device viewpoint, the overall superconducting proximity FET characteristics were pretty
much as expected. From the physics point of view, this was a very good device
structure for systematically studying the effects of varying channel length, carrier
concentration, mobility, etc. For instance, we made a study of the effects of
varying the Schottky barrier thickness by varying the interfacial dopant concentration, and observed a cross-over from tunneling behavior to metallic behavior
3

in the superconducting semiconducting contacts 4 . From a device viewpoint, gate
voltages were of the order of volts and-output swings where superconductivity
made a difference were of order millivolts. It is possible to lower the control
voltage, perhaps by more than an order of magnitude, and, with high-Tc
electrodes, to possibly increase the output swings, but it appears extremely difficult to really make these voltage levels compatible. The best practical application
for this type of device may be as a gate-controlled SQUID or other Josephson
device, not as a device from which one is looking for large signal gain.
Basic properties of high-Tc superconductors and electric field induced changes in
high-Tc materials
The discovery of high temperature superconductors was an unprecedented
breakthrough in the field of superconductivity and condensed matter physics in
general. Some contract effort was spent in joint activities clarifying some of the
basic properties of these new materials in order to facilitate consideration of their
appropriateness for three-terminal superconducting devices. Key contributions
we made to the field were the elucidation of the basic anisotropy of the transport
properties of YBa 2 Cu 3 07s,6 and of the basic anisotropic superconducting
parameters 7 of this prototypical high-Tc material.
The key property of the new superconductors as far as potential transistor-like
device possibilities was their relatively low carrier densities, 2 to 5x10 2 1 cm-3 .
Although this range is low for a metal or superconductor, it is still high compared
to that in any semiconductor. Our approach to trying to electrically modulate the
carrier density and thereby the superconducting properties was to try to work
with oxygen-depleted material. Oxygen depletion lowers the carrier concentration
(as well as Tc). The notion was that it would be easier to achieve a significant
fractional surface carrier density modulation, as well as to induce a more significant fractional change in Tc.
Indeed, in our first experiments 8 (done jointly within the Consortium for Superconducting Electronics with a student A. Levy funded by the CSE's DARPA
funds), we did observed electric field induced modulation of the (normal state)
conductivity of semiconducting YBaCuO films using SrTiO 3 , the substrate on
which the films were grown, as the gate insulator. It was possible to modulate the
conductivity on two of the SrTiO 3 substrates tried. The gate voltage dependence
showed a conductivity increase for negative voltages (holes added to the
YBaCuO) and little increase for positive voltages (negligible influence on the total
conductivity of the thick films.) The best sample showed a conductivity increase
of 0.07 e 2/h (200 %). A field effect mobility of 70 cm 2 /V-s was inferred at 250
K, which is nearly as large as values found from Hall measurements of the
normal state of superconducting YBaCuJO 7. We thus had one example of a
rather decent interface from the point of view of trapped charge and near-surface
mobility, but in the same materials system we also produced several examples of
poorer interfaces. Due to a ferroelectric transition in the SrTiO 3 substrate at 125
K, it was not possible, however, to get meaningful data at temperatures lower
about 125 K, and thus not to seriously look for electric field induced
superconductivity. Attempts to modulate the conductivity in additional backgated samples made with MgO, LaGaO 3 , and LaAIO 3 substrates, as well as with
the other SrTiO 3 substrates, were not successful, indicating that better control of
the insulator-YBaCuO interface was needed.

4

Most of our follow-on efforts (the first round jointly supported by the CSE, IBM,
and this contract and the later rounds conitinued by the CSE and IBM after the
contract ended) were aimed at achieving improved insulator-YBaCuO interfaces.
Efforts included deposition of high quality PECVD SiO 2 and Si3N 4 dielectrics on
(LaSr) 2 CuO 4 single crystal substrates 9 and YBa 2 Cu 30 6 thin films. Unfortunately there were significant interfacial interactions in these systems, although
some (e.g., Si 3 N 4 on La 2CuO 4) were better than others. While continuing to work
on improved multilayer thin film approaches (e.g. high quality deposited SrTiO 3
thin insulators on doped SrTiO 3 substrates on which YBaCuO was subsequently
grown' 0 ) we also pursued an approach which avoided high temperature interface
interaction complexities completely to try to get at some of the physics involved.
We performed experiments using oxygen depleted films using a pressed-on
Kapton dielectric. These experiments gave us a means to make the first measurement the binding energy of the hole to the oxygen acceptor, basically the energy level of a narrow localized level in these materials.II
Our overall assessment of the potential for high-Tc FET's is that based on our
best mobility for the surface layer in this system, and on the best achieved charge
moved with an electric field (&E), electric field-induced superconductivity should
be possible at low temperatures. Again, however, the best one could practically
hope for in the region of the device characteristics where superconductivity plays
a role is for something like a gate controlled Josephson device, not a high gain
digital device.
Summary
A comprenensive review of three termial superconducting device research as of
the end of 1989 was written and published.12
In the course of this contract our initial optimism for realizing a practical
transistor-like digital device operating at superconducting temperatures has
turned into a realistic assessment that such a device is not possible based on any
known concrete device proposal. Over the course of the contract we pursued
three avenues that had appeared most promising to us: nonequilibrium
superconductivity, hybrid semiconductor-superconductor FET's, and electric
field induced changes in high-Tc superc,3nductors. We learned a lot from our
inquiries, and there are some interesting devices that might have specialized uses
that could be realized with these approaches, but there won't be the "holy grail"
high performance superconducting transistor.
A new avenue we did not pursue in our own work is low voltage control based
on harnessing quantum confinement effects. Such an approach is new, interesting, and does address the key issued of the high control voltage required in device
proposals involving semiconductors. Much remains to be learned in this area,
including the possible means by which control on, say, the 10 mV scale could be
achieved in a device with an output swing that exceeds this voltage scale.
Our general conclusion is therefore that further exploratory device research in
these areas is certainly important for both fundamental and applied reasons (and
is being continued by us at a lower level since the contract ended). However, it
should be undertaken with an appreciation for the extreme challenge it is to obtain a widely useful cryogenic transistor, and, in view of what we know about
harnessing better understood physical phenomena, it should contain exploration
of newer, less well understood phenomena.
5
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Transient response of quasiparticle injected superconducting links
R. Sprika) W. J. Gallagher, S. I. Raider, B. Bumble, and C.-C. Chi
IBM Research Division, Thomas J. Watson Research Center. Yorktown Heightsm New York 10598-0218
(Received 22 March 1989; accepted for publication 26 May 1989)
We have fabricated submicron injection-controlled NbN links with gain and measured their
injection-triggered superconducting-to-normal transition to occur in 0.5-2.6 ns at 4 K,
governed by condensate dynamics. The transient pulse shape displays a rising-edge kineticinductance spike and a strong dependence on the amplitude of the injected quasiparticle
current similar to microbridges driven by supercritical currents. A modified dynamic effectivetemperature model is used to interpret the transient time and the pulse shape.

Out of many proposals' for superconducting devices
that might scrve as alternatives to the Josephson device or as
analogs of transistors, only one type has been constructed
and operated in a manner in which a large power gain was
achieved. This is the injection-controlled link operated in a
latching mode in which quasiparticle injection through a
tunnel junction triggers a superconducting-to-normal transition in a current-carrying superconducting line. In the first
demonstration of such a device, Wong eta!.2 showed that 1.2
mA of quasiparticle current injected at a few millivolts was
able to trigger the switching of 23 mA of supercurrent in a
long line that eventually developed up to a 200 mV voltage
drop. In fact, voltage gain can be made arbitrarily large by
increasing device length, but the transition time governed by
"hot spot" propagation increases proportionally. Intrigued
by the possibility of large gains, but interested in obtaining
fast response as well, we have been investigating submicron
versions of quasiparticle-injection-controlled links. Considerations of superconducting condensation energy relative to
the power available from joule heating in a link (once in the
normal state) indicate that sub-100 ps switching times might
be possible in small devices with optimum materials. If the
switching could be governed by direct quasiparticle injection, there are predictions of even faster responses on a 5 ps
time scale.3 In this letter we report our experimental results
on the switching behavior of submicron injection-controlled
links. We believe this is the first study of the dynamical properties of this type of device on a subnanosecond time scale.
Our results show that the main switching behavior occurs on
a 0.5-2.6 ns time scale and is governed by condensate dynamics. Switching time estimates based on steady-state energy dissipation considerations or on quasiparticle injection
times are not reliable.
We fabricated a short injection-controlled NbN link using the edge structure shown in Fig. 1. The NbN link reported on here is 0.3 pm in length, 6 Im in width, and ci, 350A,
thick and carried a critical current density at 4.2 K of 3 X HP

A/cm2 . The quasiparticles

are injected from the Nb injector

link currents larger than S00uA. the link will remain normal
after injection current is removed (i.e., the device is latching). Our devices, incorporated in on-chip = 50 nk coplanar
transmission-line structures, were mounted in a high-speed
cryogenic probe for measurements with - 70 ps time resolution using standard sampling scope techniques.
A schematic timing diagram for the transient measurements is given in Fig. 2. At A the link bias is applied with a
level such that the link still remains superconducting. When
a pulse is applied to the injector (B), a voltage starts to develop across the link as it switches to the normal state. Since the
leading edge of the injector pulse is much steeper than the
response of the output, the latter is a direct measure of the
transient time of the device. At C the injector is removed
and, when the link is operated in the hysteretic region, the
link remains resistive until the bias is removed (D). Figure 3
shows an example of the observed leading edge of the output
as function of injector current at fixed link bias current. The
leading edge displays a short spike and then a steady rise over
0.5-2.6 ns to 80% of the final value. The final 10-20% of the
response develops rather slowly over several nanoseconds.
The short spike is not due to electrical cross talk. It is much
larger than what can be expected for any electrical inductance in the circuit. Furthermore, it is much smaller when
the device remains superconducting and shows an abrupt
increase once the current is sufficient to drive the link normal. The overall rise time depends strongly on the injector
current and increases when the sum of the injector current
and the bias current approaches the critical current of the
link.
Microbridges driven by supercritical currents display
similar turn-on characteristics." Both the rise time and the
initial spike observed in these have been interpreted most
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to the NbN link through a Nb2O3 edge junction. The dc

characteristics of the link show a critical current of =6W0

pA, whicb can be suppressed to zero by an injection current
of li = 55,uA. The link has a small hysteretic region; for
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simply by Tinkham using a model that combines a timedependent Ginzburg-Landau equation with an effectivetemperature description of the quasiparticles. 7 This model
captures the essence of more elaborate solutions of the timedependent Ginzburg-Landau equation.--' In the following
discussion we will introduce and extend Tinkham's phenomenological model in order to interpret the observed dynamics
ofquasiparticle injected links. The quasiparticle distribution
is described by an effective temperature T* defined as the
temperature at which the BCS gap A(T*) equals the gap
caused by the change in quasiparticle density 8f. It is assumed that the quasi-static Ginzburg-Landau equation can
beapplied. The change 6f leads to a change in the normalized
effective quasiparticle temperature, a* - (T/T, - 1)
+ ST*/T, = a + Sa*, and results in an additional timedependent term in the Ginzburg-Landau equation. Together with the current equation this gives 7
(1)
-- a/a,
2- q2=

J= (31/2) q,
(2)
where
-=A/Ao is the reduced.order parameter, q= Q• is
the reduced condenmte momentum (with f the GinzburgLandau coherence length and Q the superfluid momentum),

andJ= I-/1,theraoofthedrivingcurrenttothelinlkcriti.
cal current. The change in efective temperature can be ap.
proxmated '
•--a

a

C

('

.

/1 -E-. -'5A

r'

3

(3)

"k

whee a - 2rA/rzm2.4l(1 - T/T,)- 2 , with r, the relaxation time o(the superconducting gap and r the inelastic
.cattering time of the electrons near the Fermi surface
Equatian(3) deawibesthechangein TOduetothechanging

order parameter. The change in T is negative for decreasing
0 and tend to irease temporarily the supercurrent that
can be carried by the link. The voltage across the link is
popotikmal to#.
4,0
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To include the effect of quasiparticle injection we assume that the time dependence of 6f due to a quasiparticle
injection current Iq in a link with a volume Vobeys a simple
relaxation equation with a relaxation time rj". In general, r"
depends on the relaxation dynamics ofthe quasiparticles and
the phonons in the link.' In the numerical calculations discussed later, we take a lower limit, namely that rt is the
same as the inelastic scattering time rE. Equation (3) and
the assumption that the quasiparticles are injected at an en-

ergy A= (A•o

+ ANON

) lead to an additional term aw in

Eq. (1) ofthe form

1
e=

-

f
_.

1

(4)

(L-'t,,
,

where IJ = 2eVN(O)Al/t is the critical quasiperticle injection current and N(O) is the sing-spin density of states.
Thus Eq. 11) becomes

I - 0/2 - q2 = -

/a + aw.()

The extra term aw includes most of the effects anticipated
for quaslparlcle injection. For example, in a steady-sate
situation with negligible bias current, dl/dt - 0 and the or.
der parameter (1P - 1 - alwd) reduces and finally vanishes
aaw -- '1/
I approaches 1.
Fqgure4d•iplays thesolutionof Eqs. (2) and (5) for the
case of the same total current J = J•. + JW -- 1.1 in the
link with (solid curve, aw = 0.2) and without (dashed

curveaj4 -0.0) quasiparticle injectio

The inductive

spike is evident for the duration of the ramp-up time of the
injection current (0.5 r,). This is similar to purely supercriSpksa
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combination of injected current and quasiparticle density is close to the critical conditions in the link. The abrupt
change in the calculated results at the critical conditions is
due to the approximate model we used for the Ginzburgequation. Additional terms make the predictions

-
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smoother.' Furthermore, thermal processes have to be con-

sidered.2."
i(a)

Heating of the injected area due to the growing

dissipation in the link will speed up the transition. It is also

the source of the latching behavior of the device. The absence
0_I

,

,__

____I

of these effects in the model precludes more than a qualitative comparison to the data.
In conclusion, the measurements and the model indicate

that the transition time in injection-controlled superconducting links is limited by condensate dynamics and occurs
on a time scale several times rs for injection currents close to
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FIG. 4. Time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau predictions for (a) the normalized order parameter # and (b) the voltage Vscaled by the normal state
voltage V, as a function of r/,r. The transient time of the injection current
is 0.5 ?x., ?s =
and a = 25, and the total maximum current in the pulse
J-J•.
+J,=--0.9+0.2-l.1. The solid curve is with injection
(a* - 0.2). The dashed curve is without injection (a,., - 0.0). For the
dotted curvea,,, = 0.2 and J,,=. -,= -0.9.

tical current driven bridges. However, the magnitude of the

,pike is smaller in the case of quasiparticle injection. The
overall response with quasiparticle injection is much faster
than without quasiparticle injection, but still slower than r-,.
The response can be accelerated by a higher current in the
link as is illustrated by the dotted curve in Fig. 4. Additional
calculations show that the response time slows down when
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speed, but this is at the expense of current gain.
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n-tnAs/GaAs heterostructure superconducting weak links with Nb
electrodes
A. W. Kleinsasser, T. N. Jackson, G. D. Pettit, H. Schmid, J. M. Woodall, and
D. P. Kern
IBM T. J. Watson Research Center.P.O. Box 218. Yorktown Height. New York 10598
(Received 8 September 1986; accepted for publication 21 October 1986)
We report on the fabrication and characterization of planar superconductor-normalsuperconductor (SNS) weak links in which the normal region is deposited n-InAs. The InAs is
part of a heterostructure consisting of 100 nm of n-InAs grown on an undoped GaAs buffer
layer on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate. The superconductor is Nb, patterned by electron
beam lithography with interelectrode spacings as small as 260 rim. Device behavior is well
explained by SNS weak link theory, with coherence lengths calculated from measured material
parameter. These heterstructure weak links can be the basis for superconducting field-effect
devices. They have the significant advantage of allowing simple device isolation compared with
bulk InAs, which has been used in previous attempts to make such devices.

Recognition of the need for three-terminal devices for
cryogenic circuit applications has resulted in renewed interest in superconducting field-effect transistors (FErs),'-'4
which were first proposed a number of years ago. -7 These
are superconductor-normal-superconductor (SNS) weak
links in which the link is a semiconductor, allowing the
strength of the Josephson coupling (i.e., the supercurrent)
to be controlled by adjusting the carrier concentration in the
link (or FET channel) via a gate.
The original superconducting FET proposals" emphasized the use of materials such as InAs for the channel because, in these materials, the pinning of the Fermi level in the
conduction band at surfaces and interfaces results in
Schottky barrier-free contacts; the presence of such barriers
in a superconducting MET device would decrease the maximum available supercurrent, reduce the degree of control of
the supercurrent via the gate, and represent a significant series resistance in the device. Both Si'. and InMA3. have been
used in the recent superconducting FET experiments. The
absence of Schottky barriers, low effective mass, and high
carrier mobility in InAs allow significantly larger device
lengths and/or lower dopings for luAs compared with Si
(for a given Josephson critical current). However, the InAs
devices have two major drawbacks, namely, very poor response to applied gate bias and lack of device isolation. The
application of several volts to the gate of a Nb/p-InAs/Nb
device changes the critical current or device resistance by
considerably less than a factor of 2,'4 due to strong pinning
of the surface Fermi level at the channel-gate insulator interface. As for device iolation, the use ofp-InAs allows vertical

interest in its own right for some potential applications of
Josephson devices. Weak links, particularly SNS junctions,
are attractive primarily due to their low capacitance. In order to achieve reasonable resistances and large IcRN products, many workers have advocated using semiconductors as
a link material.'"- Semiconductor-coupled weak links have
been made, primarily on Si-*-"; however, the behavior of
these devices is not well understood, in particular the fcRjv
values are considerably larger than expected..".. possibly
due to a SINIS structure (S and N are the superconductor
and normal semiconductor layers and I is the insulating depletion region due to the Schottky barrier at the metal-semiconductor interface). InAs-coupled links have been made0;
however, they suffer from low ICR,4 values.
In this letter, we describe the use of an n-InAs/GaAs
heterostructure to produce Nb/InAs/Nb weak links with
high ICRN products and excellent isolation. In addition to
their potential as high quality Josephson devices, these links
can form the basis for improved Josephson FET devices.
This scheme also introduces the possibility of modulationdoped superconducting FETs and similar device structures.
The heterostructures consisted of 100 urn of n-InAs,
grown on undoped GaAs buffer layers on semi-insulating
GaAs substrates by molecular beam epitaxy and schematically ilustrated in the inset to Fig. 1. Although there is a
large (=7%) lattice mismatch between GaAs and InAs,
excellent layers were obtained. The films 'were mirrorlike
with only occasional small surface defects. It was possible to
dope the layers n type with Si over several orders of magnitude of dopant concentration. Room-temperature Hall-ef-

isolation, aince a surface inversion layer is separated from

fect electon mob'lities were 5000, 2000, and 1900 cm 2/V a

the conductive substrate by a depletion region, but the preseamc of a conducting layer over the entire surfaie of both xamWdptpe IAs crystals, even after etching of meses, reults
is low valm for the critical current-resistance (IcRN)
pduct(whichis animlportatligureofmerit forJosephAson
dmakes it dcuh to kteally bolate deweak links) ,and
vices.

for dopings of 3.5X 10", 3.5X 10", and 3.1X 10"9 cm-3,
with no signicant change on cooling to liquid-nitrogen tempawtre. For compariso in the weak link experiment on
bulk n-luAu mobiifties of 16900 and 10000 cm'/V s for
dopiu of 25x 10"7 and 26X 10' ecm- were reported.
Thae mobdities in the lightly doped layers were below those
expected for bulk InAs, possibly due to defects resulting
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I-V for the smallest sample (0.26pm) became hysteretic
at temperatures below 3 K.
The critical current of a semiconductor-coupled SNS
weak link varies with device length L as exp( --L /I.),
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tained by Likharev.' 3 For long links
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FIG. I. Temperature dependence or critical current ror a weak link on
3.5X 1O" cm ' n-InAs. The low-temperature dependence, dominated by
the T" `. dependence of C., is sensitive to the value ofL/.,/ ( Tc ). A value
of 60 nm is obtained for 'N at4.2 K. Thecurves are fitted tothedata using
Eq. (2) with an adjustable prefactor. T".
values of 8.84 and 6.8 K were
assumed for the dashed and solid curves, respectively. The inset is a schematic diagram ofthe device structure, The mnAs and Nb layers. are 100 and
60 nm thick, respectively, and link length L is as small as 260 nm.

not been done. In the layers with the heaviest doping, elec-

tron mobilities were closer to those expected for bulk InAs at
that doping.
The use of thin IrAs allowed both vertical and lateral
isolation of the devices, since device mesas could be formed
by etching through the InAs layer to the insulating substrate. Also, channel thickness could be controlled by the
InAs film thickness, and is not limited to a thin surface invcrsion layer.
Device processing involved three masking levels. First,
the device mesas were patterned using optical lithography
and etched with an Ar ion beam. Next a lift-off stencil for the
Nb superconducting electrodes was defined in a double layer
resist by electron beam lithography. Gaps between the Nb
electrodes (de%ice lengths) ranged from 0.26 to 3 pm. The
device widths ranged from 25 to 200pm. The Nb electrodes,
50-65 nm thick, were deposited by electron beam evaporation. Tc was 8.8-9 K; essentially the same value was obtained in InAs as on accompanying oxidized Si substrates.
An rf sputter preclean of the InAs (2.6 Pa Ar, - 2 0OVd,, 3
min) was used prior to Nb deposition by electron beam evaporation. Au/Cr wiring, patterned by optical lithography,
was used to connect devices to bonding pads on a periphery
of the chip.
The 3.5X 10'" sample was processed to completion.
Current-voltage (1-17) measurements were made at 4.2 K on
21 devices. Device lengths were measured in a scanning electron microscope after the electrical measurements. The gaps
between the Nb pads defining the weak links were uniform,
with an estimated roughness of approximately 0.03 pmr. The
measured resistivities were in reasonable agreement with the
Hall-effect results down to the smallest gaps, indicating that
the contact resistance was quite low. Supercurrents were observed at 4.2 K in the four shortest devices. Any supercurrents in the longer links were below = I pA. The I-Vcharacteristics exhibited the excess current characteristic of SNS
weak links. The I- Vcurves were nonhysteretic, except that
1742
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(L>.'N)

not too far

r2

IcR,= [4A2(T)L/rek, T'• ]e- LIC,,

(2)
where Ic is the maximum Josephson supercurrent and RN is
the normal state resistance.
At low temperatures, the temperature dependence of

the critical current is dominated by the T- 2 variation of
'sN,providing a good
method for determining v'N(fits to the cata become very
poor if the L/1N ratio deviates by more than _!:
10% from

ýNv,andisthereforeverysensitivetoL/

the value used for an optimum fit). Figure l is a plot of the
temperature dependence of critical current for the shortest
link (L = 0.26 pm). Fitting the low-temperature data (below t_ 4 K) to the temperature dependence implied by Eq.
(2) gives a value of 4.35 for L 4 ' N at 4.2 K, implying a value
of 0.060pm at 4.2 K. To obtain the value ý,N (4.2 K) = 0.060
pm from Eq. ( 1 ), using the measured values of mobility and
carrier density for this wafer, requires an effective mass of
0.048 for the InAs. The textbook valuet 4 is 0.023; however,
at 3.5 X 017 cm- the Fermi level is well into the conduction
band, and the effective mass is larger than the value at the
band minimum, ts and the value 0.048 is not unreasonable.
The dashed line in Fig. I is a fit to the data using the tempe ature dependence of Eqs. (I) and (2), using L /'N (4.2 K)
= 4.35 and a prefactor chosen to fit the data at 1.4 K. The
data drop significantly below the theory curve above =4 K.
This sort of deviation is common in SNS junctions, and may
be related to the proximity effect on the superconductor.9
The solid line in the figure was obtained in the same way, but
using Tc = 6.8 K, the temperature at which the observed
critical current disappears; this lower Tc presumably represents the transition temperature of the SN bilayer. Note,
however, that the electrode Tc is 8.84 K; at this temperature
the I-V characteristic changes resistance dramatically as
large areas of Nb go normal. Thus, the meaning of the lower
Tc is not completely clear.
Figure 2 is a plot of critical current (divided by electrode width) as a function of device length. The solid circles
are our data, while the open circles were obtained from Ref.
8 from links on bulk n-InAs with essentially the same doping
(the data given in that paper were for 2 K; the 4.2 K values
were obtained from the known temperature depeidence).
There appears to be some consistency between the two enxpcriments. Unfortunately, although all of the data in the figure are for essentially the same doping, the coherence
lengths for the bulk sample and our thin InAs sample are
different, due to the differing mobilities. The two lines in the
figure are included to show consistency with the expected
exp( - L / 'N'
dependence (the lines are drawn arbitrarily
Kloinsassor etal,
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critical currents comparable to those obtained with bulk
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devices can be achieved, with the advantages of easy
device isolation and channel thickness control. Device be-
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havior can be understood with simple SNS weak link theory.
The04N values obtained in this work are quite high, suggesting that semiconductor-coupled Josephson SNS weak
links are indeed promising. This structure is intended to be
applicable to low voltage FET devices, and should lead to
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modulation-doped superconducting FET's and other similar devices.
The authors wish to acknowledge the technical assistance of C. Jessen and G. Pepper in processing of the multilayers, and the services of J. Speidell, who fabricated the

FIG. 2. Critical current (normalized by device width) vs measured link
length for No = 3.5x 10" cm--. The solid circles are our data; the open

masks for optical lithography. Partial support for this work
was provided by the Office of Naval Research under con-

circles are from Ref. 8.for Nb weak links on balk InAs for a similar doping.

tract N00014-85-C-0361.

The lines, of the form exp( - L /ý,v), are drawn through one data point

from each experiment, using appropriate values for ý'N, to illustrate consistency with the expected length dependence. The inset shows the length dependence of thelc R , product at 4.2 K. The solid curve is the prediction of
Ref. 13; no adjustable parameters are used.
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In summary, we have grown thin InAs layers on semi-
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insulating GaAs substrates with a wide range of dopings and
reasonable mobility values. SNS weak link devices fabri-
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Superconducting InGaAs junction field-effect transistors with Nb electrodes
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We describe the design, fabrication, and characterization of superconducting InMO
4 Gao 53 As
junction field-effect transistors (JFETs) with Nb source and drain electrodes. MnO.4 Gao.53 As
has the advantage of combining large coherence length and high Schottky barrier transmission,
making it a very attractive material on which to base superconducting FETs. At large voltages
these devices behave as normal FETs in either enhancement or depletion modes, while at small
voltages they act as .bu-ephsonjunctions or super-Schottky diodes. Both normal and supercurrents are controlled by the gate.

A field-effect transistor (PET) in which the source and
drain metallizations are superconductors can exhibit superconducting properties (at source-drain voltages oforder the
electrode energy gap) which are controlled by varying the
gate voltage. In short-channel devices with suitable superconductor-semiconductorcontacts, the channel becomes superconducting by the proximity effect, and Josephson effects
occur. Such Josephson FETs (JOFETs) were first proposed
over a decade ago.' Recently, gate-controlled supercurrents
have been demonstrated, 2 and true superconducting FETs,
exhibiting a wide range of gate control of both super and
normal currents, have been built.3 In this letter, we report on
the design, fabrication, and initial characterization of superconducting Ino.47 Gao.s3As junction field-effect transistors
(JETs) with Nb electrodes. These are the first junction-type
JOFETs and the first JOFETs based on this very attractive
materials system.
At this early stage of research on JOFETs, the choice of
superconducting electrode material is of secondary importance; Nb was used for this work. The major materials-related concern is the choice of semiconductor. The semiconductor materials system chosen should be one which allows the
fabrication of high quality FETs. Beyond that most basic
concern, this work was motivated by a desire to address two
fundamental issues which dominate JOFETs: (1) The channel length scale, which is set by the normal coherence length
of the semiconductor, and (2) the superconductor-semiconductor source and drain contacts, in particular the transmission coefficient for tunneling through the Schottky barriers,
Ino.47Gao.53 As, grown epitaxially on InP substrates, was
chosen as the semiconductor for this work because it offers
large coherence lengths and Schottky barrier transmission
coefficients, as discussed in the following paragraphs.
(1) In order to have a supercurrent in a JOFET, the
separation L of the source and drain electrodes must be no
more than a few times the normal coherence length t., in the
semiconductor channel since, under typical conditions, the
critical current I1 varies as exp( - L/ It.). For a material
with Fermi velocity v,, carrier diffuon constant D, and
elastic mean free path 1,•., is given by fiv,/2rk, Tand (AD /
21rkJT)" 2 in the clean (!>•' and dirty (14,.) limits,
respectively. In both cases ?. c v = AkFI/m", where m* is
the carrier effective mass, and the desire to maximize g.
leads to the selection of low effective mass materials. In nI909

AWpp.
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type InAs, InM47 GaoM3As, "GaAs, and Si, the values Of [,
have the ratios 3.4:2.4:2.0:1 in the dirty limit, for a given
carrier concentration and mobility. (Of course, the larger
mobilities in low mass materials make these ratios even larger.) In the clean limit, the corresponding ratios are
11.3:5.9:3.9:1, again for fixed carrier density. InAs materials
technology is not well developed, and high quality FETs are
very difficult to obtain, and we therefore chose
Ino.47 Gao.53 As for this work.
(2) The superconductor-semiconductor interfaces
should be as transmissive as possible.4 This led early
workers' to suggest InAs as a suitable material, since
Schottky barrier-free contacts are possible. For materials
with which high quality FETs have been built, Schottky
(tunneling) barriers at metal-semiconductor contacts are
expected. Supercurrent transport in JOFETs is a coherent
process involving two tunneling events (one at each superconductor-semiconductor interface) so the critical supercurrent is proportional to p 2, where P is the transmission
probability for a single interface. In the WYKB approximation,5 P = exp( - E, /Eoo), where E5 is the Schottky barrier height and Eoo = (4/2) (ND/e, m*) 2, with N,, e,
and m* being the dopant density, dielectri" constant, and
carrier effective mass of the semiconducto,, respectively.
For n-type Ino.47 Ga%.
5 3 As, GaAs, and Si, asing barrier
heights of 0.2, 0.7, and 0.2 eV, we have p 2 = 9.2X 10-2,
3.4x 10-6, and 4.6 x 10-3, respectively, for a carrier density
of 5 X 10'9 cm- 3 at the interface. Again, In%47 GaM33 As appears to be desirable for JOFETdevices, compared with other materials from which FETs are fabricated. It is the combination of low barrier height and low carrier mass relative to
the other materials which is responsible for this great disparity in favor of Ino.47 GaQ33 As (the disparity increases with
decreasing doping). Although the WKB approximation
breaks down for large doping,' this calculation should indicatse the correct qualitative trend.
Most studies of JOFETs and ungated semiconductorcoupled weak links have focused on the coherence length in
the semiconductor through measurements of the critical
current Systematic studies of the influence of the contact
properties are only beginning. In contrast to the situation
with normal FETs, the superconductor-semiconductor contacts in JOFETs have an importance as great as that of the
contacts between the gate and the channel. Thus we chose
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for our initial studies an inverted device structure, with the
gate underneath the channel, allowing the superconductor
to be deposited on the as-grown semiconductor surface. The
device is a JFET with a p-type In-O. 4 , Gao05 3 AS gate. A depletion-mode device is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. The
channel is conducting in absence of gate bias. Application of
a negative voltage to the gate terminal (with the source
grounded) increases the width of the gate depletion region
(shaded in Fig. I), thereby decreasing the conducting chan-

nel thickness, and eventually pinching it offcompletely. Application of a positive gate voltage increases the channel
width. Enhancement-mode devices, which are pinched offat
zero gate bias, were also built,
.- subThe Ino.,7 Gaos33 As layers were grown on ap InP

strate by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). At the time of this
work, we were unable to deposit the Nb film in the MBE
system. The wafers were transferred to a separate system
immediately after growth of the Ino1., Gao.53 As layers, and
Nb was deposited by electron beam evaporation. Device mesas were etched by ion milling. A narrow gap between the Nb
electrodes was defined by reactive ion etching using an NF 3based chemistry and an Al mask, which was patterned by
optical lithography and liftoff. The minimum source-drain
separation on the photomask was 0.5 pm.
Design values for the layer thicknesses and dopant densities for the initial fabrication run are shown in Fig. 1. The
gate depletion layer thickness is estimated to be 64 nm (21
nm on the n side), leaving a channel thickness of 49 nm.
Low-temperature Hall measurements were consistent with
this, with a Hall mobility of2500cm 2/V s. Calculateddevice
parameters include 510 l/EU resistance (0.51 [I mm for a 1pm-long channel), 50 nm electron mean free path, and 62
nm coherence length at 4.2 K.
The 5 nm n I layer was used to ensure good ohmic contacts. Based on a Schottky barrier height of -0.2 eV, this
layer is completely depleted of carriers over the entire device, as indicated by the shading in Fig. 1. Thus it improves
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FIG. 2. Magnitude of gate current vs voltage for a typical large-area p-n
junction at 4.2 K. Note the negative-resistance feature associated with interband tunneling in the forward direction. The low leakage of these junctions
allows several volts of reverse bias to be applied, pinching offthe conducting

channels of the FETs

electron transmission at the contact interface without contributing to lateral current transport.
Large-area gates were used in this work in order to simplify the fabrication process. Device mesas were etched into
the p-Ino.4, Gao.53 As layer. Heavy doping was used at the
in ter fa ce b e tw ee n I n P a n d I n o., 7G a o.53A s in o rd er to m in imize its contribution to thegate characteristics. The currentvoltage (I-V) characteristics of a representative large-area
( > 10-4 cm 2) gate are shown in Fig. 2. The low leakage of
thesep-njunctions is important to the function of the JFETs.
The gate current is due to interband tunneling. Forward gate
bias, which increases the conducting channel thickness, is
limited to less than - I V, but several volts can be applied in
the reverse direction, depending on the doping of thep and n
layers. A device designed with a sufficiently thin channel can
be completely pinched off.
The source-drain I- Vcharacteristics of a representative
depletion-mode MET, for several values of gate voltage at
4.2 K. are shown in Fig. 3. On the voltage scale shown, the
device acts as a normal JFETV; the fact that the electrodes
are superconducting does not significantly alter the characteristics. In this particular device, the doping was low
enough that the channel was pinched off with a reverse gate
bias of - I V, and a forward bias of = I V could be applied
without excessive gate current.
When cooled below the electrode transition temperature, the characteristics of virtually all of the devices we have
studied exhibit effects due to superconductivity in the source
and drain electrodes. The effects were limited to a voltage
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FIG. 1.Schenmtic of inverted-gate JFET structure. The left portion of .........
Igure illustrates the vertical structure, with the source M), drain (D), and
gate (G) terminals indicated. Regions depleted of carriers are shaded. The
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clear *-type region in between is the channel At the right, the layer thick-

FIG. 3.Source-drain I- Vcharacteristics of a reTresentative NET at 4.2 K

neses and dopingp (in cm - ) for the first fabricated device are shown. Note
the use ofa thin, heavily doped contact layer, which is completely depleted
and does not participate in lateral current transport, but which reduces the
thickness of the contact Schotky barriers.

for various values of gate him. On a scale of volts. these devices behave as
ordinary FETs. with channel conductance and saturation current controlled by the gate. In this enhancement-mode WET. positive (negative)
voltages increase (decrease) channel current.
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gate-controlled supercurrent is seen, along with an excess current and 2a

estmutacau to ox •u nin at 4 N, so tia[ tne expected j4 a
product is less than - 10 /V. This sort of discrepancy has
been reported by a number of workers in semiconductorcoupled weak links reported by a variety of workers, and is
an important subject for future investigations. Resistances in
devices exhibiting supercurrents were consistent with exfor channels of the measured dimensions and carrier densities. Thus it is the critical current which is anomalarge in these devices. Critical currents in devices of
this type are known to be very sensitive to contact quality.
Thus, we have been able to obtain the very high quality contacts expected with this materials system.
In conclusion, we have fabricated superconducting
Ers with Nb electrodes, based on Ina47 Ga 0 . 3 As lattice

scale which is on the order of the superconducting energy
gap of the electrodes. Devices with relatively high resistances act as back-to-back super-Schottky diodes,` exhibiting an increased resistance at subgap voltages. Their characteristics are dominated by tunneling between the
superconducting electrodes and the normal channel through
the Schottky barriers at the contacts. The tunneling current
at each contact is suppressed for contact voltage drops
smaller than the superconducting energy gap due to the absence of states in the superconductor at subgap energies.
Low-resistance devices (those having very transmissive
or low resistance contacts) with short channels exhibit gatecontrolled Josephson supercurrents. Figure 4 shows the I- V
characteristics for one such device on a mV scale (a 1000fold sensitivity increase in the voltage scale compared with
Fig. 3). The four solid curves in the figure are for gate voltages of 0, - 2, - 2.5, and - 3 V at 1.6 K. Gate current was
negligible. In this particular device, the relatively high channel doping, close to that indicated in Fig. 1, led to a large

which to perform device investigations, due to the highly
transmissive contacts and long coherence lengths which are
possible. The devices reported on here represent a good
starting point for the study of JOFETs in this materials system. Understanding of the behavior of Josephson FETs and
semiconductor-coupled weak links has been hampered by a
lack of experiments on well-defined structures (e.g., with
known length, channel thickness, carier concentration, and
mobility), which can be compared with theory in detail. The
structure described here is one which makes such investigations possible. Finally, the largest problem with JOFETs,
when considering possible applications, is the large disparity
between the input (gate) and output (source-drain) voltage
scales.' " In the future, we hope to reduce the gate voltage
swing required to pinch off the devices by optimizing doping
and channel thickness.
The authors wish to acknowledge the help of B. Bumble,
C. Jessen, and G. Pepper on aspects of these experiments.
Partial support for this work was provided by the Office of
Naval Research under contract N00014-85-C-0361.

supercurrent. However, the channel could not be pinched off

'A. H. Silver, A. B. Chase, M. McColl, and M. F. Millea, in Future Trends

completely. Greater sensitivity to gate voltage was achieved
in devices with somewhat lower channel dopings and shorter
channels (in the present work such channel lengths were at

Harris, and S. A. Wolf (American Institute of Physics, New York, 1978),
p. 364; T. D. Clark, R. 1. Prance, and A. D. C. Grassie, J. Appl. Phys. SI,
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FIG. 4. Source-drain I- Vcharacteristics of a JFET which exhibits a supercurrent at 1.6 K. Note the 1000 times reduction of the voltage scale corn-

pared with Fig. 3. On this scale, i( - P) = - 1( V). In the device shown, a

atc
wit N=
-ae2nn.7ao5
0,ctods
conductance peak at subgap voltages (solid curves, for~
matched to InP substrates. Ino.47 Gao.s3 As appears to repre- 25, and - 3 V). The dashed curve was taken above the electrode transisent a well-optimized choice of a semiconductor material on
tion temperature with no gate bias.

the limit of what we could attain with optical lithography).

in SuperconductiveElectronics, edited by B.S.Deaver, C_ M. Falco, J. H.
2736 (1980).
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T. Nishino, M. Miyake, Y. Harada, and U. Kawabe, IEEE Electron De-

Thus, both gate-controlled supercurrent and channel
pinchol have been observed in the same device. The dotted
curve in Fig. 4 was obtained at 10 K (above the electrode

vice Lett. EDL.6,297 (1985); H. Takayanagi and T. Kawakani, Phys.
Rev. Lett. S4,2449 (1985).
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transition temperature T, ) with no applied gate voltage. Be-
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low T., the current was linear in voltage for voltages much
gap, exhibiting an
larger rthan
t1545the superconducting energy
excess current when extrapolated back to zero voltage. This
behavior is common in superconducting junctions involving
normal metals, and is due to Andreev scattering at the super-

conductor-normal metal interface(s).'
Typical critical current-normal resistance products

1R,A in these devices varied between I and 2 mV at low

temperatures. This is close to the value expected for an ideal
Josephson junction with Nb electrodes (2.4 mV ). In semiconductor or normal metal-coupled junctions, this value
should be reduced by a factor oforder exp( - L/ ,1), where
L is the electrode separation and t. is the normal coherence
Listhe4 eereeriruits
length. .' In these devices, L was 0.5-1 pm (recall that optical lithography was used to define the electrodes), and •,,
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Crossover from tunneling to metallic behavior
in superconductor-semiconductor contacts
A. W. Kleinsasser, T. N. Jackson, D. Mclnturff, F. Rammo, G. D. Pettit,
and J. M. Woodall
IBM Research Division, T. I Watson Research Center. P.O. Box 218. Yorktown Heightt New York 10598
(Received 5 July 1990;, accepted for publication 20 August 1990)
We describe current-voltage measurements on superconducting Nb/InGaAs junction
field-effect transistors which reveal a crossover from tunneling-dominated to Andreev
scattering-dominated transport at the superconductor-semiconductor contacts as Schottky
barrier thickness decreases with increasing interfacial dopant concentration. These
measurements are the first demonstration of such a crossover in a thin-film structure, and are
'of interest for investigations of hybrid superconductor-semiconductor devices, proximity
effect boundary conditions, and transport in ohmic contacts to semiconductors.
The behavior of hybrid devices,' such as
semiconductor-coupled weak links, superconducting fieldeffect transistors (FETs), and super-Schottky diodes, is
sensitive to the quality of the superconductorsemiconductor contacts, and techniques which allow direct
measurements of contact properties are therefore of interest. In this letter, we describe- measurements which demonstrate dramatic qualitative changes in the source-drain
current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of superconducting
FETs as the transmittance of the superconductorsemiconductor contacts is improved by increasing the interfacial dopant concentration. These changes are caused
by a crossover from normal tunneling to Andreev
reflection-dominated transport at the contacts. This work
is the first demonstration of such a crossover in a thin-film
structure. In addition to connecting superconducting device performance with ohmic contact quality, measuremints of this type are of interest for fundamental studies of
the proximity effect and of transport in ohmic contacts to
semiconductors.
The superconducting junction FETs (JFETs) used in
this work are described elsewhere. 2 The device structure is
illustrated schematically in the inset to Fig. 1 . Nb source
and drain contacts are separated by 0.5-1 "im. The substrate is InP, the channel is lattice-matched n-InGaAs, and
the channel conductance is controlled by the bias applied
to the p-InGaAs gate. The Nb/InGaAs ohmic contacts are
of crucial importance. In the extreme cases of low or high
ontact transmittance the devices act as back-to-back
3

super-Schottky diodes or as gated Josephson junctiors,
respectively. In the latter case, a long coherene !ength and
highly transmissive nonalloyed ohmic contacts have made
record gated supercurrents2 possible. This work, however,
deals with single particle currents in the semiconductor,
and supercurrents are suppressed by applying a magnetic
field or a gate voltage.
Since the semiconductor channel acts as a normal
metal, the contacts are SN interfaces (in this letter, S, N,
Sm, and I denote superconductor, normal metal, semiconductor, and insulator, respectively). There is ample evidence for a proximity effect between superconductors and
emionduton,'14- but it is well known that even a thin
tunnel barrier at an SN interface destroys the proximity
tell
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effect.6 The Schottky barriers at most SSm contacts make
them SIN tunnel junctions, or super-Schottky diodes. 3 The
thickness (and thus the transmittance) of the Schottky
barrier at an SSm interface is determined by the dopant
concentration near the surface of the semiconductor. We
*varied this doping in order to study the expected crossover
from SN to SIN character. This resulted in changes in the
I-V characteristics, as illustrated in Fig. 1 and discussed
below. A crossover from SN to SIN behavior has been
studied in Cu-Nb point contacts, 7 and these earlier experiments demonstrated the validity of a simple theoretical
picture;6 however, this sort of crossover has not been studied previously in a thin-film structure.
The I-Vcharacteristicsof a SIN contact are influenced
by two scattering processes.' Figure 2 (a) shows an electron (I) incident on the interface from the N side at a
subgap energy. It cannot propagate into the superconductor so it reflects, either as an electron (RI) contributing
zero junction current, or as a hole (R2) with a Cooper pair
(72) propagating in the superconductor (Andreev reflection) and contributing twice the current expected from
Ohm's law. Above the gap energy, both normal tunnei
and Andreev scattering contribute current. For a highly
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FIG. 2. (a)Scattering processes at a SN contact. A low-energy electron
(I) incident from N reflects as an electron (RI). or Andreev reflect%as a
hole (R2) with a Cooper pair (72) propallting into A contributing zero
or two units of current, respectively, rather than one. (b) I-Vcharacteristics of an SN contact at T= 0. 1T,. Z = 0 and wo are the thin and thick
limits for the interfacial tunnel barrier. Z = 0.5 and 1 are intermediate
cases. The dashed line represents a normal junction (after Ref. 8).

transmissive barrier, the relative contributions of these processes determines the form of the I- Vcharacteristics, which
thus contain information about interface transmission
probability. This is shown in Fig. 2(b), which qualitatively
resembles Fig. 1. With no barrier (Z = 0, Z being a dimensionless parameter characterizing the amount of interfacial scattering), there is a conductance peak at subgap
voltages and an excess current (the I-Vcurve at large voltages extrapolates to a finite current at zero voltage). There
is a gradual crossover to the thick barrier extreme
(Z = co ), in which case there is a conductance minimum
at subgap voltages and no excess current. In the absence of
a barrier the Andreev process dominates. However, Andreev scattering involves two traversals of any tunnel barnier, and is thus second order in the transmission probability. Normal tunneling is first order, and dominates for
thick barriers.
In the present experiment there are two superconducting electrodes, so that the structure is SNS or SINIS. Both
SN interfaces are involved in the scattering processes described above, with significant effects on device behavior.
The I-V characteristics at 2 K of a device with high doping
in the contact region are shown in Fig. 3 (a). This device
had doping levels of = 1019 cm - 3 in the top 5 nm and 10s
cm - 3 in the next 70 nm. The channel thickness was =' 50
nm. Above 9.2 K, the I-V curve was linear at low voltages,
with a normal resistance consistent with estimates based on
doping, mobility, and device dimensions which assumed a,.
very small contact resistance (< 10'7 a cmr). All such
low-resistance devices exhibited two features visible in Fig.
3, the dfects being largest in the lowest resistance devices:
(1) an exces current and (2) a sharp peak in the dynamic
conductance at low voltages. This peak was never wider
than 2A, and was considerably sharper at low temperatures
in the lowest resistance devices. At voltages beyond .2
mV the conductance approached the normal-state value.
We identify as "SNS-like" devices which exhibit these features.
For devices in which the top 5 nm of the InGaAs film
(the contact region) had a doping level between =-1019
cm - and 10"a cm - 3 (the doping level in the channel),
1812
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FIG. 3. (a) i-V characteristics at 2 K of a low-resistance device which
exhibits SNS-like behavior. The excet current is shown by the dashed
lines extrapolated from large voltages (I YI > 20 mV). (b) Dynamic con-

ductance of the same device.

the resistance was considerably larger, due to the exponential dependence of tunneling current on barrier width (device resistance becomes increasingly dominated by the contacts as interface doping is reduced). These devices exhibit
what we term "SINIS-like" behavior, as shown in Fig. 4.
Clearly visible are (!) a deficit current/excess voltage (the
current extrapolated from voltages many times the energy
gap voltage has a negative intercept) and (2) a low-voltage
minimum in the dynamic conductance with a full width of
=4A. This minimum resembles that expected for two series SIN junctions; however, the zero-bias conductance
does not fall exponentially at low temperatures. This is
consistent with very transmissive tunnel barriers. Again,
the I-V curves above the Nb transition temperature were
linear at low voltages, and the low-temperature conductance approached the normal-state value for voltages above
_5 mV.
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FIG. 4. (a) I-Vcbaracteristics at 4.2 K of a high-resistance device which
exhibits SINIS-like behavior. The deficit current is shown by the dashed
lines extrapolated from large voltages (I V1 >20 mV). Dynamic conductance of the same device.
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We observed a gradual crossover from SNS-like to
,SINIS-like behavior, with a transition from excess to deficit current and from a sharp subgap conductance peak to
a broader conductance minimum, as the doping level in the
contact region was reduced to roughly that of the channel,
There were two major differences between this behavior
and that of SN or SIN junctions' (our samples consist of
two junctions in series): (I) the "SNS-like" conductance
peak was considerably sharper than the Nb energy gap and
larger in amplitude than twice the normal conductance of
the device, and (2) the "SINIS-like' devices not only had
no excess current, they also exhibited deficit currents. We
believe that these features are inherent in SNS (or SINIS)
structures.
Most of the work aimed at extending the theory for SN
and SIN contacts8 to SNS and SINIS structures9' ° has
tried to explain the subharmonic gap structure observed in
various types of Josephson weak links (in the case of high
critical current density tunnel junctions, the basic correctness of this approach has been established"). The most
recent work') also predicts just what we are reporting: an
excess current and a sharp (compared with A) conductance peak for devices with high transmittance interfaces, a
deficit current, and a conductance minimum .of (full)
width 4A for devices with low transmittance barriers, and
a gradual transition between these extremes. The model
treats SNS and SINIS structures with all (elastic) scattering lumped into two 6 function potential barriers at the SN
interfaces, with no scattering within the normal material.
Our devices had electrode separation well in excess of the
elastic mean free path, but the inelastic scattering length is
considerably longer. Evidently the model contains the essential physics behind the behavior of our JFETs as long as
inelastic scattering is not important.
In principle, the form of the I-V characteristic at a
given temperature determines the value for the interface
parameter"'J Z, and therefore the contact transmission coefficient. However, the present model is limited by the use

spatially varying voltage drop across the interface and to
the proximity effect, which results in a graded energy gap
in both the superconductor and the normal material.
The measurements described here allow relationships
to be established between weak link (and FET) critical
currents and ohmic contact transmittance. What is now
required is to perform these types of measurements on
well-characterized samples spanning various materials systems and contact schemes, and to further improve the theory in this area. It would also be desirable to know the
value of the boundary condition for the superconducting
order parameter at the contacts, since this quantity is proportional to the critical current of a weak link. Transition
temperature 4 and tunneling measurements '1 2 on SSm bilayers can provide such information. SSm samples offer a
much wider range of boundary conditions for proximity
effect studies than do the more familiar SN ones, allowing
further generalization of earlier investigations.1 3 Finally,
our results imply limits on the specific resistance of superSchottky diodes, since increasing barrier transmittance results in degraded characteristics (increased subgap currents).
In conclusion, we have described a dramatic crossover
in the I-V characteristics of gated semiconductor-coupled
weak links as the contact transmittance is varied. These
measurements are important for understanding hybrid
superconductor-semiconductor devices, for fundamental
studies of transport in ohmic contacts, and for improving
our understanding of the proximity effect.
The authors wish to acknowledge the technical assistance of C. lessen and G. Pepper and conversations with
W. J. Gallagher. Partial support for this work was provided by the Office of Naval Research under contract
N00014-85-C-0361.

of 6-function barriers. Nevertheless, the fact that I-V measurements such as these might be used to determine the
transmission probability of a metal (superconductor)semiconductor contact makes them interesting for ohmic
contact studies, since transport measurements of high

'For a recent review, see A. W. Kleinsasser and W. I. Gallagher, in
Superconducting Devices, edited by S. T. Ruggiero and D. A. Rudman
(Academic, Boston, 1990). p. 325.

transmittance normal ohmic contacts are complicated by
the parasitic resistance of the semiconductor.
For devices with apparent Z values exceeding approx-

imately unity, the temperature dependence of the characteristics (e.g., the zero-bias conductance) agrees with the
model predictions, with Z as a fitting parameter. Such

comparisons have not been made for devices having Z values less than unity. At present, the analysis is limited by
the fact that the voltage between superconductor and semil thecontct, washing out

conductor is not onstant along h onKlapwijk,
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Direct Observation of Electronic Anisotropy in Single-Crystal YBa 2Cu3 07-x

5-

T. R. Dinger, T. K. Worthington, W. J. Gallagher, and R. L. Sandstrom
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center. Yorktown Heights, New York 10598
(Received 14 May 1987)

We report direct observation of the anisotropic electronic behavior of the high-temperature superconductor YBa 2Cu 30-,.
Critical-field and critical-current measurements performed on single crystals
show anisotropies of 10 and greater. Critical supercurrent densities in favorable directions in single crystals are 3x 10' A/cm2 in low fields at 4.5 K and remain above 106 A/cm 2 to beyond 40 kG.
PACS numbers: 74.70.Ya, 74.60.Ec

Feverish activity on high-T, superconductivity in CuO-based perovskite-type materials has followed the
breakthrough discovery of superconductivity at -35 K
in La 2 - 1 BaCuO4 by Bednorz and MUller.' A highlight
of this activity was the attainment of superconductivity
at -05 K, first achieved by Wu et al.2 in mixed-phase
compositions of Y-Ba-Cu-O, and the later isolation of
YBa 2Cu30 7 -, as the superconducting phase. 3' 5 The
commonality of Cu-O layers to both the K 2NiF4 structure of La 2 -,BaCu0 4 superconductors and the layered
perovskite YBa 2Cu 3 0 7 -x compounds suggests strongly
that these two-dimensional layers are tied to the attainment of high transition temperatures. Indeed, Hidaka et
al.6 recently reported upper-critical-field anisotropies of
5 in single crystals La2 -xBaCuO 4 and thus confirmed
the anisotropic nature of the superconductivity in the
-35-40-K based superconductors. In this Letter we report the observation of even larger anisotropies in lower
critical field and in the critical current density of single
crystals of YBa 2Cu30 7 -x. Furthermore, our measurements demonstrate that YBa2Cu 30 7 -, can carry large
supercurrent densities (-3x106 A/cm 2 ) in favorable
directions at 4.5 K. and that the large supercurrentcarrying capability can persist in modest fields.
Single crystals of YBa 2Cu 30-7were grown by a
technique similar to that used by lwazumi et aL7 for
Lal8SNr
0 ,SCuO 4 . A sintered powder containing three
phases, YI Ba2Cu3O7 -r, CuO, and BaCuO 2, and having
a nominal composition in the molar ratio (0.125
Y 20 3):(0.61 BaO):(l.00 CuO), was formed into a 1.27cm-diameter pellet and fired in a slightly reducing atmosphere at 975 C for 12 h. During the 975-°C soak, an
oxidizing atmosphere was introduced to promote growth
of the YgBa 2Cu]O 7-x crystallites already present in the
particle compact. This technique routinely produced
highly faceted crystals with dimensions of approximately
200 pm (Fig. 0) with occasional crystals approaching 0.5
mm in size.$ Precession-camera x-ray results (Fig. 1)
using Mo radiation (1 -0.71069 A) showed the crystals
to be of high qeality with unit-cell dimensions of a -3.88
A and b -3.84 A given by the a* xb* net in Fig. 1. Rotation of the crystal by 90* gave the a* x c* net of Fig. I
showing the three-layer modulation of the structure in
10011 with c- 11.63 A. The degree of orthorhombism of

the single crystals based on the precession-camera photograph was a/b-1.01 which is close to the 1.016 measured by Beyers et aL.9 Twinning of the crystals was not
observed either optically or in the single-crystal
diffraction experiment although transmission electron
microscopy of similar crystals showed large amounts of
twinning after the mechanical grinding used in the specimen preparation.' 0 This result suggests that the crystals
are unstable to mechanical stress and deform through
the twinning process in order to minimize their strain energy. Such behavior has been previously noted and well
documented in other ceramics such as BaTiO3 and
ZrO2. 11-.12
We characterized our crystals by performing extensive
magnetic measurements using a SHE 905 magnetometer
equipped with a 40-kG ..;perconducting solenoid. As
grown, our crystals typically displayed superconducting
diamagnetic transitions in the 40-50-K region. Annealing in flowing oxygen for extended periods at 450 to
500*C raised the transition temperatures to =85 K.
Extensive measurements were performed on two 85-K
crystals. One had dimensions -400x370x120 pm 3;
the other had dimensions -3300x300x180 pm 3 . The
larger crystal was the same one used in point-contact
tunneling studies that indicated essentially no difference
in the superconducting energy gap as determined from
tunneling into different orientations of the crystal from a
probe tip dug = 1000 A into the crystal surface. ' 3
We first investigated the low-field magnetization of
our crystals with the field applied both parallel to and
perpendicular to the Cu-O planes. The zero-field-cooled
diamagnetism in several crystals in low fields (20 G) was
essentially 100% after correction for demagnetizing factors. The Meissner flux expulsion expressed as a fraction
of the diamagnetic shielding was small, varying from
=4% in the parallel orientation to - 17% in the perpendicular orientation. The 100% diamagnetic shielding is
as expected; the low Meissner effect is somewhat surprising, although not without precedent. For example, small
Meissner fractions in single crystals were observed some
time ago in single crystals of TaS2 (pyridine)1/2, 4 and
more recently they were observed in single crystals of
LaLg5Sr0.1 5CuO.9 Incomplete Meissner effects are generally associated with inhomogeneities in superconduct-
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(a)

(b)

(c)
FIG. I. Secondary-electron image and 10011 and 10101
zone-axis precession-camera photographs of a YBa2Cu307-single crystal after extraction from the crystal mass. The (0101
pattern shows the three-layer stacking of the perovskite blocks
along (0011.
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ing materials. In doped materials, such as La2-,SrxCuO 4, concentration variations are a likely source of
inhomogeneities. In YBa 2Cu3 O 7 --X the inhomogeneities
might be variations in the oxygen-defect ordering. Our
crystals, with Tr slightly below the 92-95-K maximum
achieved for YBa 2Cu 30 7 -x, likely possess some imperfections in the defect ordering. We are not yet sure of
the significance of the difference in Meissner fractions
between the parallel and perpendicular orientations.
Studies of magnetization hysteresis as an applied field
is swept allow the determination of the lower critical
field and provide a noncontact way of determining critical density from the magnetic moment resulting from induced screening currents. Antonova, Medvedev, and
Shebalin I5 used such measurements to study the critical
field and critical current anisotropy in NbSe 2 and we
found the technique to work well for YBa 2Cu 30 7 -x.
Figure 2 shows magnetic hysteresis loops at 4.5 K for
the larger crystal mounted with the Cu-O planes perpendicular to the field lines [Fig. 2(a)] and parallel to the
field lines (Fig. 2(b)]. The differences in the scale and in
the shape of the magnetization for the two orientations
are very striking. The lower critical fields, HA and H~1 ,
for crystals oriented such that the applied field is perpendicular and parallel to the Cu-9,planes, respectively, can
be determined from the point in the initial part of each
loop at which the departure from linearity begins. The
departures occur at fields of 4 kG for the perpendicular
orientation and at 600 G for the parallel orientation.
Corrected for the demagnetizing factors we get H•i -8
kG and HA, -800 G, giving a ratio of 10. This large
lower-critical-field anisotropy was cross checked by
measurements on a second crystal. In this case we repeatedly cycled the low-field magnetization curve to find
the lowest field at which the magnetization was not reversible. This procedure yielded values of HA -5.2 kG
and H,', < 530 G for this crystal, again giving a ratio of
10.
The difference in the magnitudes of the hysteresis in
the two loops in Fig. 2 is even larger. In the perpendicular orientation the gradual departure of the magnetization curve from perfect diamagnetism indicates that
there is strong pinning. In contrast, the sharp break at
H!, in the parallel orientation is indicative of weak pinning. According to the critical-state model of Bean16 applied to a disk-shaped sample in an applied field Ha
much in excess of the magnetization, the magnitude of
the critical current density is related to the magnetization by the simple relation17 Jc•i3OMIr, where M is the
magnetization in electromagnetic units per cubic centimeter, r is the disk radius in centimeters, and J, is the critical current density in amperes per square centimeter.
We use this relationship and approximate r as the geometric mean of half of the sample dimensions perpendicular to the field. From the peaks in the 4.5-K magnetization curves, we estimate the maximum critical current2
densities in the two directions as ./ -2.9x 106 A/cm
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planes.
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FIG. 2. Magnetization hysteresis loops at 4.5 K for a single

ferred critical-current anisotropy at 20 kG by more than
an order of magnitude. It is possible that the smaller an-

crystal of YBa2Cu30 7-1 with the Cu-O planes oriented (a)
perpendicular to the applied magnetic field and (b) parallel to
the applied field.

isotropy observed in the first crystal was due to some
slight misalignment, but we cannot rule out the possibility that it was a less perfect crystal.
Above Hc, we observed a slow time-dependent change
in the magnetization similar to that observed in
La2-xBa.,CuO4 by Muiller, Takashige, and Bednorz.1s
The magnetization was seen to change by as much as
20% and the time dependence was consistent with logarithmic behavior for times longer than 1000 min. For
practical reasons, the magnetization points reported in
this paper were typically taken a few minutes after establishing the field.
These critical-current and lower-critical-field measurements prove that the YBazCu 30 7 -x superconductor
is strongly anisotropic with the good conducting directions being along the Cu-O planes. Refined structural
analyses"9 show that there are one-dimensional Cu-O
chains in the YBa2Cu 307-. structure as well as twodimensional Cu-O planes. Band-structure calculations °
indicate that both one-dimensional and two-dimensional
features may be making contributions to the hightransition-temperature superconductivity. However, it
seems unlikely to us that the large supercurrents that we
have observed at low temperatures could be carried by
the one-dimensional chains.
From studies of intercalation superconductors, much is
known both experimentally and theoretically about the
behavior of anisotropic layered superconductors. Theoretically, such superconductors can be described either
by a Ginzburg-Landau theory with an anisotropic r 21 or
as an array of Josephson-coupled layers 22 (which can be
reduced in some limits to an anisotropic GinzburgLandau description). Consistent with our findings for
YBa2Cu]0O-,, this class of superconductors is known

and j4-4.2x 10' A/cm 2. (Note that our nomenclature
is such that 41 is the critical current inferred from fields
applied parallel to the Cu-O planes such that the induced
screening currents actually flow perpendicular to the
planes and ./' is the critical current determined from
currents induced along the direction of the planes by
fields applied perpendicular to the planes.) In Fig. 3 we
show the field and temperature dependence of the critical
current density as determined from the hysteresis curves
in Fig. 2 and similar curves taken at higher temperatures. From this plot one can see that the falloff of critical current density with applie! field is not too severe,
At 40 kG, J./-1.7x 106 A/cm 2 and J,-9.2x 104 A/
cm 2 . The falloff with temperature is much more rapid.
By 40 K in zero field, the perpendicular critical current
density J'-1.3 x 10' A/cm2 and by 60 K this has fallen
to J41 -4.2 x 104 A/cm2. The critical-current anisotropy
increases considerably at higher temperatures and fields,
Measurements taken on a second crystal at 4.5 K
confirmed the same general anisotropic critical-current
behavior, giving approximately three times greater anisotropy at zero field (./'-3.2x 10' A/cm 2 and 4,
- 1.6x 103 A/cm 2) and still larger critical-current anisotropies in larger fields. For instance, at 20 kG,
J'- 2.2 x 10' A/cm 2 and J4 -3.2 x 104 A/cm 2, for a ratio of 70. We observed in the course of these measurements that the hysteresis curves were extremely sensitive
to slight misalignments from the parallel orientation. An
estimated 5° misalignment of the crystal reduced the in-
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to possess anisotropic critical fields with H,'I much larger
than Hi and differences in magnetization hysteresis
loops and inferred critical-current densities. Though we
have not studied the upper critical fields in our
YBazCu3Oi-.. crystals, they can be expected to behave
like those in other anisotropic layered superconductors,
inewhihocase inothranisotmpch
largered
than
eronSuchtb
in which case H,2 is much larger than HrJ. Such behavior in YBa2Cu3O7 -X would explain some disparate aspects of the early data on this material. In particular,
measurements of the resistive transitions in high magnetic fields have indicated drastic broadening of the transition as field is applied. 2.2 In a ceramic composite of
YBa2Cu3O 7-,, some grains oriented with their layers
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with epitaxial films, 24 with the epitaxy such that the
large supercurrents flow along the direction of the Cu-O

planes, have demonstrated larger high-temperature
values of critical current density than ours, although the
drop off with increasing field is more rapid.
In summary, our measurements on single crystals of
YjBa 2Cu307,- demonstrate conclusively that its superconductivity is strongly anisotropic. At low temperatures
in fields out to 40 kG, critical currents along the direction of the Cu-O planes were observed to be in excess of
106 A/cm 2. The large supercurrent-carrying capability
and the anisotropy will be important aspects of most application considerations.
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Measurement of Anisotropic Resistivity and Hall Constant for Single-Crystal YBa Cu 0
2
3

7 -
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The resistivity of single-crystal YBalCu3O7-, has been found to be anisotropic, with magnitude and
temperature dependence similar to ceramic samples in directions parallel to the Cu-O planes, and with a
30 times larger room-temperature value and a much smaller temperature dependence in the orthogonal
direction. The Hall coefficient, with a magnetic field applied parallel to the Cu-O planes, is negative
(electroalike) and essentially temperatr independent in these crystals, in direct contrast to the behavior of other types of samples.
PACS numbers: 74.70.Ya

The report of superconductivity at unprecedented high
temperatures in La 2 -,BaCuO 4 by Bednorz and
MUller' led to the discovery of superconductivity at ternperatures above 90 K in YBa 2Cu30 7 -, and numerous
related. compounds. 2 The layered perovskite structure 3
of these materials indicates that they should be quite anisotropic. Transport measurements on single crystals are
thus an important step towards gaining an understanding
of these materials. Anisotropic magnetic properties
(critical fields, critical current density) have been reported in single crystals of both La 2 -xBaxCuO 4 and YBa2 CuAOT-,-type materials,'- 7 as has an anisotropy in
resistivity in La 2-,SrxCuO 4 single crystals' and in
oriented films of YBa 2Cu3OT7 -,. In addition to being
anisotropic, these new superconductors represent a state
of matter significantly different from those which are
presently understood. A fundamental question is whether or not the normal state from which the superconducting one condenses is a Fermi liquid, as is believed to be
the case with all other known superconductors. One signature of the Fermi-liquid state is a quadratic dependence of electrical resistivity on temperature below the
range in which phonon scattering dominates. The linear
temperature dependence of the resistivity characteristic
of these materials in ceramic form' appears, in this context, to be rather mysterious, implying a breakdown of
the Fermi-liquid description. For example, Lee and
Read'o infer both nonphonon and d-wave pairing from
this linear dependence.
In this paper we report measurements of the anisotropic resistivity and Hall coefficient in bulk singlecrystal YBa 2Cu3OA- 1 . We find that the resistivity in the
a and b directions (i.e., parallel to the Cu-O planes) is
approximately 450 #fa cm at room temperature, decreasing linearly with temperature above the superconducting transition with a slope of 1.3 #1l cm/K. This is
similar to the resistivity behavior of ceramic samples, for
which dopes of 1.7-2.5 /a cm/K are typical.' Thus we
can state that the relatively large magnitude and the
linear temperature dependence of resistivity are bulk
properties and not artifacts of the granular nature of the
ceramic materials. In the c direction (i.e., orthogonal to
1768
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the Cu-O planes), we find a room-temperature resistivity
30 times larger than in the in-plane direction, with only a
weak temperature dependence, confirming the highly anisotropic nature of the material. The Hall coefficient,
measured with a magnetic field applied parallel to the
Cu-O planes, is electronlike and virtually temperature
independent, in contrast to the holelike and temperature-dependent Hall constant observed in ceramic samples"I and epitaxial thin films.12
The crystal-growth process, described elsewhere,"3
yields crystals in the shape of rectangular parallelpipeds.
One typical form is thin platelets, as large as several millimeters in size in the basal (Cu-O) plane by a few tens
of micrometers in the orthogonal (c axis) direction. The
other common shape is euhedral, with dimensions of up
to 0.5 x 0.5 mm 2 by 0.2 mm.
Low-resistance Ohmic contacts to these crystals
proved to be difficult to form. Contact resistance values
in the range 10-3 to 10 (1 cM 2 were obtained by ultrasonic bonding of Al or Au wires and by direct probing. The presence of a poorly conducting surface layer,
possibly residual melt, often made even four-terminal
measurements of the underlying superconducting crystal
impossible in many cases. We developed a process, to be
described elsewhere,14 which results in Ohmic contacts
with specific resistance values in the range 107 to 106 al
cm 2. The crystal is masked with only the contact areas
exposed during the contact process.
For measurement of the resistivity anisotropy, - 10
pmx 10 om 2 contacts were formed on the corners of a
rea%,ingular crystal face containing the c axis. The two
directions in the face used in the measurement and the
one orthogonal to it will be denoted by subscripts 1, 2
(along the c axis), and 3, respectively, with corresponding lengths of 275, 97, and 290 pm for the sample reported here. The standard Montgomery"s and van der
Pauw"6 techniques were used to extract the ansiotropic
resistivity and Hall coefficict.
Four-terminal ac measurements yielded two resistances, R, with the current terminals parallel to the a-b
planes (perpendicular to the c-axis direction) and R 2
with the current terminals along the c-axis direction, as
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illustrated in Fig. 1. The two resistances have very
different values and temperature dependences, as shown
in Fig. 2. The small dots in Fig. 2 are data taken with
an rms measurement current of 500 pA (peak current
density 710 A/cm2 at the contacts). In the lowresistance direction, R, falls rapidly with decreasing
temperature. In the high-resistance (c axis) direction,
R 2 is - 100 times larger than RI at room temperature
and increases with decreasing temperature, attaining a
value about 60% above its room-temperature value just
above the superconducting transition. The large solid
resistance data points were obtained with an rms current
of 20 mA (peak current density 2.8x 104 A/cm 2 at the
contacts) in a separate experiment. With the larger
current, the superconducting transition was clearly seen
in both R, and R 2. The good agreement with the
lower-current data indicates that heating and critical
current were not problems even with the larger current.
There is a difference in T, between the two runs. The
transition temperature of this sample was originally 91 K
with a 10%-90% width of less than I K. It dropped to a
value of approximately 80 K, still retaining the narrow
transition width, after being tested several times. The
reason for this decrease is not known; however, the
normal-state resistances R, and R 2 did not change. T,
was stable in other samples, which had contacts parallel
to the a and b directions. T, varied from -75 to 91 K
from sample to sample, depending on the annealing conditions, without major differences in the normal-state
resistivity.
The large difference between the resistances R, and
R 2 indicates a substantial anisotropy between the in
plane and c directions, since the higher resistance corresponds to the shorter sample dimension. To extract the
components of the resistivity tensor, the method
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onal) resistivity tensor components pl. P2, and p3, arc
mapped onto an ecquivalent isotropic sample with resistivity p-- (p,pPO3) 13 and dimensions 11, 12, and 13. Given
R, and R 2 , the actual sample dimensions, and the assumption p -P3Pp2, we obtain the components of resistivity. The magnitude and temperature dependence of pi
which we obtain is in agreement with values obtained
from measurements on other crystals involving contacts
only in the a-b plane. No a-b plane anisotropy was observed, although a small anisotropy would be consistent
with our measurements. These crystals exhibit twinning
in the a-b plane, 13 which would tend to cause the inplane resistivity to appear more isotropic. Thus the assumption that there are only two components of resistivity, Pab (-P1 P3) and p, (-p2), which we used in our
analysis is a good one.
The rapid decrease in R, with decreasing temperature,
which is essentially exponential, can be understood as being due to the increasing distance between the voltage
leads and the current leads in the equivalent isotropic
sample. As a result of the increasing value of the ratio
R 2 /R, with decreasing temperature, 1211, increases from
1.9 to 3.4 between 300 and 100 K (1j/11'-0.35). /2
grows from 300 to 440,pm while 11 changes only slightly,
from 160 to 130 pm. The resistivity ratio p2/p, increases
from 30 to -80 as temperature is lowered. In measurements on samples with all contacts in the a-b plane, the
measured resistances are much larger because of the
more favorable effective sample geometry.
The resistivities p, (or p,,) and p2 (or Pc) are plotted
as functions of temperature in Fig. 3. p, is 450 p1) cm
at room temperature, 180,pul cm at T,, and extrapolates
to 75 pfl cm at T-0, with a slope of 1.3 pfl cm/K. It
t 50

2xt0-

developed by Montgomery' 5 was used. In keeping with
his notation, the potentials and currents present in an anisotropic sample with dimensions 11',1i, and 1i and (diag-
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FIG. 1. Sample and contact geometry. The contacts are on
a face which contains the c axis. Four-terminal resistance
mesurements were made with the current contacts aligned
perpendicular to the e axis of the crystal (RI "V~c/iA&), and
Patrallel to it (R2 - VOC/lAD). For Hall measurements. VACHON
is measured with a magnetic field, H. applied perpendicular to
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directions with respect to the Cu-O planes which dominate the
conductivity,

is similar in magnitude and temperature dependence to
the resistivity of ceramic samples. In contrast, P2, the
resistivity in the c direction, is much larger and increases
somewhat with decreasing temperature. For a 500-pA
current, the rapidly falling value of R, limits the temperature range of our analysis to above roughly 150 K. By
assuming that p, is linear in temperature down to T,, as
observed in other samples with measurements along the
a-b planes and in ceramic samples, we can extrapolate
the behavior of P2, which increases slightly as temperature is lowered, as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 2.
For this we used an extrapolation of p/lpg, which varied
smoothly with temperature. The resistance values Ri
and R 2 calculated using the extrapolated resistivities
were in good agreement with the measured ones so that,
given the linear p,(T), the determination of p2 (T) is
unique all the way to T,. The extrapolation is consistent
with the 20-mA data. The c-axis resistivity is much
larger than the in-plane resistivity, increasing somewhat
with decreasing temperature, with a value of 13-17 mil
cm.
In earlier measurementso on La 2-xSrxCuO4, a large
resistivity anisotropy between the a and c directions was
inferred with use of two different bar samples. Both exhibited broad transitions and similar temperature dependences, with resistivity increasing with decreasing temperature above the onset of superconductivity. Zero
resistance was not attained until 3.8 K. We observed
similar temperature dependences on YBa2Cu30 7 -- sampies with poor contacts and attributed our results to a
nonsuperconducting surface layer rather than to poor
1770

Recent measurements on oriented

YBa 2Cu3O7.-, thin films9 show a factor-of-20 anisotropy
in-plane and out-of-plane resistivities at room
increasing to about 40 near T,. The in-

4,,1o-'--temperature,

E•
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that of our crystals, possibly as a result the imperfect

stoichiometry of the films. The c-axis resistivity fell
slightly with decreasing temperature.

Hall measurements were made with the same sample
which we discussed above.
A magnetic field of ±1 T
was applied perpendicular to the contacted face of the

crystal (i.e., parallel to the a-b planes). The Hall voltage was linear in H at 0.5 and I T. It is convenient to
normalize the Hall constant, RH, to the unit cell volume,
Vo-174 A 3, and the electronic charge so that, in the
case of one isotropic parabolic band the Hall
number,

is the number of carriers per unit cell. For this
sample, the Hall constant is in the range -7.5x 10-10
to -9x 1-10 m 3/C, giving a Hall number, shown in
Fig. 2, which is electronlike (negative) and nearly temperature independent, as expected for a metal, indicating
1.2- 1.5 electrons per formula unit. The thickness of the
equivalent isotropic sample, 150 prm, and not the actual
thickness of 290 pm was used to obtain this value. This
behavior is in sharp contrast to that observed in ceramic"1 and polycrystalline epitaxial1 2 samples, in which
cases the Hall number is holelike and proportional to T.
In czramic La 2-5 SrxCuO 4, a p-type Hall coefficient
which was nearly temperature independent was found."
The behavior was purely holelike for x < 0.15 but mixed
(both holes and electrons) for x > 0.15.
Recently, Allen, Pickett, and Krakauer" used a
band-theory approach to calculate the anisotropic transport properties, including the resistivity and Hall tensors,
of doped La 2CuQ 4-based materials. This analysis has
been extendedIa to YBa 2Cu 30 7 -. Both positive (for B
parallel to the c axis) and negative Hall coefficients (for
B in the a or b direction) are predicted for both of these
materials, depending on the field direction (due to the
nonparabolic bands, RH
1 d - l/ne). For in-plane magnetic fields orthogonal to and along the ordered Cu-O
chains, they predict Hall constants of -3.5xl0-' and
X
1x0-10 m 3/C, in reasonable agreement with our
single in-plane number of "-8xl0-10 m 3/C. They
also predict zero-temperature resistivity anisotropies of
5.6 and 15 between the in-plhne and c directions, somewhat smaller than we extrapolate from our measurements, and an anisotropy of 2.7 between the in-plane
directions.
In summary, we have measured the anisotropic resistivity of single-crystal YBa 2Cu 30-.7
The in-plane behavior is like that of ceramic material, showing that the
linear temperature dependence of resistivity is not an artifact of the granular materials, Along the c axis the
resistivity is much larger and increases with decreasing
temperature. The Hall coefficient, measured with the B
field perpendicular to the c axis, is electronlike with a
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value corresponding to 1.3 carriers per cell.
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Anisotropic Nature of High-Temperature Superconductivity in Single-Crystal YjBa2Cu^O_-,

0

T. K. Worthington, W. J. Gallagher, and T. R. Dinger
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center. Yorktown Heights, New York 10598
(Received 24 June 1987)

We report the first contact-free measurements of the upper critical fields, 1 2(T). Of siage-'Crysa
YlBa2Cu 3O7 -.. In contrast to reported resistive measurements, we find that the anisotropy nest Te i
temperature independent in agreement with anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau theory. Estinades of the anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau and London parameters arc eported. These indicate that despite the large
anisotropy in H, 2 (5: 1), the inferred low-temperature interplanar coherence length (?, -7 A) remain
larger than the Cu-O layer spacing of 3.9 AL Supecrconductivity in YBajCuOp-. thus waamfuldamentally three dimensional in nature for a substantial temperature range hdlovi T,.
PACS numbers: 74.60.Ec. 74.70.Ya
Despite the flurry of activity on high-To superconductivity in Cu-O based perovskite-type materials that has
followed the breakthrough discovery of superconductivity
at ==35'K in La2 -,BaCuO.4 by Bednorz and Mimecr,'
the macroscopic nature of the superconductivity in these
new materials and the mechanism responsible for their
superconductivity are not yet clear. The availability of
single crystals of the new Cu-O based superconductors,
and the anisotropy manifest in their resistivity.' critical
current density, 3 and upper2Z4E and lower 3 critical
fields, establish the importance of anisotropy to the macroscopic nature of the high-temperature superconductivity. In this paper we report the first inductive measurements; Of H,2 as a function of orientation for singlecrystal YaBa 2Cu3O7-,. We use this and other data to
estimate the anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau parameters,
and to examine the degree to which existing theories of
anisotropic superconductors are able to describe the observed behavior of YBa2Cu 3 Oi-,. We find that the anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau theory describes our data
well near T,. and that although the superconductivity in
YjBa2 CU3 O7 -x is strongly anisotropic, it is three dimensional in nature. Elaborations of available theories are
needed to explain lower-temperature features of our
data.
The YjBa2 CU3 O7 -, single crystal used in this study
was obtained from a partially melted pellet made with an
off-stoichiomectric composition according to a procedure
described by Dinger et al.3 This procedure routinely resuited in highly faceted crystals with dimensions of approximately 200 pm, with occasional crystals approaching 0.5 mm in size. The crystal studied here had dimensions of 34 by 280 by 160 in. Measurements in a
scanning x-ray diffractoineter showed this crystal to be
of high quality with unit-cell dimensions of a -3.13 A,
b -3.89 A, and c -l1.71 A. T1e degree of odhtxharmbicity was b/a -1.016. The crystal was macroucopicofy
twinned in the a-b plane.'The diffraction peak widths
were limited by instrumental resolution, indicatin demains in excess of 500 A in size and little comipadmimma
variation,
1160
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The inductive transition of the crystal was measured
by means of a variation of a technique used by Dalrymple and Prober. 7 The crystal was tightly wrapped with
eight turns of 30-pmn-diat -insulated coipper wire. A
200-pF capacitor was connected in parallel with this inductor to form an LC circuit which was resonant at
about 70 MHz. The wrapped crystal, capacitor, and a
c~arbon-glass; thermometer (Make Shore- Cryotronics, encapsulation removed) were all affixed to an alumina
TO-5 header which was mounted in a rotating fixture insert of a 15-T superconducting magueL Variable ternperaturcs were provided by helium gas flowing through a
heated copper block below the sample.c A Minicircuits
ZSC-2-1 signal splitter, used as a directional coupler,
and a HP4194A gain-phase analyzer west used to mecasure the reflected signal from the resonant circuit, as
shown in the inset to Fig. I (a). As the sample was slowly cooled through the transition, the change in inductance resulted in a change in resonant frequency. 71e
transition temperature was determined by the measurement of the reflected power as a fuamctio. of temperature
at a fixed frequency. The frequency wschosen at the
steepest point on the amplibade-versus-frequency curve
above the transition temperature. The field due to the
measurement current is estimated to he -3 G; smaller
current values only reduced the signal-to-noise ratio.
Figures I (a) and I1(b) show a selection -of the curves of
the reflected power versus tempeature for both parallel
and perpendicular orientatimn. ;Data were taken for both
warming and cooling to verffy that the sample and the
thermometer were at the same temperature. Eakch curv
repiresents -2-3 h of data taking depending on the tanpemature span required.
The tzuanstion tenperatureat a gaive fled wa dew.r
om
Almined by the cownt~ructiaas hu -..in -though aur techniquetfor
cuntrag7. meawhat ",i
-o&*
trazy, the tranitous arewAAAd4i mul b1
slightly with baceauiag fifu amy asshle Adi-'Iu
will yield sam vahcs. for dH,44T. -.Th tepAtume
a ofh
d ds
wer corrected for mgstra
theamaliain
frnim Smuple, Burat, MA- ftiu6,..b
Phsicol,Sadefy.
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FIG. I. Temperature dependence of the amplitude of the
reflected signal from a resonant tank circuit with the
YBa 2Cu3O 7-, crystal mounted with the Cu-O planes (a)
parallel and (b) perpendicular to the applied field, for H-0.7.
4, 10, and 15 T. The constructions indicate how T, at a given
field was determined. Inset in (a): Schematic of the measurement apparatus.

we get estimates for H.c (0) of 29 and 42 T.
Figure 3 shows the angular dependence of dH,2ldT
for an applied field of 10 T. Here we define dHc2 /dT as
10 T divided by the difference of the transition temperature at 10 T at a given angle and the zero-field transition
temperature. The sharpness of the angular data near
parallel orientation underscores the need for precise
alignment of the sample. The two curves plotted in the
figure are the angular dependences predicted for H, 2 at
fixed temperature by the anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau
theory,10 HX2(0) -- HA [sin 29+ (m±/m)cos 20] -,/2, for
two values of mj/mi. The value which fits the end
points results in a curve that does not fit the data near
the peak, and a value which fits the data near the peak
results in a curve that is significantly below the data at

amounting to - 1.5 K at the highest field.
Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of H, 2 for
the Cu-O planes oriented parallel and perpendicular to

2.5

the applied field. The zero-field transition temperature

extrapolated from both the parallel and the perpendicular data is 88.8 K. The temperature dependence of H' 2
is basically consistent with a straight line with a slope of
- 2.3 T/K, with the highest-field points possibly indicating some upward curvature. Extrapolation
H12
according toofthethedirtycurve back to zero temperature
limit isotropic formula (with no Pauli paramagnetism
limiting effects),' He(O)-0.69TedHdT, gives HM(O)
-- 140 T. [For a strongly anisotropic superconductor a
more appropriate extrapolation might be linear [which
wouldgve H, 2(0)--204 T], and the correct extrapola.tion might be even higher than linear.) In contrast, the
temperature dependence of the perpendicular field HA
shows a pronounced upward deviation from a linear
dependence. Near T,, HA has a slope of -0.46 T/K,
but below 78 K the data are consistent with a slope of
-0.71 T/K. Extrapolating these two curves back to
zero temperature using the isotropic dirty-limit formula.

from Tc when HC2 (9)

f

2.0
.
11.
-

=

10 T

'fN.o

.-

0.5
0

j
0.

.

80o
6so
40o
Angle
FIG. 3. Dependence of dH,2ldT on angle between the Cu-O
planes and the applied field as calculated from data taken at 10
T. The two curves are the angular dependences predicted by
the anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau theory for two sets of anisotropy parameters.
20o
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large angles. The deviation of the data from the latter
theoretical curve would be significantly less if there were
no break in the slope of HA at -78 K.
We looked for, but did not observe, any change in the
transition temperature for rotations of 00, 450, and 90*
in the a-b plane in a field of 10 T. We believe that we
would have seen an anisotropy in our crystal if it were as
large as the =-I-K change reported by Hidaka et aL 5 for
their resistive measurements on single-crystal YBa2Cu 30 7-, with a 70-K transition temperature. lye et al.6
likewise did not observe any a-b anisotropy in their resistive measurements on a =90-K YBa2CusO,-X crystal.
Our results do not show any of the curvature near T,
that was evident in the resistive measurements of dfa21
di by Hidaka et al. 2 and lye et aL.6 on single-crystal
YBa2Cu 30 7-x and in previous resistive measurements
on La 2 -xBaxCuO 4 by Shamoto, Onoda, an,. qato4 and
Hidaka et al.5 The resistive measurements are made by
passing currents along the Cu-O planes and necessarily
involve currents flowing on many planes. We know from
our earlier work 3 that the critical currents at high ternperature and fields between the planes are very small.
These low critical currents and the possibility of damaged surface layers could be complicating the determination of H12 from resistive measurements.
Our measured values for some of the anisotropic parameters of YBa 2Cu3O 7-, are given in Table I along
with various derived quantities. The coherence length in
the Cu-O plane, 40, is calculated from the estimate of
HAj (0) -29 T and the relation 10 HA• (0) -fl/2xrj. The
ratio of H,12/HA -4,/1o results in 4 -7 A. The coherence length perpendicular to the Cu-O layers, 4, is
significantly greater than the spacing between the Cu-O
layers, 3.9 A, indicating that although the superconductivity is strongly anisotropic, it remains three dimension-
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TABLE I. Measured and derived anisotropic parameters for
single-crystal YBa2Cu30 7-,. Parallel and perpendicular refer

al in nature down to very low temperatures. According
to the Josephson-coupled layer model, the crossover to
two-dimensional behavior is expected when 4,-j/.f2
-2.8 A, where s is the Cu-O interplanar spacing." The
measurements of Freitas, Tsuei, and Plaskett1 2 showed
that the fluctuations near T, were also three dimensional
in nature. HA was used to calculate the penetration
depth in the Cu-O planes, 1e, from the relation H~,
-(od4x)2)ln(Xo4o).
From the penetration depth and
HA we calculate H,(0)-HAj4/2Kto, where Ko-v/o.
3
The values for ,'K and X, are calculated from'
r. -(m1/m.L) ro and ', - O-(.O/t.zCo) 1/2. For these calculations we have used the anisotropy ratio given by the
temperature dependence of H,2 near T, and the dirtylimit isotropic relationship between the high-temperature
data and the low-temperature parameters. Obviously,
use of the larger anisotropy observed for HI would alter
the numerical results as would the use of extrapolations
other than the conventional isotropic dirty-limit relationship.
We next consider to what extent the anisotropic properties of YjBa 2Cu3O 7 -x can be understood in terms of
existing theories. Above 78 K, the linearity of our data
indicates agreement with anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau
theory. Our experimental results indicate H,2 anasotropies of 5:1 near T7, and H,, anisotropies of at least 1:10
at low temperatures. Existing theories cannot account
for the greater anisotropy measured in Ha. Lawrence
and Doniach's results' 0 for H,, anisotropy according to
both an anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau formulation and a
Josephson-coupled layered superconductor model indicate that the anisotropy of H,, should be reciprocal to
that of H,2 and smaller in magnitude. Kogan and
Clem14 and Kogan1 5 and, recently, Balatskii, Burlachkov, and Gor'kov1 6 calculate that the anisotropy in
Hf, should be exactly reciprocal to the H,2 anisotropy.
If these relationships remain valid down to low temperatures, the larger anisotropy we observe for H,, at low

to the direction of the field applied relative to the copper-

temperatures indicates that the H,2 anisotropy at low

oxygen planes. For the case of J,, the currents are actually
flowing perpendicular to the applied field.

temperature must be larger than it is near T,. The
Klemm-Luther-Beasley 11 extensions of the Josephsoncoupled layer model indicate that pronounced upward
curvature in H,'2 (and therefore an increase in anisotropy) can occur in layered systems when the coherence
length, 4, becomes small enough that vortex cores fit between the layers. This behavior has been seen in a number of intercalated layered superconductors. While this
theory does provide a mechanisms to explain an increase
of anisotropy with lowering temperature, our estimates
indicate that the vortex core size does not shrink small

Parallel

Perpendicular

Measured parameters
88.8 K

Te
(dHldT) (Ti)
)
H, (4.5TK)
JC(O T, 4.5 K)

0.46 T/K
0.5 T
3.2x 106 A/cm 2

2.3 T/K
0.005 T
A/cm2
10'
1.6x
Derived parameters

H,2(0)
4(0)
HI(0)
XCL(0)

1162

29 T
4o-34 A

140 T
4,-7 A
2.7 T
X,-1250
ic,-37

A

)e-260 A

0-7.6

enough with decreasing temperature to force a crossover
to two-dimensional behavior and thus an increase in anisotropy. Some other mechanism is necessary to cause
an increase of H,12 and anisotropy. A break in the temperature dependence of HA, like that at 78 K, is not predicted by either the anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau theory
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or the Josephson-coupled layered theory. ýOn ••

" •

cause for this behavior could be a complicated Fermi
surface as described by Dalrymple and Prober7 for
Nb1transition
-xTa 1 Se
possible explanation
could be a
2. Another
from
thaercoupilng
topacombnation
cofld be- a
and d-wave coupling as has been suggested by Kotar. 17
In conclusion, we have established from upper-critical-field data that the high-temperature superconductivity in YlBa 2Cu3O,-x is three dimensional in nature and
in accord with the expectations of anisotropic GinzburgLandau theory. The strong anisotropy (5:1) is associated with the Cu-O planes. The larger anisotropy measured for the lower critical field and the temperature
dependence of the upper critical field at lower temperatures indicate that, at least, elaborations of the simplest
theoretical models for anisotropic superconductors are
needed to describe YaBa2C113 O_,,

at lower tempera-

tures.
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Field-effect conductance of YBa 2 Cu 3 06
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Metal-insulator-semiconductor field effect transistors have been fabricated using laser ablation
to deposit YBaCuO thin films onto SrTiO 3, MgO, LaAMO 3, and LaGaO 3 substrates. The
substrates were used as gate insulators. The conductivity of two films on SrTiO 3 could be
modulated, while for other samples the conductivity was independent of the gate
voltage. The field-effect mobility was extracted and found to be of magnitude comparable to
the mobility of metallic YBa 2Cu30 7 .

The high T, superconductors can be viewed as degenerately doped versions of progenitors that are antiferromagnetic semiconductors.' The high charge carrier density
required for superconductivity is usually achieved by doping, but one might hope to induce this density with an
electric field, as is done in field effect transistors for conventional semiconductors like Si. Indeed, because the latter
method induces the carriers without the concomitant disorder due to charged impurities, the density of carriers
required for superconductivity may be lower when induced
electronically rather than chemically. 2
A three terminal metal-insulator-semiconductor field
effect transistor (MISFET) that is superconducting in its
high conductance state might be valuable technologically,
Fabrication and measurement of such a MISFET was first
reported using the In/InO system. 3 Recently a measurement of a MIS capacitor using MgO as the insulator and
YBaCuO as the semiconductor was reported.4 We describe
here the characteristics of a MISFET in which the semiconductor is YBa 2Cu3O 6. As the insulator we have tested
SrTiO 3, MgO, LaAJO03, and LaGaO 3. We find evidence
that, as for conventional semiconductors, the properties of
the MISFET are sensitive to the nature of the insulatorsemiconductor interface.
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the structure
used for these studies. Epitaxial thin films of YBa 2Cu 30 7
3000 1 thick were deposited on (100)-oriented insulators
using the laser ablation technique. 5 The latter yields
smooth films with the c-axis oriented perpendicular to the
interface, which display a sharp superconducting transition
at 90 K. Before the deposition of the film the substrates
were rinsed in acetone and methanol. Ar ion milling was
used to define isolated rectangles of YBa 2Cu 30 7 with dimensions I X 0.7 mm. Sputtered gold contacts were then
patterned by standard photolithographic techniques. On
top of each substrate typically 20 structures were thus pre-

ostat, and the conductivity was measured as a function of
the gate voltage at various temperatures. For several samples the leakage current between the gate electrode and the
four resistance probes was large at the higher temperatures, so the resistance was measured with an ac technique
while the dc voltage on the gate was swept continuously.
An ac voltage at 100 Hz was applied between two of the
electrodes and the current was determined by measuring
the voltage across a load resistor in series with these electrodes. The resistance was determined by dividing the voltage across the other two electrodes by the current, as indicated in Fig. 1. Both voltages were measured with a
lock-in amplifier. We found that when the contacts were
blocking, large phase shifts appeared between the voltage
and current in such a measurement. For the data presented
here such phase shifts were very small, indicating that the
contact resistance was smaller than that of the sample. The
applied voltage was kept low enough that the four-probe
current was proportional to the four-probe voltage.
For most samples the conductivity of the YBaCuO
film was independent of gate voltage indicating a high density of interface or bulk localized states. However two
films, for which SrTib 3 was used as gate insulator, displ
moruwhion of the
wondused
we
a
gatoltplay ed a modulation of the conductivity when a gate voltage was applied. In the following we discuss results for
these samples.
The voltages required by the large thickness, 0.635
mem, of the insulator are somewhat reduced by its large
dielectric constant, e - 330 at 300 K. However, SrTiO 3
undergoes a variety of structural phase transitions and exhibits ferroelectricity below 110 K, making the field-effect
experiments more complicated at these temperatures.
Therefore, most of the measurements were made between
130 and 300 K.
Results of the measurements for one of our field-effect

pared. The final fabrication step was to anneal the sample

structures are presented in Fig. 2. The conductance per

at SOO.T in an Ar flow for 2 h. After annealing the
YBaCuO film was semiconducting, presumably having
composition YBa 2Cu3 0 5.,85.6 Applying silver paint to the
back of the substrate allowed the oxide substrates to be
used as gate insulators,
The sample was placed in a variable temperature cry-

square is given in units of the quantum of conductance,
e 2 /h. At room temperature, the conductance increases for
both polarities of the gate voltage. This result is not fully
understood, but most likely is due to the high leakage currents discussed above. On the other hand, below 250 K the
leakage current is smaller than the measuring current, and
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FIG. I. Schematic cross section of the metal-insulator-eemiconductor
field effect transistor. The YBaCuO flm was reduced to make it a semi-

conductor.

the behavior is quite asymmetric. When holes are added to
the semiconductor the conductance increases dramatically,
whereas, when electrons are added the conductance is constant to within experimental error. This is consistent with
the hole-type conduction characteristic of YBaCuO.
It is clear from Fig. 2 that both the field induced excess
conductance and the zero-gate-voltage conductance increase with increasing temperature. To compare the dependencies of these two quantities in a meaningful way, we
have calculated the field-effect mobility at the gate voltage
for which 1.1 X 1012 cm-2 holes are accumulated (V,
-200 V at 250 K) for each temperature. We have used
literature
values of the temperature-dependent dielectric
constant of
SrTiO3 to calculate the field induced carrier
nsityThe field-effect mobility and the Vf =-0 conducfelote imbicliy
ct
againdstheT-. =n0 c .
densityne ae

tance are plotted logarithmically against T_- in Fig. 3.
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Two encouraging observations can be made from Figs.
2 and 3. The first is that the field-effect mobility is very
=t70 cm 2/V s. This is very
ista
large. At 250 K we find
high, considering that it is a lower bound on the true carrier mobility, because carriers trapped in surface or bulk
localized states do not contribute to the mobility. Despite
this, the mobility is nearly as large as values found in the
normal state of superconducting YBa2Cu30 from field effects and Hall measurements. 9
The second promising feature is that the induced conductance per square is close to e2/h. Experiments on
- .Sr.CuO4 + y with hole concentrations from 5X 10 - 4

our transistors have nearly the carrier density necessary for superconductivity.
However, the temperature-dependent field effect shows
that our accumulation layers are not metallic but semiconducting. Indeed, the temperature dependence in Fig. 3 requires further explanation. Fitting the data in Fig. 3 to
straight lines one finds activation energies of 71 meV for
the zero-gate-voltage conductance and 67 meV for the mobility. Such behavior is often found when the Fermi level

-

.

"

3

to 0.2 of the Cu atom density' and thin metal filmst° show
that when the conductance per square per CuO layer exceeds a few e2/h, superconductivity appears. Since the accumulation layer is expected to be only a few CuO 2 layers

.""Kthick,

0.5
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o-

"0.
2.

Ep lies in a high density of localized states, as in, for ex"ample,amorphous semiconductors. t1 " 2 Indeed, the behav0.1
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.density

ior of our samples is consistent with there being a high
of localized states at En as we now elaborate.

For ease of discussion, we discuss the case of electrons
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FIG. 2. Conductance per square in units of e /h as function of gate

voltage for different temperatures.
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rather then holes. If EFlies in a high density of localized
states, additional electrons induced by the gate will, for the

most part, occupy those states. The Fermi level will rise
because of this extra charge, by AEp, but at zero temper-

ature this will give no increase in conductance because the
Levy et aL
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extra carriers are localized. However, at finite temperature,
a small fraction of the carriers will be thermally excited to
the mobility edge Ec in the conduction band. This fraction
increase
is proportional to exp[ - (E¢ - EF)/kT] and the
of AEF will therefore cause a fractional increase in the
conductivity (AG/G) of [exp(AEF/kT) - 1].
If the bands are flat at zero bias, the increase in EF
occurs only in the accumulation region, of width x much
less than the film thickness d, and one predicts a change in
the film conductance G (proportional to IFE) given by:
AG X~
[exp(AEf/kT) - 1].
--z=

(1)

for which SrTiO was used as the insulator we have bees
able to modulate the conductivity. We have found that th~
have
is temperature dependent, and weFeri
field-effect mobility
concluded that in the reduced YBaCuO film the
energy was located near a high density of localized stat~s,
probably surface states, that prevent easy depletion. I
One of us (M.A.K) acknowledges stimulating discussions with R. J. Birgeneau. This work was conducted under the auspices of the Consortium for Superconducting
Electronics with partial support by the Defence Advanced
Research Projects Agency (Contract No. MDA972-90-C0021). The work at IBM was also supported in part by
ONR Contract No. N00014-85-C-0361.

If AEF < kT then AG has almost the same temperature
dependence as G. In this case, AGIG<1 because x/dl.

However, we observe the same temperature dependence for
AG and G even though AG=G. One explanation is that,
for those films that show the field effect, the surface is
already in accumulation for zero gate voltage. In that case
the conductance at zero bias is dominated by the accumulation layer and the factor x d does not appear in Eq. (I).
To explain why the bias that gives depletion does not
reduce the conductance (see Fig. 2) one must then postulate a high density of states just below EF. We estimate that
o
en1019 CM
eV- or of
density of bulk states greater than
surface states greater than 1013 cm - 2 eV - 1would be necessary to explain the observation. If such a high density of
bulk states were present one would probably not observe a

field effect in any film. That we see the effect only for a

subset of samples is consistent with the idea that there is a
high density of surface states which is sometimes chemi-

cally compensated.
metal-insulatorIn summary, we have fabricated
and in two of the samples
YBCuO field-effect transistors,
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Chemical and electrical properties of interfaces between deposited
insulators and La 2CuO 4

-l
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Metal-insulator-semiconductor capacitors have been fabricated using plasma enhanced
chemical vapor deposition of Si3N 4 and SiO 2 insulators on La 2CuO 4 semiconducting single
crystals. Auger electron spectroscopy was used to characterize the insulatorsemiconductor interface after annealing at several temperatures. Copper segregation and
oxygen out-diffusion were observed and the Si 3N 4-semiconductor interface was found to be
more stable than the SiO 2-semiconductor one.

I. INTRODUCTION

II. EXPERIMENT

An unusual feature of the high-temperature copperoxide superconductors is the proximity of the superconducting phase to an antiferromagnetic insulating phase.'
One reaches this insulating state in YBa2 Cu30 7, for example, by reducing the material, thus lowering the charge
carrier (hole) density. This has led to the suggestion that
an externally appiied electric field might be used instead of

The single crystals of La 2 CuO 4 used in this study were
grown by the top seeded solution method in CuO flux.
Laue x-ray diffraction was used to align the surface of the
crystals parallel to the copper oxide planes (perpendicular
to the b axis in orthorhombic notation, space group
Cmca). Details of the crystal growth technique have been
previously published!8

reported7 efforts to do the opposite. Such a superconducting field effect transistor (SUFET) might be technologically valuable, and it would certainly open new avenues of
scaentifi
valua
nit. wished
scientific inquiry. of
The efficacy of this approach depends sensitively on
the properties of the interface between the superconductor
and the insulator across which the field is applied. In this
article we report results of a study of the interface between
La2CuO 4, which becomes a superonductor with Tc-4O K
when doped with Sr, and two insulators that are used in
conventional semiconductor processing, Si3N 4 and SiO 2.
While crucial to assessing the feasibility of SUFETs, such
studies are expected to be valuable, as well, for the future
fabrication of multilayer superconductor-insulator-superconductor structures and integrated superconductor-semiconductor devices,
We have fabricated metal-insulator-semiconductor
structures by depositing Si3N 4 and SiO 2 insulators on semiconducting La 2CuO4 single crystals using plasma enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). These structures
have been annealed at temperatures between 200 "C and
900 "Cin vacuum or Ar gas. After each annealing step, an
Auger depth profile was taken to characterize the interface
between the LA2CUO 4 crystal and the insulator. We found
that even at very low annealing temperatures the interface
is oxygen poor and copper rich. At higher annealing temperatures (above 800 C) the lanthanum. oxide phase separates near the interface. These effects are much more severe for the SiO 2 insulator than for Si 3N4 .

that the N661 temperature was 322 K, verifying that the
carrier density is less than _l018 cm-3 or 0.01% of the
Cu atom density.' After annealing, the crystals were polto an optically smooth surface and then etched with
a solution of 1% Br in methanol for 10 mrin to remove
surface damage resulting from the annealing and polishing.
The Si0 2 and Si3N 4 layers were deposited by PECVD
to a thickness of approximately 700 A as measured by
ellipsometry. The PECVD parameters are shown in Table
I. The dielectric constants for La 2CuO 4 +j have been
found9 to be el = 5 and e2 = 2 at the wavelength of 6238
A, used for the ellipsometry. A zero-bias capacitance measurement of the Si 3N4 sample indicates an insulator thickness of 750 A using low frequency Ej = 6. The 50 A difference between the ellipsometry and the capacitance
thickness estimates may be due to effects of the excess
oxygen in the sample of Ref. 9 on the dielectric constant.
Various surface treatments before the insulator deposition were tested in addition to the Br etching discussed
above, including ion milling and helium plasma precleaning. These did not alter the results significantly. Annealing
of the insulator-semiconductor structures in either vacuum, at a pressure of roughly I X 10-` Torr, or in 1500
sccm argon flow, gave the same results.
The Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) was done using a Physical Electronics model 660 Auger spectrometer
with a primary beam energy of 5 keV, a primary beam
current of 60 nA. and a beam raster of 2 ,sm X 2 jsm. An
incident AR + beam was used for ion milling. The ionmilling time was related to depth using a Dektak profilo-

chemical modification to change the hole concentration.2
Several groups34 have attempted to drive YBaCuO from
the superconducting to the insulating state. We previously
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In order to minimize the carrier density the
La 2CuO 4 + i crystals were annealed in vacuum at 900"C
for 30 min. Magnetic susceptibility measurements showed
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TABLE I. PECVD deposition parameters of SiO% and Si 3 N 4 .
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ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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A. Silicon dioxide
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As a control sample, an Auger depth profile was taken

J

for a La 2CuO 4 crystal after it had been reduced, polished,
and etched in bromine, with no deposited insulator. This
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sample displayed an abrupt surface for which the concentrations of La, Cu, and 0 are constant for depths greater
than about 20 A. Since the depositions of the SiO 2 and
Si 3N 4 were done at temperatures of 200 "C and 350 "C we
will refer to such samples, which underwent no further
annealing, as though the crystal were annealed at the deposition temperatures. In Fig. 1 we show the AES atomic
concentration profiles of interfaces of La2CuO4-SiO 2 annealed at temperatures from 200 TC to 900 'C.
Fot
oncentrations of opper
olanthanumre
2
ononeal,
the
insuof-copper
and
rise monotonically at the insulator-crystal
interface and there is no sign of chemical inhomogeneity.
The copper signal rises about 10 A ahead of the lanthanum, asAuge
expected,
due to theathigher
higher energy
of thetemperacopper
elctrns.Howver
annealing
Auger electrons. However, con erannearts taetera-

peak shifts in energy by 7.0o0.3 eV in going from the
environment of the SiO 2 layer to the La2CuO 4 . in the sampies annealed at higher temperatures, the oxygen shows
two shifts as seen in Fig. 2. First, the shift is 5.8-d-0.5 eV
for the transition from the SiO 2 to the La 20 3, and second,
the shift is 1.2=10.5 eV from the La 2 0 3 to the La 2 CuO 4.
The total shift in this sample is then 7.0:t0.5 eV which
the t the
heshift
lower-therature annealed
e d samsammatches
shiftininththe elower-temperature
ple. In addition, the lower-temperature samples display a

tures, a peak in the copper concentration starts to develop

rapid change in oxygen peak position compared -to the very

beneath the interface. The height of this peak (corresponding to the segregating copper) increases with increasing
annealing temperature, and the peak is pushed backward
from the SiO 2 interface (Table II).
For annealing temperatures of 800 "Cand lower, the
peak is approximately at the interface. However, for the
900 C anneal, the copper peak is pushed back from the
interface by approximately 400

A

(Table II). In this case,

FIG. I. AES atomic concentration (arbitrary units) as function of the
ion-milling cycle number of SiO2-LaZCuO 4 interfaces at several annealing
temperatures for copper(), lanthanum(- - -), oxygen( .........

and silicon

(-).

radualgtransitin e(which idicaton aomeared-interae)
gradual transition (which indicates a sm ear ed interface)
from Sig 2 to La203 and then to sa2Cu. 4 seen in the
higher-temperature annealed samples.
In all the samples, the oxygen is depleted at the surface. This is seen, in Fig. 1, as a dip in the oxygen concenTABLE H.Copper peak width and depth relative to the SiO2 /A 2CuO 4

lanthanum oxide is formed at the interface, probably in the
form of La 2 0 3 , as indicated by the relative intensities of the

La and 0 Auger peaks. The copper peak is also very broad.
This may result from surface roughness caused by the
phase separation.
The AES spectra, in addition to the profiles, can be
used to further characterize the interface. In Fig. 2 we
present the Auger electron energy spectra, in the vicinity of
the oxygen peak, as a function of the ion-milling cycle for
the 900 C annealed sample. When the sample is annealed
at temperatures lower than 800 "C (not shown) the oxygen
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was fully retration near the interface. Since the crystal
duced before processing (there was no excess oxygen), a
probable explanation for the oxygen depletion is that during the deposition process, oxygen was pulled out of the
crystal by excess silicon in the insulator layer. This loss of
oxygen may destabilize the crystal chemically; this, in turn,
may be the reason why the material separates into other
components, probably La 20 3 and oxides of Cu at high temperature. Grain boundary diffusion, as was seen in other
studies t0'll on YBa 2Cu30 7 films, is most likely not the
cause for the loss of oxygen near the surface of La 2CuO 4
single crystals. A different explanation, preferential ion
milling of oxygen in the La 2CuO 4, was ruled out using the
control sample.
B. Silicon nitride
aa
The
AES atomic oncentration profiles of the
Th
La 2CuO 4-Si 3N 4 interfaces are shown in Fig. 3. Again, the
copper and lanthanum concentrations rise monotonically
for the low-temperature annealed samples. The sample annealed at 500 "C shows a copper peak similar to that seen
in the SiO 2-coated samples but much smaller in both
height and depth.
As for the SiO 2 covered sample, the oxygen concentration is depleted at the surface, as seen especially in the
sample annealed at 500 *C. Again, the silicon in the Si 3N4
layer may extract oxygen, and this might cause instability
at high temperature. However, the interface is more abrupt
than with SiO 2 and there is less oxygen diffusion out of the
La 2CuO 4 and less copper segregation on the surface. In
general, it seems that the Si 3 N 4 -La 2 CuO4 interface is more
thermally stable than the SiO 2-La 2CuO 4 interface.
The nitride-coated sample annealed at 500 "C showed
significant asymmetry in capacitance versus voltage (C-IV)
measurements, indicating charge depletion in the La 2CuO 4
crystal. This signal was reproducible for different frequencies and sweep directions and displayed no hysteresis. Figure 4 shows the I kHz C-V curve for this sample at room

temperature. Fitting this graph with the usual Schottky
screening model gives an acceptor density of N=4X 10"
cm . Previous measurements of La 2CuO 4 charge carrier
densities using Hall effect give a density of about 8X 10"
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FIG. 3. AES atomic concentration (arbitrary units) as function of the
ion-milling cycle number of Si 3N4-La2CuO 4 interfaces at several annealing temperatures for copper(-), lanthanum(- - -), nitrogen(- ), and silicon(--).
yg(.
cm - for a crystal with a 310 K NWel temperature. For the
fully reduced crystal (TN =322 K) the carrier density
should be lower, consistent with the capacitance measurement. Since the depth of the depletion layer is much larger
than the surface damage caused by annealing we conclude
that most of the depleted carriers are in an approximately
stoichiometric La 2CuO 4 crystal.
The effective resistance of the coated sample displayed
significant asymmetry as well, which cannot be explained
by a standard Schottky depletion. This asymmetry may be
due to states in the band gap of the insulator. These states
can be attributed to dopants of Si 3N 4 such as oxygen dif-
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fusing out of the La 2CuO 4 crystal or hydrogen ions which
are present during deposition. The presence of ions in the
insulator may shift the C-V curve as a function of gate
voltage thus preventing us from estimating the difference in
work function of the gate metal and the semiconductor
(La 2CuO4). However, since there was no frequency or

auspices of the Consortium for Superconducting Electronics with partial support by the Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (Contract No. MDA972-90-C0021). The work at IBM was also supported in part by
ONR contract No. N00014-85-C-0361.

sweeping rate dependence of the C-V curve the rough estimate of the acceptor density should still be valid.
In summary, the change in La12 CUO 4 at the interface,
when SiO 2 or Si 3N 4 insulators are deposited, makes producing an effective field-effect device difficult. Most semiconductor fabrication procedures require annealing at high

(1989).
's. A. Brazovski and V. Yakovenko, Phys. Lett. A 132, 290 (1988).

temperatures in order to improve this interface and reduce

4A. T. Fador A. F. Hebard, Rt. H. Eick. P. NL Mankiewic3 R. F.
Howard, and M. L O'Mafley, Phys. Rev. Leik. 65. 3441 (1990).

the number of interface states that hide the field effect.
Obviously, such an annealing step destroys the crystal

structure at the La 2CuO 4 surface where the field effect is
most sensitive. Future attempts at improving the
La 2CuO 4-insulator interface will require annealing at low
temperatures (below roughly 400 "C) and silicon nitride
seems to be a better choice than silicon dioxide.
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We report on the deposition and characterization of SrTiO3/YBaZCu 3•O 7 - bilayers with SrTiO 3 thickness up to 0.7 Prm. The
films were grown by laser ablation onto NdGaO3 and also onto Nb-doped SrTiO) substrates. Investigations by X-ray diffraction
revealed very good crystallinity and (100) orientation of the SrTiO3 films. The relative permittivity was round to increase from
320 at room temperature to 780 at 65 K. The dielectric breakdown ora 4500 A thick SrTiOj film at 4.2 K occurred asymmetrically
at 6.2 X 10' V/cm and 2.2 X 109 V/cm. The highly oriented YBa 2Cu 3O_-, films deposited on top or these insulating layers had
T,(R=0) > 90 K and J,(77 K) ; 2.7x 106 A/cm 2.

l.Introduction
Much progress has been made during the last several years on the deposition of highly oriented highTc superconducting thin films. Many groups have reported on the fabrication nd characterization of high
quality films, in particular YBa 2Cu 30 7 - (YBCO)
films. SrTiO 3 (STO) has been identified very early
as a preferred substrate for YBCO films because it
has an excellent lattice match and also because its
thermal expansion properties are similar to those of
YBCO [ 11. Several groups have reported on the successful fabrication of multilayer devices which comprise superconducting and insulating layers using
laser ablated STO films as insulators (2-8 ]. The basic requirements for insulating layers are similar to
those for substrates, namely a good lattice match and
a good thermal expansion match to the superconductor. For structures such as cross-overs in superconducting transformers the quality of the insulator
is not crucial as long as some degree of epitaxy is preserved and electrical shorts are avoided (e.g. the
density can be low). For other devices (e.g. FET-like
structures), however, it may be necessary to have insulators of very high quality which are also relatively
thick ( 0.5 gm). It is necessary to preserve epitaxy
to facilitate the subsequent growth of highly oriented

superconducting layers. Recently the fabrication of
FET-like structures has been reported (7,81 using
YBCO and STO. For such devices the insulator
should have a high permittivity and a large breakdown field. Good crystallinity must be preserved to
allow the deposition of high quality YBCO on top.
Here we report on the fabrication and characteri.
zation of high quality STO which fulfils the above
requirements.
We have fabricated bilayers or STO and YBCO
(fig. I) with excellent quality STO layers having a
thickness up to 0.7 grm. X-ray diffraction patterns of
the STO film show excellent epitaxy and crystallinity. The top YBCO films showed electrical properties comparable to single layer films deposited directly onto single crystal STO substrates. This
indicates a highly oriented growth of the STO films
because high quality YBCO films do not grow on polycrystalline substrates. The electrical performance

0921-4534/92/SOS.000 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved.
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(relative permittivity, dielectric break-down) of the
STO films was measured between 4.2 K and 300 K.

2.Fabrication
The STO thin films were deposited by layer ablation from a 2.5 cm diameter single crystal target using a frequency- tripled Nd:YAG laser (355 nm).
The laser was operated at a repetition rate of 10 Hz.
The laser beam was incident on the target at a 45 0
angle, thus yielding an elliptical spot size. The beam
was scanned over an area of 19 mm X 11 mm. The
substrates were thermally anchored to a Haynes alloy heater block using a thin layer of silver paint. The
heater was positioned at a distance of 54 mm from
the target with the substrate parallel to the target surface. The heater block was kept at 7000C during the
deposition. The laser beam energy was 115 mJ /pulse
and the background oxygen pressure was 150 mTorr.
This beam energy corresponded to an average energy
density of 4.6 J/cm2 .
For subsequent YBCO deposition the heater block
temperature was increased to 745"C, the oxygen
pressure was adjusted to 250 mTorr, and the incident laser beam energy was 100 mJ/pulse (i.e. 4 J/
cm 2 ). These parameters yield a deposition rate of
about 470 A/ min for YBCO. After the ablation process oxygen was backfilled to 6 i 0 forr within 5 min
and the heater was cooled to room temperature at a
rate of 20*C/min.
To investigate the deposition rate of STO we first
deposited STO films only (no YBCO) on (110)
NdGaO 3 substrates using the above described deposition parameters. After removal from the deposition system photoresist patterns were defined on
these films using standard photolithography. The
films were then etched in 5% HF in deionized water
under modest ultrasonic agitation [4 ]. This method
yielded etch rates of about 800 A/min both for STO
films and for (100) STO substrates. As reported earlier [4], this etchant does not attack NdGaO3 . The
thickness was then measured with a mechanical stylus which had a resolution of about 30 A. We found
that the above deposition parameters yield a deposition rate of about 250 A/min for STO.
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3. Characterization
Some STO films were characterized by X-ray diffraction. Figure 2(a) shows a 0-20 scan for a 5000
A thick STO film on NdGaO 3. The thin, plain lines
indicate the theoretical locations for polycrystalline
STO peaks. In fig. 2(b) the results for the substrate
alone are shown (we simply flipped over the chip).
It can be seen in fig. 2(a) that besides the substrate
peaks there are only three STO peaks. These are the
(100), the (200) and the (300) reflections. The absence of signals other than for the (iOO) directions
imply that this film has a very high degree of orientation in the (100) direction. A rocking curve of
the (100) peak revealed a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of less than 0. 10, confirming both
the excellent crystalline quality and the high degree
of orientation of this film.
Figure 3 shows a typical result for the electrical resistance of a YBCO film in a STO/YBCO bilayer
measured as function of temperature. The shape of
this R-Tcurve resembles closely those of YBCO films
deposited directly onto STO substrates. The resistivity of the YBCO films on top of STO films, however,
was found to increase with STO film thickness. This
point is further discussed below. The YBCO films of
two bilayers deposited on (110) NdGaO3 substrates
long)
were patterned into 20 jim wide lines (350 mim
for measurements of the critical currents. As an etchant we used EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid)
[9] which does not attack the underlying STO film.
Bilayer A consisted of 0.46 gim thick STO and 0.25
gtm YBCO, bilayer B was a 0.7 p.m thick STO film
with 0.26 plm YBCO film on top. Silver was sputtered onto the contact pads of these structures
through a lift-off stencil. After lift-off and annealing
at 450"C in oxygen the devices on each chip were
contacted by wire bonding. Measuring the four point
resistance of these structures allowed us to calculate
the room temperature resistivities. For bilayer A we
found p(300 K) = 300 'L4cm, the devices on bilayer B had resistivities p(300 K) = 460 lLf cm. To
measure the critical currents tihe bilayers were immersed into liquid nitrogen. For chip A we found a
critical current density Jc(77 K) =4.5X 106 A/cm2,
chip B yielded J,(77 K) =2.7X 106 A/cm2 .
To further investigate the quality of the STO films
we deposited a 4500 A thick STO layer followed by
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Fig. 4. Relative permittivity vs. temperature for a 4500 A thick
STO film deposited on Nb-doped STO.

a 2500 A thick YBCO layer onto a Nb-doped STO
substrate. After patterning of the YBCO both the superconductor and the conducting substrate were
electrically contacted. Capacitance measurements
were made to deduce the permittivity (E) for the STO
film. The applied field was 2.08 kV/cm. Figure 4
shows e as a function of temperature. The room ternperature value of about 320 increases with decreasing temperature and peaks at 65 K with a value of'

780. This peak is expected [10] for single crystal
STO. The thickness of the STO film is accurate to
within 10%. T-,refore the absolute values of the permittivity are also only accurate to about 10%.
We also measured the dielectric breakdown of this
bilayerat room temperature, at 93 K, and at 4.2. Figure 5 shows the current through the STO film versus
voltage applied between the substrate and the superconductor at these three temperatures. The pos-
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Fig. 5. Dielectric breakdown of a 4500 A thick STO film on a Nb-

doped STO substrate:

itive electrode was at the substrate. Taking the breakdown voltage as the voltage at which the current first
exceeds 5 nA, we find the breakdown at 4.2 K to occur at fields Ebd = 6.2X 10i V/cm and 2.2x 105 V/
cm. Mannhart et al. (71 pointed out that the product
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the STO film. To confirm this we scanned the STO
surface (after YBCO removal) of both chips with a
mechanical stylus. We found that the thicker STO
layer (chip B) had a rougher surface. The surface
varied by as much as 1000 A whereas in the
case of chip A only a 500 A variation was observed.
This roughness appears to be caused mainly by particulates which are commonly observed in laser
ablated thin films. The total number of such "boulders" increases with deposition time and therefore
there are significantly more particulates on the thicker
STO film. In fig. 6 two optical micrographs of the
STO surfaces of the two chips are shown. It can be
seen that there are more particulates on chips B. Such

"boulders" are likely to cause a reduction of the
breakdown field. They also prevent the deposition of
smooth YBCO layers on top.

must exceed 10' V/cm for the insulator to be
technologically useful in FET-like structures. For
these devices we find exEw--4.6Xl0 7 V/cm/
1.6x10' V/cm at 4.2 K, and 4.0X10 7 V/cm/
0.99X 101 V/cm at 93 K.
eXEM

4. Discussion

As mentioned above, the chemical etch rate of the
STO films was found to be the same as for (100) STO
substrates. This indicates that the density of the STO
thin films is comparable to that of single crystals. We
expect that denser insulating films have better dielectric properties. X-ray measurements revealed that
these films are highly crystalline and that they are
oriented in the (100) direction.
Comparing the performance of the YBCO in chip
A and B it can be seen that both the resistivity and
the critical current density deteriorate as the STO film
thickness increases. For YBCO films on STO substrates we typically obtain J,(77 K)=2-5x 106 A/
cm2 , and p(300 K) &200-300 IQ2 cm. These numbers are similar to those of the YBCO film on bilayer
A. In the case of chip B, however, a distinct degradation is observed. We attribute the decay in electrical quality to an increasing surface roughness of

Z.

J-3.0 ITUM-*

Fig. 6. Optical micrographs of (a) a 0.46 pm thick STO film and
of (b) a0.7 pm thick STO film.
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Mannhart ct al. [ 7] fabricated structures similar
to ours by sputtering. The insulator thickness reported was 1600 A and the deduced ro'om temperature permittivity was 36. This is much less than expected. The breakdown fields, however, were 2 x 10'
V/cmn and 4X 106 V/cmn at room temperature. These
values are impressive and result in eEXEd values
similar to ours. Xi et al. reported on the electric field
effect in ultra thin YBCO films [8 1. These researchers deposited a very thin layer of YBCO on an insulating substrate and grew STO on top of the YBCO.
Both
an YBC
STO wer de osied b laer bld
tion. Using a top electrode of gold they obtained

breakdown fields of 7.4 x 10"V/cmn and 6X 10O1 V/
cm at 50 K, indicating very high quality STO layers.
5. Summary and conclusions

We have fabricated STO/YBCO bilayers with STO
films as thick as 0.7 gm. The STO films were found
to grow in the (100) direction and had excellent dielectric properties. One problem, however, is the oc-

currence of particulates during deposition, which
seem to limit the electrical properties of both the in-

sulator and the superconductor deposited on top.

lad t a r-Z7
e
duction of such particulates resulting in further immy edt
i
deositon
fim
Imprvemets
Improvements~~~~~~~
in
fimdpsto)a

provement of the dielectric performance of the in-

sulating layers. This should also facilitate the
deposition of better YBCO films on top of STO films
reult aresigifiantfor(1990)
han0.7pm.
hes
thicerTeseresuts
thicer
han0.7j~t.
re ignficnt or
the fabrication of devices which rely on thin but high
quality insulating layers such as FETs.
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The field-effect mobility, Hall coefficient, and conductivity as functions of the oxygen concentration
and temperature are reported for YBa2Cu3O6+8 films on the insulating side of the insulator-to-metal
transition. The temperature dependence of the conductivity and Hall coefficient indicate that for small 8
the-excess oxygen introduces acceptor states at about 30 meV above the valence-band edge. The field
effect reveals a space-charge layer in which carriers are depleted at the air-YBa 2Cu0 6d+6 interface. The
size of the field effect is limited by localized states at the interface.

One of the common characteristics of the high-T,
copper oxide superconductors is the existence of an antiferromagnetic semiconducting phase near the superconducting one.' In contrast to other copper oxides,
YBa 2Cu306+6 can be easily doped in oxygen, converting
it chemwially from one phase to the other. 2 Since the primary role of doping is to increase the charge concentration, it has been suggested 3 that charge carriers might be
induced by an external electric field rather than by doping to drive the material across the phase boundary. The
feasibility of this approach is determined by the density
of states in the band gap of the semiconductor. If the
density of states is too high, the external electric field required to shift the Fermi level will be inaccessible.
In order to characterize the bulk and surface localized
states in semiconducting YBa 2Cu 30 6 and those introduced by adding oxygen, we have measured the conductivity, Hall coefficient, and field-effect mobility as functions of temperature and oxygen content in thin films of
YBa 2Cu 3O6+8 . We find that for small 6 the material
behaves like a somewhat compensated p-type semiconductor with a depletion region near the air-YBa 2 Cu306+O
interface. Although we find evidence for a high density
of localized interface states on some films, this density
varies greatly with the structure of the interface. Thus,
interfaces may exist for which the electric-field-driven
transformation to the superconducting phase is possible.
. Two YBa 2CuO6+g
8 films were grown on LaAIO 3 substrates using the in situ if-axis rf magnetron sputtering
method. A detailed description of the growth method
was reported elsewhere.' As grown, the films displayed a
sharp superconducting transition at 88 K. Samples 1-3
were cut from one film, and samples 4 and 5 originated
46

from the other. To vary the oxygen concentration the
films were then annealed in Ar containing a low partial
pressure of oxygen.
Field-effect experiments were made using the method
of Fiory et al.5 at temperatures from 4 to 300 K with applied gate voltages between -1 and +1 kV. Repetitive
Br etching 5 "6 consistently produced the same field effect
on these air-YBa 2Cu 306+ 6 interfaces. Hall bars were
subsequently lithographically patterned, and the Hall
effect was measured at fields from -0.65 to +0.65 T,
over which range the Hall voltage was found to be linear
with applied magnetic field.
In the top half if Fig. 1 we present the conductance as
a function of temperature for all of the films studied. The
conductance of samples 2-5 can be fitted by the sum of
two contributions: The component that is dominant
at high T is thermally activated, that is, g
=goexp(--E /kT) where E. is the activation energy and
k is the Boltzmann constant. The best fit to the experimental results yields E,-=20±3, 40±6, 40±6, and
140±15 meV for samples 2-5, respectively. The second
component behaves like that which arises from variable
range hopping between localized states near the Fermi
energy and is given by g
jgtexp(--(T 0 /T)N). The best
fit gives n -I although lower-temperature data are required to rule out other exponents. Sample 1 has a very
weak temperature dependence, indicating that it is close
to the crossover from strong localization to nearly metallic conductance. The gradual decrease of E, as the carrier density is decreased from sample 2 to 4 is typical of
doped semiconductors near the insulator-to-metal transition.' The abrupt increase of Ea (for sample 5) signals
the elimination of the shallow impurities.
520
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The Hall coefficient also displays a behavior typical of
doped semiconductors. Hall charge-carrier densities are
plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 2. The Hall
coefficient is always positive, indicating that the charge
carriers are holes. The most conducting sample (1)
displays an almost constant charge density, indicating
once again that this film is nearly metallic. For samples 3
and 4 the mobile hole density, like the conductivity, is
thermally activated. The activation energy is E, -30±5
meV, which is close to the activation energy (40 meV) of
the conductance for these two samples, showing that the
prinmary temperature dependence of the conductivity
comes from the Tdependence of the hole density.
The defects or impurity states that determine the position of the Fermi energy once the shallow acceptors are
removed partially compensate the acceptors. Whereas
the activation energy in an uncompensated doped semiconductor is half the binding energy of the hole to the
impurity, it is equal to the binding energy in the compensated case. 1 Thus, the 30-meV activation energy provides

acceptor in YBa 2Cu3O6+a. This agrees within the
reported errors with the value 34 meV found' for the
binding energy of the oxygen acceptor in La 2CuO 4 +y.
For samples 3 and 4 there is no evidence in Fig. 2 for
saturation of the carrier density up to room temperature.
Thus we can only place a lower bound of - 1019 cm-3 on
the carrier densities. It is clear, however, by comparing
the behavior of sample I with that of samples 3 and 4
that
transition from strong localization to nearly metallcthe
behavior occurs near 10 cm-3, approximately
1%
is
Superconductivity
of the copper atom concentration.
planes.
the
CuO
within
holes
2%
of
seen$ only above
2
The Hall mobility, shown in Fig. 3, is nearly independent of doping and has magnitude l - 2 cm 2 /V sec.
This is quite close to the value -3 cm 2 /V sec found for
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FIG. 3. Hall mobility vs temperature for YBa2Cu]O0 6 6.
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La 2 -_Sr=CuO4+,. Using the free-electron mass one finds
from these mobilities that the scattering time at room
temperature is comparable to that in the highest-T, su-

perconductors. The decrease of the mobility as T de-

4A

1000

.

: o Sample I
a Sample 2
A Sample 3
v Saple 4

0o 0o.
0Sample 5 a. 0
creases is probably caused by the transition from simply Io
activated conductance to variable range hopping.'
00o0 - 000
inIn the field-effect experiment the applied voltage
0
duces a charge per unit area SQ near the surface of the
sample. As a result, the conductance per square of the
V V - - film changes to 8G. The field-effect mobility is given by
t
V
jis dG/dQ. For all our measurements 8G is found to
0
be proportional to 8Q. The fid-effect mobility is plotted
versus I IT in the lower half of Fig. 1. It is seen that pg
has roughly the same temperature dependence as the conductance.
8,
Comparing samples 3 and 4 we find that, whereas their
300
250
200
150
100
50
10
conductances and Hall coefficients are nearly the same,
T (1)
their field-effect mobilities differ appreciably. Using scanning electron microscopy we detected inclusions of the
FIG. 4. Ratio of the conductivity to the field-effect mobility
a-axis YBa 2CuO 6 +& phase on the surface of the film
as a function of the temperature for YBazCu3O6+s. The solid
from which samples 1-3 were taken. Inclusions of the
lines for samples 1-4 represent a constant. The curve for sama-axis oriented phase have L-een observed in the past,' and
T. Note that the
pie S is the best fit of the data to u/pi,
the
film;
the
of
thickness
the
are known to increase with
density of inhigh
the
because
high
are
1-3
samples
for
values
thicker
the
from
are
phase
a-axis
the
show
that
samples
terrae states make js• small.
of the two films. The nearly identical conductivities and
Hall coefficients of samples 3 and 4 show that grain bounsame for samples 1-3,
tive sample.
daries do not have a significant influence on the transport
properties. The t,lower values of
for sample 3 thereconsistent with the idea that all of these, which come

fore
suggest
that, for
samplesstates
1-3 and
mostthat
of the
in surface
the added
a axis
charge
is localized

has a higher density of surface states thanat e
axis
a
The high density of surface states fixes the position of
the Fermi energy EF in the band gap at the surface. We
show next that the similarity of the temperature dependences of pFE and the conductance is consistent with the
assumption that the charge carriers are depleted near the
semiconductor surface.
In general, the conductance of the film is given by
G=rfc(x)dDx-

wW(x)dx+a(d-W),
JJo-

(1)
'directly

where W is the width of the space-charge region, in

which the conductivity depends on the charge density

is
and thereby on position x, d is the film thickness, and a
depletion
In
the conductivity in the interior of the film.

fo
h same
aefl
ihaai
nlsos have
the same
from the
film with
a-axis inclusions,
aetesm
high density of surface states, which gives a large value of
dQ /dQ3. For this sample we estimate that the surface
density of states is - 10s-10t/cm eV, which is very
high.
From the data for sample 4 in Fig. 4 one finds
3
(NA -ND )=dQi/dQX 10" cm- . As discussed above,
the density of holes that can be ionized from acceptors
3
N 4 -ND is larger than 1019 cm- for sample 4. Thus the
fraction of charge added to the bulk of the semiconductor
is larger than *. The same observation can be made
by noting thatE tF for sample 4 (Fig. 1) is about
ten times smaller than the Hall mobility (Fig. 3) at -300
K. This means that for sample 4 the surface states do not

overwhelmingly dominate the field effect as they do for
samples 1-3.
samples 1-4m

in G
G is dominated by the second term, and the change
is simply

result from conduction in the surface states or the space-

related to the charge added per unit area to the bulk of

charge region when the conductivity mechanism changes

results from the change in W. In addition, W
the semiconductor Qp by dW/dQg -e(.(

4

-N- )]-',

where N w and
e ,d ND are the densities of accptors and com-

to hopping. Because the latter mechanism depends ex-

ponentially on the density of states at the Fermi energy,
and because the density of states may vary nonmonotoni-

pensating donors, respectively. Consequently, the field
effect mobility is given by

caily in the space-charge region, the contribution from
the latter region is difficult to estimate.

(2)

where dQ /dQ is the fraction of added charge that ionLies shallow impurities; the balance is trapped in surface
states and localized states in the depletion region. From
Eq. (2) one predicts that the ratio oa/zIrsis independent

The field effect for sample 5 has a rather stronger temperature dependence than that of the other films. This is
consistent with the idea that all shallow acceptors are eliminated in this sample, and that the screening of external fields is, therefore, different. The temperature dependence seen in Fig. 4 may be understood by assuming

of temperature. As seen in Fig. 4, u/jtFE is, indeed, constant between - 100 and 300 K for all but the most resis-

that the field is screened by a high density of localized
states in the band gap in which the band bending is smalL

pp--dG/dQ--u(dQldQ)[e(NA-N}D)I-,
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A simple argument leads then to O'/i.LFE-T. The data
for sample 5 are in reasonable agreement with this prediction as seen in Fig. 4.
In summary, we have shown that the temperature and
doping dependence of the conductance and Hall
coefficient are consistent with a model in which
YBa 2Cu 306+6 is a doped semiconductor with some com-

the electronic contribution (-5) to the dielectric constant. From the small value of the binding energy we find
in YBa 2Cu 306+ 6 we infer that coupling of the holes to
the optical phonons is important in this material as well.
From the field-effect measurements we conclud, that
there is a depletion region at the air-YBa 2Cu 306+6 interface and that the density of states at this interface is rela-

pensation. In fact, the properties of this material are remarkably similar to those of La 2 _.SrCuO4 +,. In par-

tively high. However, there is now much evidence that
the density of states depends on detail on the structure of

ticular, the Hall coefficient provides a good measure of
the free carrier density, a property that appears to hold
well into the superconducting phase. The activation energy of the hole density shows that the binding energy of
the hole to the oxygen acceptor is -30 meV in
YBa 2Cu306+6, close to the value found for La 2CuO4 +,..
We note that this is a measurement of the binding energy
in single crystals of YBa 2Cu 30 6 +a.
Chen et al."1 showed that the small binding energy in
La 2CuO4 +, comes about because of coupling of the
charge carriers to optical phonons. The screening of the
Coulomb field by the static dielectric constant, which is
e -30 in La 2CuO 4 , reduces the binding energy from the
value -0.5 eV it would have if screening were only by

the interface. In addition to the dependence on surface
orientation reported here, it is possible to achieve a lower
density of states and a concomitantly higher field-effect
12
mobility at the interface of YBa 2Cu30 6 and SrTiO 3.
Thus, there is reason to believe that much higher field
effects can be realized. Alternatively, higher field effects
can be achieved using thinner and larger-dielectricconstant gate insulators. 13-15
This work was conducted as part of the Consortium
for Superconducting Electronics with partial support by
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (Contract No. MDA972-90-C-002 1) and National Science
Foundation (Grant No. DMR 9022933).
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been developed to a practical stage. Progress has been made, however, in a
number of areas since the last general review of this subject [I]. This chapter
will discuss the subject of three-terminal superconducting devices with an
emphasis on recent progress.
The discovery of superconductivity at temperatures exceeding 100 K in
copper oxide-based materials broadens the scope of potential superconducting device applications considerably. There is a convergence of semiconductor
technology, with its growing focus on low temperatures (particularly 77 K)
for advanced computer applications, and superconductor technology [2.3].
Although the most obvious application might be to use superconducting
interconnects in advanced semiconductor circuits, there is considerable
interest in using the unique aspects of superconducting devices at higher
temperatures, or in looking for new devices that take advantage of, for
example, a larger superconducting energy gap. To date, there has been little
work on high temperature three-terminal superconducting devices, with most
thinking aimed at extending old ideas to a new temperature range. This article
will therefore focus on low (helium) temperature three-terminal devices.
extrapolating to higher temperatures where possible. Of course, it is possible
that truly novel high temperature applications will emerge in the future.
Research on three-terminal superconducting devices has been aimed at
demonstrating basic operating principles and is not focused on specific appli.
cations, although digital devices appear to be the most common aim. The
discussion in this chapter is thus intended to be fairly general, with a slant
towards digital applications. The basic function of a transistor-like device can
be understood through use of Landauer's simple fluid-actuated valve analogy
[4], illustrated in Fig. 1. A piston, actuated by a "control" fluid in one pipe, is
used to control the flow of fluid in another pipe. The two fluids must be
separate, with little mixing. Three-terminal devices such as vacuum tubes,
junction transistors, and FETs can be described by this model, making it a
useful guide for evaluating new device ideas. For example, the deficiencies
of some proposed non-equilibrium superconducting devices can be clearly
illustrated -using this fluid analogy [I]. For actual applications, of course,
there is an additional list of desirable properties for three-terminal devices. In
digital applications, for example, one needs current and voltage gain, high
speed, compatibility with line impedances, and manufacturability, among
other properties (5].
For applications involving high levels of circuit integration, removal of the
heat dissipated by device operation is a particular concern, especially for low
operating temperatures. The product of power dissipated per switching cycle
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channel

piston
control

!

Fig. I. Schematic of a simple fluid model for a three-terminal device. The fluid in one (gate) pipe
controls a piston that varies the flow of fluid in a secord pipe. Separation of the two fluids is
important. Three-terminal devices such as vacuum tubes, junction transistors, and FETs can be
described by this model.

and switching delay is thus an important figure of merit for digital devices.
This power-delay product is orders of magnitude smaller in Josephson devices than in competing semiconductor devices, a much-touted advantage of
Josephson technology. This is often illustrated with plots of power versus gate
delay [2], in which Josephson devices are far removed from semiconductor
devices. However, the ability to remove heat from a wafer scales linearly with
temperature [6], and device power dissipation must be reduced along with the
operating temperature. The standard plots of power versus delay should really
be replaced by plots in which power is scaled by kT, and the comfortable
margin enjoyed by Josephson technology is actually much smaller than is
generally appreciated. Clearly, low temperature digital devices mst operate at
low voltages. Conventional semiconductor devices dissipate too much power
to be of interest for dense circuits at low (--10 K) temperatures. The superconducting energy gap (<5 meV for conventional superconductors) sets
a suitably small voltage ocale for dense low temperature circuits. However,
many potential applications for low temperature devices, both analog and
digital, do not require high circuit density, so the requirement of low operating
voltage is not a general one.
In this chapter, we discuss devices that are intended to act like transistors.
The major subject will be hybrid superconductor-semiconductor devices,
which are discussed in Section 2. This has becn the most active research area in
recent years. Section 3 deals with devices based on nonequilibrium superconductivity. Such devices have received considerable attention, but the prospects
for useful devices appear to be narrowing, with the remaining interest focused
on low carrier density materials. A brief discussion of magnetic and other
devices is included in Section 4, and Section 5 contains concluding remarks.
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2.

2.1.

Hybrid Superconductors-Semiconductor Devices

Introduetion

In stark contrast to the situation with superconducting devices, there are
several entrenched classes of three-terminal semiconductor devices, the most
significant being bipolar and field effect transistors. It is reasonable to take
working device principles from semiconductor technology and apply them in
hybrid superconductor-semiconductor devices; indeed, several such devices
have been proposed. In this section, we discuss these devices in the context of
the familiar types of semiconductor devices, addressing the questions of what
advantages the incorporation of superconductivity into a device can offer and
whether any new device principles result.
Semiconductor transistors are by themselves interesting for low temperature applications. This is becoming particularly evident at 77 K, but is also
true down to helium temperatures. A comprehensive review of low temperature semiconductor electronics is clearly beyond the scope of this article. The
interested reader is referred to the literature, which includes compilations of
recent articles on low temperature electronics [7,8], a review of high speed
semiconductor electronics [9], a comparison of semiconductor and Joseph-

son technologies [10], and two short reviews of hybrid superconductorsemiconductor device work [11,12].
For our purposes, existing semiconductor devices can be placed into two

6.

categories, junction transistors and field effect transistors (FETs). Junction
transistors include both bipolar (BJT) and unipolar (UJT, 4evices, the latter
being hot electron (majority carrier) devices which are similar in concept and
structure to bipolar devices. FETs are also unipolar (current is carried by one
type of carrier, in contrast to bipolar transistors, in which both electrons
and holes are important). BJTs and FETs are familiar in semiconductor
technology, while UJTs remain in an exploratory stage. Most hybrid
superconductor-semiconductor device work has been in these categories.
Numerous other novel devices such as tunneling transistors [13,14], resonant
tunneling transistors [ 15,16], and devices based on real space charge transfer
[ 17,18] have been proposed. Such devices are of current research interest, but
no attempts have been made to consider superconducting versions.
The scale of operating voltages in superconducting devices is usually of
the order of the superconducting energy gap, which is a few meV or less for
conventional superconductors and, being proportional to T7, is expected to
be a few tens of meV for the new oxide materials (i.e., in a material with T,
90- 120 K). Typical voltages required for semiconductor device operation
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are of order I V, but scaling down of device dimensions in order to allow
denser circuits requires a reduction of device voltages. This scaling is most
successful with MOS devices, Si CMOS [19] for example, leading to voltages of the order of a few hundred mV in 0.25 um circuits, and tending to
force a reduction of the operating temperature for CMOS circuits. This may
lead to some convergence of the voltage scales for superconducting and semiconducting technologies, although they are at present still an order of magnitude or so apart. As will emerge in the following discussion, the operating
voltages of hybrid devices may or may not be determined by the same physics
that applies to the related semiconductor devices.
2.2. Junction Transistors
Junction transistors have three active regions: emitter, collector, and base.
Device operation consists of the injection of charge carriers from emitter to
base, transit across the base, and collection [20]. The injected carriers are
energetically separate from the charge carriers in the base, conforming to the
fluid analogy described earlier. In an npn (pnp) bipolar transistor, electrons
(holes) which are majority carriers in the emitter, are injected into the base,
where they are minority carriers, the majority carriers in the base being the
control fluid. In order for the device to have gain, the transport of the injected
carriers must be controlled with only a small base current.
Typical Si bipolar transistors do not work at low temperatures [9],
although this is not a fundamental limitation. However, at low voltages no
current can flow until the emitter-base bias exceeds a voltage that is
essentially the band gap of the base. Bipolar devices are thus not competitive
for applications that require low power dissipation (even in small gap
materials, this voltage is several hundred mV). For the purposes of the present
discussion, we need only note that the bipolar transistor is a purely
semiconductor device, and there is no obvious way to incorporate superconductivity into a hybrid device. However other devices of interest were inspired
by the bipolar transistor concept.
2.2.1.

Hot Electron Transistors

The speed of bipolar devices is limited by the time it takes minority carriers to
diffuse across the base. The use of a thinner base reduces this time, but this is of
limited use because of the resulting increase in base resistance. In 1960, Mead
[21] proposed the metal base transistor (MBT), a unipolar analog of the
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B

C

Fig. 2. Schematic band diagram of a MIM! M hot electron transistor. Carriers from the emitter
(E)are injected by tunneling into the base (B)(alternatively. thermionic emission over the top of a
barner can be used). Under certain conditions, these -hot" carriers must be collected over the top
of the collector (C) barrier before relaxing down to the base Fermi energy and contributing to the
base current.

bipolar transistor. Such a device is shown schematically in Fig. 2. The device is
based on the injection of majority carriers (electrons) into the base film; these
carriers have a large kinetic energy in the base (i.e., they are "hot") and are thus
energetically separate from the equilibrium carriers in the base. The control
and controlled fluids in Landauer's model are the majority equilibrium and
minority hot carriers in the base (in analogy to majority holes and minority
electrons in the base of an npn bipolar transistor). These hot carriers must
be collected before they lose so much energy or normal component of momentum that they cannot surmount the base-collector barrier, in which case
they scatter and become mixed with the controlling equilibrium carriers. A
number of versions of this basic device have been introduced [20). For
example, it is possible to use a semiconductor as the collector, with the basecollector barrier formed by the Schottky barrier existing at the interface.
Thus, NININ, NINSm, and SmNSm are among the possible structures.* Hot
carrier injection into the base can be accomplished by tunneling through, or
thermionic emission over, a barrier. All of these devices are "hot electron
transistors" (HETs) The ultimate goal in an HET device is ballistic transport,
in which electrons traverse the base region without scattering, and emerge
from the base with their full injection energy, since this promises the ultimate
in device speed (or at least base transit time) and current gain. For a thorough

* A comment on notation: In describing the various device structures of interest
here, N denotes a (normal) metal, M a metal which can be eiiher normal or superconducting. Su a superconductor. Sm a semiconductor, and I An insulator. Thus, normal and superconducting oxide tunnel junction structures Are NIN and SulSu. while
the general case is MIM. A Schottky contact is NSm. !n Sections 3 and 4, S will be
used to denote a superconductor since it is unambiguous in absence of semiconductors
in the device structure.
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discussion of HETs, the interested reader is referred to the literature,
accessible through various recent reviews [22-25].
The early interest in hot electron transistors waned, due to fundamental
problems with achieving current gain. The common-base current transfer
ratio a (the ratio of collector current to emitter current) must approach unity if
the device is to have a useful current gain P = r,/(1 - aý), the ratio of collector
to base current in the common-emitter configuration. Losses in the base and
quantum mechanical reflections at the base-collector barrier tend to limit
a to rather small values in MBTs. Large a values were occasionally reported,
but such results were usually attributed to pinholes; measurement of a alone
is of limited value. The permeable base transistor (PBT) (26], a device of
substantial current interest for high frequency applications, uses intentional
pinholes in the base to achieve a vertical FET with many parallel channels.
Interest in hot electron transistors has revived in recent years, with
impressive progress due largely to technological advances that make it
possible to form an entire multilayer device structure from epitaxial, latticematched heterojunctions, allowing a reduction of interfacial scattering.
electron-electron scattering in the base, and quantum mechanical reflections.
A version of Mead's tunnel injection device can be made using doped GaAs for
the metal layers and undoped AIGaAs (which has a larger bandgap) for the
insulating barriers (22]. Injection via thermionic emission over a barrier is
used in planar doped barrier (PDB) device (27]. Experimental demonstrations
of these devices have been made, as described in recent reviews [23,24,25]. In
particular, ballistic operation in devices with significant current gain has been
demonstrated. In vertical pseudomorphic devices [28), P values of 27 and
41 have-been reported at 77 and 4.2 K, while P's in excess of 100 have been
obtained in lateral 2DEG devices [29] at 4.2 K.
Much of the interest in ballistic devices has centered on the extremely short
(<I ps) base transit time that should be possible. The response of a real device is limited by the time required to charge the device capacitance, which depends upon base resistance. Estimates of the ultimate switching time of these

devices range from less than a picosecond [24] to several picoseconds [23].
Large base resistance, due to the limitations imposed by the trade-off
between base doping and base thickness, is a significant potential problem in
these devices. Two possible solutions are the use of materials that have long
ballistic mean free paths [30], and the use of a high mobility two-dimensional
electron gas (2DEG) in the base to improve conductivity (31] and reduce
impurity scattering. The recent work of Levy and Chiu [32] on a device
structure aimed at room temperature operation has a number of features that
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make it interesting for this discussion. The device consists of a A1Sbo.9 2Aso.0 8
emitter, a thin InAs (2DEG) base, and a GaSb collector on a GaSb substrate.
The use of a wide gap emitter allows room temperature operation. Nonalloyed barrier-free ohmic contacts are made to the InAs base. In principle,
scattering rates for hot electrons are low in InAs [30], although scattering for
the case of transport normal to a 2DEG is not presently understood.

.,

,
,,
*
*

Quantum mechanical reflections at the base-collector interface represent a
fundamental problem for hot electron devices [31,33]. The problem is much
larger with a metal than with a semiconductor base, due to the large value of
the Fermi energy in a metal. The ratio of barrier height to electron energy is the
important parameter in a simple analysis [31]; this ratio must bI small to
minimize reflections. The point is that these energies are measured from the
bottom of the conduction band, and the large value of the Fermi level makes
the ratio large. The use of a collector material having a small effective mass
(compared with that of the base material) can greatly reduce the reflection
problem [34], as originally indicated by Crowell and Sze [35]. In fact, a simple
analysis indicates that reflections can be virtually eliminated by matching the
hot electron velocities in the base and collector layers [32] by a proper choice
of materials (effective masses). Grading of the base-collector barrier, a
straightforward matter with heterojunction devices, can also help in minimizing reflections. If, however, carriers are largely unscattered in traversing the
base, the effect of reflections on current gain should be drastically reduced
anyway [25], because the reflected electrons will also be largely unscattered,
either re-entering the emitter or making another pass through the'base (in
neither case do they contribute to losses in the base). In many cases, this
amounts to allowing reflections to be virtually ignored. If this prediction is
correct, it is very important in that it removes a major objection to hot electron
transistors in general, and metal base transistors in particular. This may be key
to the operation of a superconducting version of the metal base transistor.
2.2.2. Superconducting-Metal Base Transistor
The fact that base resistance has always been an issue with junction transistors
leads to consideration of a superconducting base, which would eliminate base
resistance althogether (making base inductance an important parameter).
Aside from considerations of operating temperature, this is an obvious step
forward for metal base transistors. However, it is backward step along the path
that hot electron device work has followed in recent years, in that the tendency
has been to use low carrier densities, or even a 2DEG, in the base to minimize
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both electron-electron and impurity scattering. The mean free path for
ballistic motion should be very short in a metal due to the large carrier density,
and the presence of superconductivity does nothing to alter this fact. In fact,
mean free paths in high-T, oxide materials are extremely short, a significant
drawback for bigher temperature devices. Of course, it is the ratio of base
thickness to effective mean free path that matters, and zero base resistance
should allow the base layer to be extremely thin, down to tens of angstroms.
Tonouchi et al. have studied a metal base device, which they named SuperHET, both theoretically [34] and experimentally [36]. The device has a
SmSuSm structure. Referring to Fig. 2, the emitter is a degenerate semiconductor (GaAs), the emitter-base insulator is a depletion region (GaAs-Nb
Schottky barrier), the base is a superconductor (Nb or NbN), the basecollector barrier is a second depletion region (Nb-InSb Schottky barrier), and

the collector is a second degenerate semiconductor (InSb). The device has an
inverted structure: InSb, which forms low Schottky barriers to metals, is
deposited in polycrystalline form on the base film; GaAs is the substrate.
Electrical measurements of the common-base characteristics of Nb (20-40nm thick) and NbN (60-nm thick) based devices at 4.2 K were consistent with a
values of %0.6-0.8 and %0.6, respectively. Assuming that. a oc exp(- d/,A,
where d is the base thickness, the effective hot electron mean free path A was
inferred to be 70 nm or greater in the Nb case (and even larger for NbN). This
hot electron mean free path was measured to be 110 nm in Nb at 4.2 K in a
separate set of related experiments [37]. Of course, a simple measurement of
common-base characteristic does not differentiate between ballistic electrons
and electrons that have undergone scattering but which still have sufficient
forward momentum to surmount the collector barrier (thus, the claim of a
measurement of a ballistic mean free path, implied by the title of reference
[36], was later withdrawn [34]. For Nb, the same group calculated a ballistic
mean fr~e path [34] of ý- 14 nm at low temperatures, limited by phonon
emission (the component due to electron-electron scattering was estimated
to be exceed of 200 nm for all energies of interest).
It is difficult to establish the absence of pinholes that may allow PBT action.
A similar situation exists in the case of epitaxial Si-CoSi 2 -Si devices [38],
and analysis of electrical measurements in conjunction with careful electron
microscopy studies allows some light to be shed on the pinhole question. It is
clear that this sort of analysis or, even better, hot electron spectroscopic
experiments (24), are needed on the Super-HET structure to eliminate the
possibility of pinholes, and more experimental work is needed to establish
reliable values for both ballistic ind non-ballistic mean free paths.
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The behavior of Nb-polycrystalline InSb-Au structures used to study the
base-collector interface was non-ideal, although this was blamed on alloying
at the interface with the Au contact and not the Nb. The emphasis of recent
experimental work [39] has been on epitaxial growth of Nb on the GaAs
emitter. A decrease of Nb film quality with decreasing film thickness for nonepitaxial Nb causes a degradation of performance in thin base devices [37].
However, much earlier hot electron transistor work emphasized the basecollector interface as being most important.
The work described above used an inverted SmSuSm structure with the
emitter on the bottom. The device can also be made with the collector as the
bottom layer. It is also possible to use a NISu emitter-base structure.{40].
With this structure, the emitter, emitter-base barrier, and base can be
polycrystalline or amorphous layers deposited on the single-crystal semiconductor collector (alternatively, the base film could be grown epitaxially on the
collector). Techniques for making well-controlled barriers and thin superconducting films are readily available from Josephson technology. The emitter
can even be superconducting. The collector can then be any suitable
semiconductor, either the substrate itself or a lattice-matched or strained
(pseudomorphic) layer [41]. Heterojunction collector structures are then
possible, allowing low voltage devices and hot electron spectroscopy. The
possibility of studying ballistic transport in metals is interesting even if these
transistors do not prove to have practical applications.
The operating voltage of heterojunction devices can be quite small, far
below the intrinsic voltage scale of bipolar devices, making them interesting
from the point of view of low power dissipation. The voltage scale is set by
barrier heights, which are controlled by composition and doping. In principle, arbitrarily low barriers are possible. Experimental explorations of low
barriers have been made [14,42,43]; however, the question of fundamental
limits is still open. Control of barrier heights, doping uniformity (including
random density variations), quantum mechanical reflections, and base resistance represent significant problems.
The voltage scale for a semiconductor-collector metal base devices is
determined by the Schottky barrier height of the base-collector contact,
typically hundreds of meV. This is far larger than the characteristic voltage
associated with superconductivity, the energy.gap. It is a limitation for low
temperature applications, where a meV (or few tens of meV) scale is more
appropriate. The base-collector barrier height is a more or less intrinsic
property of the particular metal-semiconductor system used. With most
Ill-V semiconductors. Schottky barrier heights do not vary much for dif-
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ferent metals. They are fixed by the pinning position of the Fermi level at surfaces or interfaces with metals. This pinning usually occurs at about midgap;
however, it varies widely with composition. In some materials, such as InAs,

pinning occurs in the conduction band, resulting in a negative Schottky
barrier (accumulation layer) to n-type material. In ternary system, such as
InGa1 -,As, the Schottky barrier height varies with composition x, from
roughly 0.7 to -0.2 eV. Thus, ternary materials are of interest for structures in
which low barrier heights are desirable.
2.2.3.

SUBSIT

Even prior to the work discussed above, Frank et al. [44] proposed SUBSIT
(SUperconducting-Base Semiconductor-isolated Transistor), a superconducting metal base transistor that avoids the difficulties of ballistic mean free
path and quantum mechanical reflections and actually resembles a bipolar
transistor. The device structure is illustrated in Fig. 3a. The device has a
MISuSm structure, with the MISu being the emitter-base section (the emitter
can be superconducting). Quasiparticles (essentially unpaired electrons) are
injected into the base film by tunneling. Unlike the usual metal base transistor,
these quasiparticles do not need to be "hot". They can be injected with energies
just above the superconducting energy gap in the base, or they can relax down
to this level by scattering. The injected quasiparticles diffuse across the base,
and gain in the device depends upon their being collected before they
recombine into pairs. Unlike hot electron transistors, however, they do not
have to enter the collector on the first attempt. This improves the collection
E

I

B

(a)

C

E

I

B

C

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Schematic diagram of SU BSIT [44]. Single electron tunneling is used to inject electrons
into the superconducting base. The injected quasiparnicle diffuse across the base and are collected
before they can recombine into pairs that contribute a base current. The isolator (!) allows a
collector bias without imposing a barrier between base and collector that would tend to trap
carriers in the base. (b) Schematic of recent realization of SUBSIT [47], The emitter and base are
Nb, with an Al oxide bamer. The isolator and collector are an nlInGaAs- InAlGaAs- n lnGaAs
heterostructure. The bamer between base and isolator is very thin in order to minimize its role in
current transport.
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efficiency, but increases the base transit time (it is not a ballistic device).
However, as mentioned above in connection with hot electron transistors, this
time is not the dominant one in determining device speed in the picosecond
regime, and simulations that include transport and charging time indicate that
SUBSIT should be a fast device [44], with response in the 10ps range. In
contrast to the Super-HET, the operating voltage scale for SUBSIT is set by
the base energy gap voltage. Current gain depends on the base transit time, the
effective base quasiparticle recombination time, and a transmission factor.
Rough estimates indicate that this gain can be large [44].
The two "fluids" in the base are the pairs (majority carriers) and quasiparticles (minority carriers) in the superconductor, in close analogy to the
bipolar transistor. This device is unique in that it is consistent with an old
suggestion by Landauer [4] that that analogy might somehow be exp!oited,
and it is probably as close as one can get to having a superconducting bioplar
transistor, that is, one in which the base "fluid" has no electrical resistance.
Complementary devices (i.e., both hole and electron based) are possible.
As in other metal base transistors, the key to SUBSIT operation is the basecollector contact, the realization of which will be key to making the proposed
device work. Frank et al. [44] refer to the semiconductor layer in contact with
the base as the "isolator", the collector being the metal (or heavily doped
semiconductor) contact to this layer. Contacts to the isolator must not only be
ohmic, but barrierless (on the scale of the superconducting energy gap), since
the presence of a barrier would tend to trap quasiparticles in the base,
decreasing the current gain and slowing down the device. The isolator also
serves the function of preventing direct pair-breaking tunneling between base
and collector; this process represents a potential leakage current. The isolator
must be frozen out since thermally generated carriers also represent a source
of leakage. Of course, the operating temperature must be low enough that
thermally generated quasiparticles in the base do not contribute a significant
leakage current or source of quasiparticles for recombination.
A metal (superconducting base)-semiconductor (isolator) contact having a
barrier height smaller than the superconducting energy gap has yet to be
realized. A material in which the Fermi level pinning position is in the
conduction band (or valence band for p-type material) forms contacts with
negative barriers, so that an accumulation layer forms between base and
collector (this type of contact was assumed by Frank et al. [44]). However, the
effect of such a layer, which may act as a two-dimensional proximity effect
superconductor, has not been explored. A contact having no barrier (either
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positive or negative) is possible in principle using ternary semiconductors
[45], such as InGa1I -As (see above discussion). However, the barrier height
change with composition x is of order 10 meV/at.%, so that requirements on
the ability to control composition (spatial distribution on a wafer and between
fabrication runs) are stringent. Also, given the discrete nature of dopants and
the relatively large local variations of potential on the meV scale of the
superconducting gap, it is not really permissible to use the usual continuum
picture for the spatial variation in semiconductor bands. High-T, superconductors allow some relaxation of requirements, due to the presumed order of
magnitude or so increase in the gap, but the problem is still present.
Tamura et al. [46] proposed a similar structure and made several experimental attempts at realizing an operating device. Their original structure consisted of Nb-Al 2 0 3-Nb-nlnSb (note the use of a superconducting emitter)
and had a common base current transfer factor a of order 10'. There was
no reference to an isolator in their original proposal. (The energy band diagram which appears in (46] should include a substantial Schottky barrier,
much larger than the superconducting energy gap, between base and collector.) A later design [47) that included an isolator replaced the InSb collector with a heterostructure based on nlnGaAs and lnAlGaAs, lattice-matched
to an InP substrate. The structure is shown schematically in Fig. 3b. An a
of _0.3 was reported for this device in a preliminary experiment.
The philosophy followed by this group has been to accept a small, and
therefore very transmissive, barrier at the base-collector interface, rather than
to aim for a barrierless contact. (Note that there are no ternary compounds
that give barrierless contacts and also lattice-match to reasonable substrates,
such as GaAs and InP, so that pseudomorphic structures would have to be
used [41].) As mentioned above, the barrier should affect speed and current
gain, which will presumably be studied in future experiments. This group has
also done modeling of the device [48] and has predicted large achievable gain
and : 10ps response.
In summary, the present situation for superconducting junction transistors
is as follows: There are two devices, one (Super-HET) simply substitutes a
superconductor for the normal layer in a well-known device (MBT) and the
other (SUBSIT) involves a novel control principle. For the SUBSIT, it is the
case that the operating voltage is set by the superconducting energy gap, but
this is also the more difficult device to realize, the principal problem being the
very low barrier metal-semiconductor contact for the base-isolator junction.
In fact, no convincing demonstration has been made to date.
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2j. FieldEffect Transistors
2.3.1.

Josephson Field Effect Transistors

Field effect transistors are pervasive in low temperature semiconductor electronics because their power dissipation is small (relative to bipolar devices),
making them attractive for high circuit density applications. Lowering
the operating temperature (at least down to 77 K) results in improved performance [8), particularly in such devices as high electron mobility transistors. A number of years ago, a field effect transistor with superconducting
source and drain electrodes was independently proposed by Silver et at.
[49] and Clark et al. [50]. The device is a gate-controlled Josephson weak
link (JOFET), illustrated schematically in Fig. 4. The weak link is SuNSulike (often denoted SNS [51]), with a semiconductor as the normal material
[52] (i.e., the structure is SuSmSu). The link (channel) is superconducting
due to the proximity effect [53]. Cooper pairs leak from the superconducting source and drain electrodes into the semiconductor (the semiconductor
must contain mobile carriers at the operating temperature, which can be
achieved by using heavy doping or an inversion layer). Overlap of the proximity effect regions of the electrodes results in Josephson coupling in a suitably short link; with a coupling strength (i.e., critical supercurrent) that depends on the carrier density in the link region. Use of the field effect to
control carrier concentration is one means of controlling both super and normal currents in the device.

S

superconductor

G

D

insulator

superconductor

Ssemiconductor

substrate

--

a

L-

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of a Josephson FET (JOFET). Superconductivity is induced in the
semiconductor by the superconducting source (S) and drain (D) electrodes. A supercurrent is
possible if the separation L of these electrodes is no more than a few coherence lengths in the
semiconductor. The gate (G)controls both super and normal currents in the device by modulating
the properties of the semiconductor channel. Although a metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS
or MOS) FET is illustrated, other types of gates are suitable as well.
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Although a MISm gate .fructure (MISFET) is illustrated in Fig. 4, pn
junction (JFET), metal-semiconductor (MESFET), high electron mobility
(H EMT), and other devices are also possible. The JOFET represents a limiting
case of conventional (nonsuperconducting) FETs. Any FET with superconducting source and drain metallizations should, in principle, exhibit a
supercurrent (at low enough temperature), although it will be trivially small
unless the channel is quite short and the contacts carefully made. The basic
physics and expected device properties from JOFETs have been discussed in a
number of papers [ 11,50,54,55,56]. We review here the experimental results to
date and then discuss the relevant physics and device properties.
The first experimental demonstrations of gate-controlled supercurrents
were made on MISFET structures. Nishino et al. [57,58] used an Al gate and
thermal oxide on the back of a heavily dope* Si membrane that had a Pb-alloy
weak link formed on top (the Si membrane acted as the link material).
Although the normal conductance was negligibly affected by the gate, the
critical current was varied by more than an orden of magnitude with a gate
voltage swing of -- 100 mV. The membrane structure was not well enough
characterized to model it in detail; however, the large response to a gate
voltage that only slightly perturbed the channel carrier density was quite
surprising [59] (the device would not be expected to function as an invertedgate FET with even several volts applied to the gate), and the experiment has
evidently not been reproduced.
In another MISFET experiment at about the same time, Takayanagi and
Kawakami [60,61] used deposited gate dielectrics and Nb electrodes in both
n- and p-type InAs weak links. Unfortunately, it is not presently possible to
fabricate high quality gates on InAs, and the devices responded only weakly to
rather large gate voltages, a major drawback.
InAs does have two attractive features for JOFET applications. The first is a
low effective electron mass, which means that the coherence length can be
larger than in a higher mass material, allowing a larger spacing between source
and drain electrodes and/or a larger supercurrent, as discussed below (other
Ill - V materials, such as GaAs and InGaAs, also have relatively small electron
masses). The second is strong pinning of the Fermi level in the conduction
band at interfaces, which makes barrier-free metal-InAs contacts possible, a
major advantage. Unfortunately, this same pinning severely limits the
effectiveness of NISm gates. Also, a conducting layer is present over the entire
surface of an InAs wafer, making it difficult to isolate devices from each other.
This difficulty was avoided by Kleinsasser et al. [62], who used an insulating
GaAs substrate and obtained excellent characteristics for mesa-isolated weak
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links in unstrained InAs layers grownby MBE. It was intended to extend this
structure to FETs using pseudomorphic heterostructure gates, with InGaAs
or InAlAs as the dielectric, allowing the problem of Fermi level pinning at
the interface between InAs and the gate insulator to be circumvented. Unfortunately, although initial results were promising, MISm capacitors of
sufficientil: high quality to be of real interest for gate dielectrics were not
produced [63], and it is not known whether or not this approach is really
viable. Future use of InAs as an FET material depends on the development of
an adequate gate structure. One possibility based on the unique properties of
InAs [49], an InAs JFET, has been proposed [64] that would eliminate the
need for an insulated gate.
More recently, what might be called the first superconducting FET, in
which both normal and super currents exhibited a significant response to a
gate, was reported by Ivanov and Claeson [65]. The device was a GaAsAIGaAs HEMT with Nb electrodes. This materials system, like Si-SiO 2 , is
widely used for semiconductor devices, and the device behaved qualitatively as
expected, although only a single device was reported. A serious problem with
this type of structure is the Su-Sm contact. The JOFET requires a strong
proximity effect coupling between the superconducting electrodes and the
2DEG channel, and the alloy contact scheme that was used appeared to
seriously limit the output voltage range. This issue is discussed in more detail
below.
Subsequent to this initial work, a self-aligned coplanar Si-coupled weak link
structure was introduced [66] that featured a direct contact between the
superconductor and the channel and which should be applicable to coplanar
FET devices. This promised to be a major improvement on the original Si
membrane device: however, the work was never extended to FETs. On the
other hand, channel lengths in more normal FET structures have been pushed
to sub-100nm dimensions. The use of a self-aligned structure in which
superconducting source and drain metallizations are as close as possible to
the gate does indeed yield devices that act as JOFETs, as demonstrated
by Nishino er al. [67], who recently reported n-channel Si MOSFETs with
100-nm gate lengths (and source-drain metallization spacings). Nb electrodes contacted implanted source and drain regions, which in turn contacted the 2DEG, which was produced by application of a gate bias in excess
of a 0.3 V threshold. Further increases in gate bias increased both the supercurrent and normal conductance in accordance with qualitative expectations.
The materials system that has the lowest Schottky barrier heights and
smallest effcctive mass with which high quality FETs have been produced is
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In 5saGa.4 7 As, grown epitaxially on InP substrates. Recently, superconducting

junction FETs with Nb electrodes that exhibit gate-controlled supercurrent
and normal conductance have been demonstrated by Kleinsasser et al. [68]
with this material. The structure is intended as a model for investigations of
physics and device properties. The pn junction gate is below the thin epitaxial channel layer, allowing exploration of the effect of the superconductorsemiconductor contact properties on device performance without affecting
gate quality.
2.3.2.

Semiconductor-Coupled Weak Links

A JOFET is basically a gate-controlled SuSmSu weak link. Much of the
relevant physics can be studied using ungated links, for which there is a considerable body of literature. While there has long been work on both SuISu
and SuNSu-like sandwich structures [69], which are one-dimensional (ID)
in the sense that the superconducting order parameter varies in only one
direction, we are principally concerned with SuNSu-like bridge (2D) structures such as that of Fig. 4 (without a gate). Virtually all experimental work
on bridges has been on Si [52,58,66,70-73], with tw'o experiments on InAs
bridges [62,74] and none on other materials. The focus has been on studying the critical current, which depends on device length, temperature, carrier
concentration, magnetic field, and contact properties.
There is no lack of theoretical work in this area. Again, almost all attention
has focused on the critical current. The critical current of SuNSu junctions was
first worked out by de Gennes [75] for long junctions near T,. Subsequently,
Likharev [51,76] worked out a theory for a class of SuSmSu junctions for
all lengths and temperatures. Seto and Van Duzer [70] explicitly discussed
SuSmSu structures; their result is consistent with de Gennes, except for an
unspecified constant prefactor that arises from tunneling through the
Schottky barriers at the SuSm interfaces. The problems stemming from the
fact that all of the early theoretical work assumed a one-dimensional (I D)
device geometry was discussed by van Dover et al. [77], who also considered
arbitrary boundary conditions in SuNSu structures. It has been argued that
this result can be extended to SuSmSu devices [78]. A nice feature of this
approach is that a hard to calculate prefactor in the expression for the critical
current, which is related to the transmission probability for carriers at the
SuSm contacts, can be obtained from independent experiments. In the past ten
years, there has also been a significant effort in the Soviet Union on SuSmSu
theory, which has been virtually ignored by experimentalists in the West. Both
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ID [79] and 2D [80] device geometries have been considered. Finally, there
has been significant interest recently in devices in which the Sm layer is a
2DEG, although only ID device geometries have been considered [81]. (Note
that there are a number of differences between various theoretical papers
which we do not discuss here: the full temperature range may be covered or
only that near T7,Schottky barriers may or may not be included, the treatment
may assume the clean or dirty limit, etc.)
The experimental results can be said to agree with theory only in a very
limited sense. Virtually nothing in the experiments performed on SuNSu-like
SuSmSu junctions to date tests any theory that goes beyond the original work
of de Gennes. There is general agreement that the critical current of a long
link is exponential in device length scaled by the (temperature-deperident)
coherence length in the semiconductor. Little else has been clearly established.
For example, the absolute magnitude of the critical current (i.e., the critical
current-resistance product) is not understood. This is due in part to a lack of
definitive experiments on well-characterized device structures and basic
studies of the proximity effect in semiconductors, a situation which has been
improving in the past several years. Nevertheless, the size of the critical current
(and critical cur,'ent-resistance product) in SuSmSu weak links (78] and the
magnitude of the proximity effect in SuSm structures (as indicated by the reduction of transition temperature (82]) are too large to be consistent with existing theory, which thus appears to be inadequate even though experiments
have so far made contact with only the most basic theoretical predictions.
What emerges clearly from the literature on this subject is that the properties of SuSmSu weak links and JOFETs depend critically on two major
factors, the SuSm contact and the coherence length in the semiconductor. It
is the former factor which has received inadequate attention. We will concentrate on the SuSm contact issue first, followed by a discussion of the
length scale.

"2.3.3. Superconductor- Semiconductor Contacts
SuSmSu and SuNSu devices are often pictured as being equivalent; however,
the presence of (insulating) Schottky barriers at the SuSm contacts invalidates
this simple picture, making SuSmSu equivalent to SuINISu, and not SuNSu.
The penetration of Cooper pairs into the neutral (conducting) region of the
semiconductor is limited by the requirement that they must tunnel through
these barriers [70], drastically reducing the proximity effect. This implies
that SuSmSu weak links should have very small critical currents (this was
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recognized in the early FET proposals [49,50], which emphasized the use of

materials such as InAs that do not form Schottky barriers at metal contacts).
It has been well established that the proximity effect can be observed in

SuSm contacts, through the experiments involving SuSmSu weak links.
However, the simplest demonstration of the effect is the depression of the Su
transition temperature of SuSm bilayers due to leakage of Cooper pairs into
into the Sm layer; this is a widely used technique in SuN systems [53]. Leakage of pairs out of the superconductor into a normal material can cause
an observable lowering of T. if the superconductor is only a few coherence
lengths thick. For SuSm systems, such measurements have been reported for
Nb on p-Si [82], for which a value for the coherence length was extracted,
directly verifying the proximity effect in an SuSm system. However, it is the
number of pairs that penetrate into the normal layer, rather than how far they
penetrate, that is most important for the proximity effect (83], a point which is
generally ignored.
Study of the T. dependence of thin superconductor films on thick
semiconductor layers with varying doping can directly study the boundary
conditions for the pair amplitude (the variation of barrier thickness or tunnel
probability with doping is inherently more important than the variation of
normal coherence length). This is qualitatively evident in the experiment of
Hatano et al. [82], which showed T, reductions (from the bulk value) of 723% for 40 nm Nb films on 4.5-30 x 10" cm - pSi. The tunneling probability
through a Schottky barrier for a particle of mass m and charge q is (in the
WKB approximation) [84] P - exp( - Eg/EooS where Es is the barrier height
and E00 = (qh/2)(ND/4m). Here ND, c,, and m are dopant density, dielectric
constant, and effective mass, respectively. Using a value of E3 = 0.41 eV for
the Schottky barrier height of Nb on p-Si [85], u = 100 cm'/V-s, and m =
0.16m, T.one obtains Eoo = 0.074eV and P ranges from 2 x 10'--2 x 10-3
in tfhese samples. This implies a significant and sample-dependent reduction of
the pair amplitude in crossing the SuSm boundary, which is inconsistent with
the large observed changes in T, . Thus, Cooper pairs appear to penetrate more
easily into the semiconductor than expected. It may well be that what is being
tested in all of these experiments is the breakdown of the simple tunneling
theory for Schottky contacts. Recent theoretical work [86] suggests that the
zero bias conductance of a Schottky contact may be significantly higher at
large dopings than is generally believed [87]. One potentially important effect
is the breakdown of the continuum band picture for the barrier, due to the
discrete nature of the charged dopants that are responsible for the depletion
region; this is important for thin barriers. Experimental measurements of
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contact resistances are difficult in the high doping limit and proximity effectrelated measurements are more sensitive, making them rather interesting in
this context.
In a second direct demonstration of the proximity effect in SuSm contacts,
Nishino et al. [88] used tunneling spectroscopy to study SuSm bilayers,
observing both the induced gap in the semiconductor and the dependence of
the gap in the superconductor on changes in carrier concentration in the
semiconductor (due to changes in dopant density and applied gate voltages).
Again, the size of the effects is surprising, given the expectation that the pair
potential in the semiconductor should be reduced by tunneling, making these
effects negligibly small. This type of bilayer T, experiment can also be uted to
study contact processes, for example, chemical or sputter etching to remove
oxides, since the T, reduction rapidly disappears if an oxide (or. other
insulating) layer exists at the SuSm contact. Also, the sensitivity to Schottky
barrier thickness makes this a potentially interesting probe of ohmic contacts
(limited, of course, to superconducting metals).
The critical current 1, and the critical current-resistance product 1,R.
should be reduced by a factor of order P2 from the values expected from a
perfectly transmissive barrier [78]. Yet the observed 1,R. products [52,58,68]
are not much smaller than the value expected for ideal Josephson junctions
E89], consistent with the above discussion. Experiments on Super-Schottky
diodes [90] demonstrate that SuSm interfaces act as SuON tunnel junctions.
For example, both SuSmSu Josephson junctions and Super-Schottky diodes
have been made with Pb (or Nb) on p-Si on the same device structure [7Z85].
In this light, the observation of a crossover between SuINISu and SuNSu
behavior with increasing channel doping (increasing barrier transmittance),
observed in nlnGaAs JOFETs [68] with Nb electrodes, is significant. What is
needed in the future is more quantitative experiments that relate a measured or
inferred barrier transmittance to the JOFET (or weak link) critical currents, or
to the strength of the proximity effect (e.g., T, depression). Such work should
lead to understanding of the role of Schottky barrier tunneling in the SuSm
proximity effect.
To conclude our discussion of SuSm contacts, we mention some recent
work on achieving good superconducting contacts to conventional semiconductors. The role of damage produced by sputter "cleaning" in reducing the
barrier height in Nb-Si contacts [91], while not explaining why a proximity
effect is seen at all, points up the need for further process studies. In the case of
GaAs, Au-Ge contacts with an Nb overlayer have been demonstrated [92].
This, along with the above-mentioned GaAs/AIGaAs MODFET experiment
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[65]. raises the question of how thick a normal layer between the Su and Sm
layers can be tolerated before a significant reduction of the critical current
results. Finally, we mention the recent work on InGaAs £68], which takes
advantage of reduced effective mass and barrier height to increase the
expected tunneling probability by orders of magnitude.
2.3.4.

Normal Coherence Length

We now discuss the issue of length scale. Near an Su-N (or Su-Sm) interface,
the Cooper pair amplitude falls off exponentially with distance into the N (or
Sm) layer with a characteristic length [53) which is the distance an electron
travels in time h/kT. We will refer to this decay length as the normal coherence length 4,. In the clean limit (I >> ý.), ý., = hvF/2nkT, while in the dirty
limit (I<<
«.),
.dJ= (D/27tkT) 11 ', where ', VF, and D are the electron elastic mean free path, Fermi velocity, and diffusion constant (D = vFI/d in a
d-dimensional material), respectively. In general [83], . • (? + ')In the case of extreme disorder, localization corrections to ., are predicted
[93]. The critical current of a proximity effect Josephson weak link (SuNSu,
SuINISu, SuSmSu) of length L is exponential in L/ý. (for L >> ý. and temperature not too close to T1 or 0), which provides a means for determining
the normal coherence length in weak link experiments.
All experiments performed to date have been in the dirty limit. For a threedimensional semiconductor with carrier density n, effective mass m*, and
mobility pu is

/
(6

=

ft3p
3P

\lI2
3 2n) 11
T12e(3nT)(

(2.1)

High mobility and low effective mass are desirable since a given coherence
length can be obtained at a low carrier density, which is desirable if the FET is
to be sensitive to gate voltage. The dependence of normal coherence length on
temperature is illustrated in Fig. 5 for n = 1019cm- 3 in n-Si (m* = 0.26mj)
and n-lnAs (m = 0.023 m,), which were chosen because they are materials of
experimental interest with widely differing values of effective mass, and
,herefore of ý.. For each material, the solid (upper) curve represents the clean
or large mobility limit and gives the upper limit for ý. (this limit is not valid
for any experiments reported to date). The dashed (lower) curves are for
reasonable lower bounds for p. The shaded region between the two curves
indicates the range of possible coherence lengths for the material. 4,. is
significantly smaller in Si than in InAs because of the order of magnitude
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Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of normal coherence length in n-type Si and InAs for .
1010 cm-3 (coherence length varies as n"'S). The shaded areas indicate ranges of values corresponding to low and high mobility material. Although high mobility is important, the major
difference between the materials is the carrier effective mass. This plot is roughly correct for
2DEG materials at mid-10 cm- 2 densities (the dependence is N,"1' in the 2D case).

difference in effective mass. Of course, . oc n' 13 . This favors materials that
allow the greatest channel carrier density, but increasingn means increasing
gate voltage, which, as will be shown below, limits voltage gain, which is
already a serious problem.
At 4.2 K, the values for 4. in n-Si are in the range l0-100nm. Useful weak
links cannot be longer than a few coherence lengths, so that Si device lengths
have an upper limit of a few hundred mm for a high-mobility 2DEG. (The dirty
limit curves in Fig. 5 are valid for the 2D case with N, = 4.6 x 1012 cm -. The
clean limit curves are too large by 23%.) Significantly longer devices are
possible using low mass materials. For InAs, ý. - 0. 1- I pm (the effective mass
used is that corresponding to the conduction band minimum; this is not
correct for large carrier densities in such a low mass material, making the
InAs ý. values optimistic). At 77 K, ý. in Si is smaller than %5 nm, ruling

out FET devices for practical purposes at present. In contrast, the value for
InAs is still several tens of nm, so that devices up to z IOOnm long are possible. Thus, only lll-V or other small effective mass materials appear to be
inter:sting for nitrogen temperature operation in the foreseeable future.
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Experimental and the3retical coherence lengths are reasonably consistent
[52,58,62,70-74], although careful measurements of p, m, and n, the parameters needed to calculate the length, are generally lacking. Effects such as
the increase of effective mass with carrier concentration due to the breakdown of the parabolic band approximation (particularly significant in low
effective mass materials such as InAs) and crossover between dirty and clean
limits may account for discrepancies between theoretical and experimental
results.
Two-dimensional (2DEG) systems are of interest, and the above coherence
length discussion is roughly correct in 2D if n'l 3 is replaced by N," 2 , N. being
the sheet carrier density. For example, Silver et al. [49] were interested in pInAs, in which the Schottky barrier height exceeds the band gap due to the
pinning of the Fermi level in the conduction band, forming a "complete
Schottky barrier" and resulting in an electron-rich inverted surface (2DEG)
that is in direct contact with the metal. This was evidently the case in one of the
early JOFET experiments [60] and should be relevant to MODFETs [65]
and MISFETs [67], which are 2DEG devices. There have been no predictions
of qualitatively different behavior between 2DEG and 3DEG weak links, and
no clear experimental proof of two-dimensional behavior in weak links.
2.3.5.

Gate-Dependent Critical Current

Recent results of Nishino et al. [67] provide, for the first time, data on the
gate dependence of JOFET critical currents that can be straightforwardly
interpreted. We plot their data, for an n-channel Si MOSFET with Nb
electrodes at 4.2 K, in Fig.6 (solid dots). The form
lc cc ,'e-

1

fl,

(2.2)

for the critical current, derived by Seto and Van Duzer [70], shown by the solid
curve, gives an excellent fit. A value of L/ý, = 2.5 for VG = 2 V was used and
the curve was matched to the data at that gate voltage. The gate voltage
dependence was assumed to be contained in the coherence length, which, for a
2DEG, is given by
" (2 -- k T)-e

( 2 .3 )

where the carrier concentration N, = C0 (V0 - VT)/e, where CG is the gate
capacitance and VG ard VT are the gate and threshold voltages. This result is
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Fig. 6.

Dependence of critical current on gate voltage for a n-channel MOSFET with Nb

electrodes at 4.2 K [67]. The channel length is less than 100 nm.

important because the data cannot be fit to the form for the critical current
derived by Likharev [67]:
- 4A2(T) L
1, = R' i
LTe.
,
(2.4)
which applies to SuNSu weak links, but is often used for SuSmSu devices.
This expression contains an additional gate voltage-dependent factor R; -I
eNpW/L, where W and L are the device width and length.
The crucial prefactor in Equation (2.2), which is related to the Schottky
barrier tunneling probability, is absent; however, it is not likely to depend
strongly on gate voltage. A more complete expression, inspired by earlier
SuNSu work [75,77] that dealt with varying boundary conditions was
obtained by Kleinsasser [11,78]:
2 2
1, = R-A 2ek
hA2T• PnMA
L ep,m. f €,,

n( + 2r).

(2.5)

In this expression, the resistivities and effective masses in Su and Sm are p,, p.,
rn1 , and m,, respectively. f 2 - I is the ratio of the value of the order parameter
in Su at the interface to its bulk value (we expect f :, 1), and A is the factor by
which the order parameter changes in crossing the SuSm interface. A is related
to the Schottky barrier tunneling probability and can be independently
determined by experiments such as T, depression in SuSm bilayers. The last
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factor in Equation (2.5) is due !o the contact resistance, with r the ratio of the

resistance of a contact to the channel resistance (assumed to be small in this
discussion). The boundary conditions in an SuSmSu bridge and in the SuNSu
structure studied by Likharev are different; in the latter case, a cancellation occurs (A2 • p~m,/p,m) that causes ICRn, rather than I, to have the
dependence given by Equation (2.2). This type of experiment is important
because it provides a new means of study~ng the boundary conditions. Note
that the Likharev expression may apply in the case of SuNSu-like SuSmSu
structures, i.e., those wi;i. barrier-free contacts, as indicated by one experiment on InAs weak links [62]. Equation (2.5) should be valid in SuINISu
and SuNSu-like structures, and should be a reasonable basis for future work
until a more complete result is obtained.
The effective channel length in this MOSFET is unknown, although it
is less than 100 nm. We do know the oxide thickness and the gate bias dependence of 1, and R,. We can rewrite the expression (2.3) for ý,, as ý, =
(h1cr/2m*e~kT)11 2, where oa = L/RW is the conductivity. For V. = 2 V,
with m* = 0.19 m., W = 60,pm, and using R, = 8.9fl (obtained from Fig. 3

of Ref. [70]), the above value of 2.5 for L/ý, means that L = 26.7nm, and
therefore ý, = 10.7rnm with a 2V gate bias. Using CG =0.345/pF/cm2
and VT = 0.3 V, a mobility value of 85 cm2 /V-s is obtained from R, =
L,/CG(VG - VT)pW. The published resistance and critical current data are
all consistent with these parameter values. The channel length inferred is
rather short, perhaps due to diffusion of the source and drain implants
under the gate.
2.3.6.

JOFET Device Properties

Although JOFETs are Josephson junctions, device speed and power dissipation are not the same as for digital Josephson technology. The control
mechanism is identical to that in conventional FETs, with the same gate
voltage swing required in both cases to produce a given change in channel
carrier concentration. Switching the device on and off requires the same CV'
energy per cycle in both cases. Also, making the channel superconducting does
not change carrier transit time, which represents a limit to the speed of FET
devices. The role of superconductivity in a superconducting FET is to change
the device characteristics, allowing a zero on-state resistance.
Analysis of the prospects for JOFETs as digital devices by Kleinsasser and
Jackson [54] concluded that large-signal voltage gain is the major issue. Using
a simple model of Si JOFETs, Glasser [56] analyzed the small signal response,
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Fig. 7. Schematic IV characteristics of a superconducting FET. (a) If the supercurrent is much
more sensitive to the gate field than is the normal conductance, then the resistance change is small
between the "on" (large I,) and "off" (small I,) states. The dashed line represents the "on" state in
the same device in the absence of superconductivity. Output voltage is limited by the device 1,R,
product, which is much smaller than the gate voltage swing. (b) When both normal and
supercurrents are greatly altered by the gate field, the resistance change is large between -on" and

"off'. Then the output voltage can be made arbitrarily large (i.e., the device can have significant
large-signal voltage gain).

also concluding that voltage gain is a problem. The natural output voltage
scale of these devices is set by the ICR. product of the weak link, and thus
limited by the superconducting energy gap, while the input (gate) voltage is
orders of magnitude larger. Large-signal voltage gain is possible, but it
originates from control of channel resistance, as in an ordinary FET [54],
rather than from superconducting properties. This is illustrated in Fig. 7. We
define "on" and "off" states corresponding to large and negligible critical
current. I1responds exponentially to gate voltage (I, - exp(- L/ý.), ý. 0c n"',
An oc AV,,.,,), so a large change in 1, can be made with only a small change
in R 0 , as experimentally observed [57]. The "off" output voltage is of order
ICR. of the weak link in the "on" state, as shown in Fig. 7a, and the voltage
gain is << 1. However, an optimal link is of order one coherence length long,
in which case the critical current response is linear, not exponential. In a
well-designed device, the output rcsistance switches between small and large
values, and large voltage gain is possible, as shown in Fig. 7b. Note, however,
that the difference between the IV characteristics in the "on" state for superconducting and nonsuperconducting electrodes (solid and dashed curves) is
not nearly as dramatic in the latter case (i.e., superconductivity makes little
difference in the characteristics).

Experimental IV curves of JOFETs [65,67,68] are similar to those in
Fig. 7b. Superconductivity affects the source-drain characteristics only at
low (mV) voltages, so lhai the normal resistance for a given gate voltage is
constant. The condition IR, << AVI (the gate voltage in excess of threshold)
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Fig. 8. Current-voltage characteristics of InGaAs JFETs [68]. (a) On a large voltage scale,
the devices behave as normal FETs. (b) On a small voltage scale, superconducting effects, such as
gate-controlled supercurrent, are evident (the dashed curve was obtained with the electrodes
normal).

is equivalent to the condition 1c << I.,, the saturated source-drain current
[54]. Thus, the region of interest for JOFETs is the linear region of the
characteristics of a normal FET. Figure 8 shows source-drain currentvoltage characteristics for the Nb-InGaAs JFETs of Kleinsasser et al.
[68], which illustrate these points. On a coarse voltage scale (Fig. 8a), the
JOFET exhibits the familiar saturation of current that is characteristic of
semiconductor transistors. On a much finer scale (Fig. 8b), the effects of
the superconducting electrodes become evident (e.g., the gate-controlled
supercurrent).
The small scale of voltages for which superconductivity is significant in the
device characteristics makes it vital that the gate voltage swing be as small as
possible; this is limited by the ability to control the inversion threshold (or
equivalent threshold voltage) and by the gate capacitance (the number of
carriers introduced by a given gate voltage). It is difficult to conceive of mV
gate voltages, tIut tens of mV should be possible. Operation at source-drain
and gate voltages corresponding to the energy gap of a conventional superconductor is not feasible, so operation at larger voltages using high-T7 superconductors, which offer the possibility of gap voltages of tens of mV, is
potentially very important. Since the size of the ,R,, product is very important for any potential JOFET applications, the origin of the basic lack of
agreement between experiment and theory needs to be understood through
experiments on well-defined and characterized device structures. At present,
we can say that the ratio of the maximum value of the IR., product to the gate
voltage swing required to switch off the device is a figure of merit which should
be as large as possible if these devices are to be of significance (values well
exceeding -0.1 would be suitable); this may be possible with thin gates and
high T, materials.
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2.3.7.

Gate-Controlled Superconductivity

Is it possible to make a FET having a superconductor as the channel (rather
than depending on the proximity effect)? An insulated gate FET is basically a
capacitor having a current flowing along one of the plates (the channel).
Changing the voltage between the capacitor plates (the gate voltage) changes
the number of carriers in the plate, thereby changing channel properties.
Although the idea of using the field effect to vary the surface properties of a
superconductor is not new [94], its possibilities are still being explored
[95,96]. The most obvious device would have a metal channel and use the gate
to change (either increase or decrease) T, and/or resistivity. Alternatively, one
might use an insulating material and use the gate to induce a superconducting
channel [96,97].
The large carrier density in a metal makes it difficult to produce a significant
change in carrier density with an attainable gate electric field. Using a
"ferroelectric gate insulator (high dielectric constant), it may be possible to
produce a few percent change in a 1-nm thick metal film with 1022 cm- 3
carriers [96]. For potential applications, low carrier density metals would be
important [95]. For low voltage (low power) applications, however, the limitations of devices of this sort are obvious. Using rather aggressive numbers,
a relative dielectric constant of 10 and a gate electric field of 107 V/cm, a
change in sheet carrier density of 5 x l0ol cm- 2 is possible, representing a
change in carrier density of 10" cm-I in a 5 nm metal film. This may be large
enough for some interesting physics experiments, but hardly represents an
effect that is likely to find practical applications. Considering the possibility of
inducing a superconducting surface layer, 5 x 10"3 carriers/cmr- 2 implies a
resistivity of order 10 kfl/O (using a mobility of 10 cm 2/V-s), making the
possibility of inducing even a metallic surface rather marginal. The fact that
5 V is required to produce a field of l07 V/cm, even using a 5-nm thick dielectric, indicates that a metal FET will not be a low voltage device.
2.4.

Summary

We have described two distinct types of superconductor-semiconductor
hybrid devices that are clearly related to well-known semiconductor devices,
namely metal base transistors and FETs. Of the two metal base devices, one
(Super-HET) is clearly an extension of existing devices and the other
(SUBSIT) embodies new device physics. The field effect device (JOFET) may
offer some improvement on conventional FETs, although it may be best
viewed as a unique type of controlled Josephson junction with possible
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applications completely different from those associated with ordinary FETs
[56]. The voltage scale for operation of the Super-HET is determined by
metal-insulator barrier heights, and not by the characteristic superconducting scale (the gap). The JOFET voltage scale is determined by the required gate
voltage swing, which is also unrelated to the energy scale associated with
superconductivity. However, the superconducting gap does sets the voltage
range over which superconductivity makes a significant difference in device
characteristics. In the SUBSIT case, the operating voltage is determined by the
superconducting energy gap, independent of other parameters, giving it a low
natural operating voltage. The principal difficulty with this device is realizing a
very low barrier metal-semiconductor contact for the base -isolator junction.
These devices tend to rely on narrow gap IlI-V semiconductors and/or
heterostructures based on ternary III-V alloys, materials that are significant
in exploratory device research. The hybrid devices we have discussed tend to
emphasize low resistance non-alloyed contacts, low barrier heights (even at
metal interfaces), high mobility, and low effective mass, and thus tend to
rely on materials such as InAs and InGaAs, rather than GaAs, AlAs, and InP.
There has been much more success with the rather familiar device material
InGaAs than with the more exotic InAs. The materials problems associated
with these devices are closely related, so that study of one device should shed
light on the others.
Finally, the study of devices like SUBSIT or JOFET, along with related
experiments such as those we discussed, are of basic interest because of their
relevance to the fundamental physics of semiconductor contacts on the meV
scale, particularly superconductor-semiconductor contacts, and because they
probe the proximity effect in new regimes, i.e., in situations in which there is a
large mismatch between the Su and N materials or in which there is a fairly
transmissive tunnel barrier present.

3.
3.1.

Nonequilibrium Superconducting Devices

Introduction

Electronic devices inherently operate out c,; thermodynamic equilibrium.
Some devices, such as the Josephson junction, operate very close to equilibrium, the nonequilibriur, aspect in this case being very low energy gradients in the phase of the superconducting order parameter (and negligible
deviations of quasiparticle densities from their equilibrium values). Other
devices, such as bipolar transistors, involve substantial nonequilibrium carrier
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Fig. 9. Schematic representations of nonequilibrium superconducting devices. Planar (a) and
edge (b) stacked junction structures. Materials indicated in (a)are those of the quiterons studied in
Refs. (1.101]. while those indicated for the stacked edge junction structure (b) were used by
Buhrman and collaborators [103].

densities. In this section, we focus on attempts to use nonequilibrium superconducting phenomena as the basis for three-terminal devices.
The most commonly investigated nonequilibrium superconducting device
structure is stacked back-to-back tunnel junctions, depicted in Fig. 9a. Stacked
edge junctions, shown in Fig. 9b, are a variation on this structure that has also
been explored. Proposals for stacked-junction superconducting transistor
proposals date back to a superconducting gap tunneling device originally
proposed by Giaever [98,99], and include a device based on quasiparticle
recirculation in the output junction, due to Gray [100)], and a gap suppression
device called the quiteron, proposed by Faris [101]. Only Giaever's device is
based on a microscopic principle that works like the fluid-actuated valve of
Fig. 1, which is prototypical of true transistor operation. Consideration of
the microscopic mechanism will, however, lead us to propose a second type
of stacked junction device that is truly transistor-like.
The other nonequilibrium superconducting device concept that has been
investigated is the injection-controlled superconducting link [102]. Planar
and edge structures for this device are shown in Fig. 10a,b. These have little
microscopic or functional analogy with semiconducting transistors, but have
been investigated because devices with substantial gains are easily realized.
We will concentrate here on developments in these classes of nonequilibrium devices that have occurred since the earlier reviews by Gallagher
[I] and Buhrman [103]. Thus, we emphasize recent work on quiteron-like
devices and injection-controlled links, as well as some new device concepts.
The reader is referred to these reviews for more details about earlier work on
nonequilibrium superconducting devices. We will have little to say about

nonequilibrium devices made with the new high temperature superconduc-
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Planar (a) and edge (b) injection-controlled link structures. The materials for the edge

structure are those used by Sprnk et al. [i119].

tors. There has been no investigation of nonequilibrnum superconductivity
in these materials yet; neither have there been any convincing realizations of
tuinnel junctions of reasonable quality, which are elements of all known low-7T
devices.
*3.2.
3.2.1.

:

~

Stacked-Junction Deices
Tunneling through the Gap of a Superconductor

The first proposal for a stacked-junction superconducting transistor dates
back to Giaever's patent on the superconductor tunnel junction itself (98].
* Giaever proposed biasing a normal metal-insulator-superconductor~insulator-normal
~
~ metal S(
i sandwich
/Il such thatI no filled
IIIIlenergy states inI
(NISIN)
,the outer electrodes line up with empty states in the middle electrode, but filled
states in. one of the outer electrodes do line up with empty states in the other
outer electrode. Ideally in such a situation at low temperatures, no current
"should flow into the middle electrode, but current can flow between the outer
electrodes. The superconducting energy gap forms part of the tunnel barrier
between the outer electrodes. By varying the location of the energy gap with a

bias on the superconductor, the tunnel current between the outer electrodes
should be adjustable. Among the device proposals that we consider in this
section, this is the one that could operate closest to equilibrium.
There appears to be no published experimental work directed at observing
tunneling through the superconducting gap, which is the phenomenon at the
heart of this device. In principle, though, there is no reason to believe the effect
will not occur. The technology available at the time of Giaever's original
proposal, however, would not have been adequate for observing the effect. The

l
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main technological challenge is making the probability of tunneling through
the combination of tunnel barriers sufficiently high to pass practical currents
while keeping subgap leakage currents through the individual junctions
negligibly small. Detailed calculations [99] for ideal quality Nb and NbN
junctions indicate that it should be possible to observe the gap tunneling effect
at low temperatures (possibly at 1-2 K with NbN), which would be interesting
in and of itself.
3.2.2.

Gray's Superconducting Transistor

The first demonstration of a stacked-junction superconducting device with
some transistor-like properties was made by Gray in 1978 [100]. bray
studied a superconductor-insulator-superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SISIS) stack in which the gain mechanism was based on a novel
nonequilibrium superconducting effect involving the admixing of electrons
and holes in superconductors and their recirculation in the ou~l'ut, or collector, junction. His device consisted of three stacked 300-A thick superconducting Al layers, with tunnel junctions separating the layers. One junction,
called the injector, had high resistance and was operated with bias voltages
above its sum gap. it served to inject excess quasiparticles into the middle
film. The other junction, the collector, was biased below its sum gap so as
to pass only current due to quasiparticles between its two electrodes. It had
a low resistance so that the excess quasiparticle density injected into the
middle film was readily shared with the collector film. Due to the dual part
hole-like and part electron-like nature of superconducting excitations, it is
possible for long-lived excitations to tunnel many times back and forth in the
collector junction. Loosely speaking, one can think of electron-like tunneling
in one direction and of hole-like tunneling in the other direction. The currents
due to these processes add, and the result is that each quasiparticle injected
through the injector results in several recirculations through the collector, and
thus there is current gain. Gray observed a temperature-dependent current
multiplication, which was as large as 4 at the lowest temperature he operated
the device, - 0.6 K. There was a large signal voltage loss accompanying this, as
the injection was above the -0.35 mV sum gap voltage while the collection
voltage was below. (A lower gap outer electrode material in the injector could
improve the large-signal voltage gain situation.)
Although the electrical characteristics of this device were reminiscent of
transistor characteristics, this device, which relies on the quasiparticle
recirculation in the output electrodes for gain, has no analog in Landauer's
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fluid-actuated valve model (Fig. 1). It is not possible to identify separate
control and moving charge. As Gray himself pointed out, the device has a

common base gain a > 1,whereas transistors have a , 1. Common base gains
a > I result in the possibility of negative current gain in the common emitter
a,,d common collector configurations (negative resistance) and these in turn
lead to circuit design difficulties, as pointed out by Gallagher [1]. Gainbandwidth product estimates of only 109 Hz by Gray [104] and Frank et al.
[105] for devices with Nb electrodes also lead to the conclusion that this
device could not be competitive for high performance digital applications.
There has been little new work on this sort of device over the last few years,
save for a comment that the recirculation effect could enhance the gain of a
quasiparticle trapping and multiplying device proposed by Booth [106].
3.2.3.

The Quiteron

Fars [101] proposed a SISIS stacked junction device with an operating
principle based on nonequilibrium gap suppression in the middle electrode.
The gap suppression is caused by injection above the sum gap voltage in one
junction, the injector. This modulates the conductivity of the output junction,
the acceptor, and its characteristics are expected, at least ideally, to evolve
from SIS-like to SIN-like with increasing injection. According to Faris's
proposal, there is current gain (over the voltage range at which the output
junction modulates) if the output junction can be made to carry substantially
more current than the input junction.
Three groups have fabricated and studied quiteron devices, including dc
and switching speed measurements [1,101,107,108]. Earlier work (I] had
identified isolation as a fundamental problem of this device, symptomatic
of the fact that it does not truly function like the fluid actuated valve that
is the basis of the transistor. Referring back to the fluid analogy, the lack
of isolation of the quiteron device can be seen to stem from the fact that the
controlling fluid and the controlled fluid are really the same: the device
makes use of only one type of fluid. Whether the source of the fluid is from
the injector or the acceptor junction, the gap suppression effects are the same
once the fluid is in the middle electrode. The isolation, or nonreciprocity, of
a device can be quantified in terms of the ratio of forward to reverse transfer
functions. In the only explicit experimental report on this issue, Gallagher [I]
measured a 3: 1 transresistance ratio for the Nb/I/Nb/l/PblnAu quiterons.
This asymmetry was higher than expected and was thought to be due to
asymmetric cooling of the outer electrodes of the devices. Unfortunately,
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this outer electrode response, as we shall discuss in more detail below, is a
slow and therefore undesirable part of the device output response.
Recent experimental work has not affected the conclusion that the quiteron
lacks isolation, but dynamical studies have confirmed that there is indeed a
long time scale associated with a substantial part of the output response. In
fact, a fairly consistent picture of the switching performance of quiteron
devices emerged from studies of quiteron structures made with three sets of
materials: Nb/I/Nb/I/PblnAu studied at IBM [1,101], Sn/I/Sn/I/Sn studied
at the University of Tsukuba [107], and NbN/I/PbInAu/I/PbAu studied at
Hitachi [108]. The Nb/I/Nb/I/PbInAu quiterons made by IBM, when
injected with a - 2 ns pulse with a - 300 ps rise time, showed a response with i
I ns rise time and a 1.7 ns fall time [101]. In other measurements [1], these
devices when subjected to a step input signal with a 40 ps rise time displayed an
output response on two time scales, with about 50% of the response occurring
in less than 100 ps and the other 50% of the response occurring over 10 ns [I
of the Sn/I/Sn/I/Sn
SMeasurements
quiterons were made with 2-3 ns time
resolution, but showed rise times of - 15 ns and decay times of several tens
of nanoseconds [107]. The NbN/I/PbInAu/I/PbAu quiterons measured
with a Josephson sampler showed a 300 ps turn-on delay, a 300 ps rise time
for - 50-70% of the output response, and a slow saturation over several
nanoseconds [108]. The response times have been discussed in terms of
models for coupled nonequilibrium superconductors. Generally the faster
response is due to nonequilibrium effects in the middle electrode, while the
slower response reflects heating of the entire structure [109,110,111]: In
particular, Iguchi's calculations [111] showed that the first 50% of the
response could be quite fast.
One way to eliminate the slow response is by efficiently cooling the two
outer electrodes by quasiparticle diffusion, as demonstrated in Hunt and
Buhrman's double edge structure [112,113]. On the other hand, the improved
cooling in their structure eliminated the negative resistance and precluded
the large power gains. Another common suggestion is to make the middle
electrode out of a very low carrier density material, such as certain oxide
superconductors, which could be driven out of equilibrium with far fewer
excess quasiparticles than are necessary to heavily perturb the other electrodes. In either case however, one is still left with a device with a bidirectional response, i.e., a device that lacks isolation, a conclusion that Hunt
et al. [113] have independently reached. Buhrman [103] proposed using
injection from one NIS junction to switch from the supercurrent state of a
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second junction to the normal state to get a latching device, but one that at
least avoided some of the effects the output has on the input of devices
operated in the quiteron mode. This particular proposal does not appear to
have been pursued experimentally, but it bears some similarities to injectioncontrr lied links, which are discussed below.

3.2.4.

Superconducting Metal Base Tunneling Transistor

Neither Gray's device nor the quiteron truly functions like a transistor, but one
can imagine a purely superconducting, nonballistic, SISIS analog of SUBSIT
(which was discussed earlier) that does. The base and collector are separated
in this case by a highly transmissive, but low leakage SIS tunnel junction,
instead of a special superconductor-semiconductor contact. Gain is possible
if quasiparticles injected into the base tunnel into the collector before they
,have a chance to recombine in the base. Transport through the base need not
be ballistic, but :he injected quasiparticles must not recombine before they
tunnel into the collector if the device is to have gain. The principal difficulty is
that as injection is made heavier and heavier, recombination, which is a binary
process, becomes more likely, and thus gain becomes more difficult to achieve.
It is for this reason that a highly transmissive, yet nonleaky, barrier into the
collector is needed. Unfortunately, it is more or less universally observed [ 114]
that as tunnel junction specific resistances go below about 10-' f-cm2
(current densities above - 10' A/cm 2 at I mV, junction leakage starts to
increase rapidly. Whether the degradation mechanism is universal (for
example a higher order tunneling process) or is a materials-related problem is
not clear.
One variation of this device (115] that could ease the high current density
requirements would use spin-polarized quasiparticle injection [116]. In
superconductors with low spin-orbit scattering, the injected quasiparticles
should stay spin polarized and be long lived. Even under heavy injection, there
would be no opposite spin quasiparticles with which they could recombine.
Indeed, the nonequilibrium superconducting properties of spin-polarized
quasiparticles have never been explored experimentally, and the observation
of an enhanced lifetime would be very interesting and could lead to a new
way of measuring spin-orbit scattering rates. Recently demonstrated EuS
tunnel barriers with substantially different tunneling rates for spin-up and
spin-down electrons [II J; might lead to a convenient, low field means of
inducing spin polarization.
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Injection-ControlledLinks

By now it should be clear that there is considerable difficulty in realizing a
nonequilibrium superconducting device that truly works like a transistor.
Considering the fact that, even including the Josephson device, there is no
available high gain digital superconducting device, it is worthwhile asking
whether or not there are nonequilibrium devices that, while not possessing all
the attributes of transistors, possess high gain or some other property that
makes their use attractive. There is indeed one such superconducting device
that has demonstrated large power gain, the quasiparticle injection-controlled
link operated in a latching mode in which quasiparticle injection through a
tunnel junction triggers a superconducting-to-normal transition in a current
carrying superconducting line. Wong et al. [102] first demonstrated such a
device in which 1.2 mA of quasiparticle current injected at a few millivolts was
able to trigger the switching of a 20-fold greater supercurrent in a long line.
The line eventually developed up to a 200 mV voltage drop. The voltage gain
can be made arbitrarily large by increasing device length, but the response time
governed by "hot spot" propagation increases proportionally. The main early
interest in this device was to use injection to produce a controlled Josephson
element. That is not our concern here. Rather, we will focus on operating these
devices in the regime in which large gains are possible. One conclusion of the
reviews of both Gallagher [1] and Buhrman [103] was that this class of
devices merited more research because of its high gain potential and structural
simplicity. To obtain high speed and low power, a very small microbridge was
required [1,1033, and, even so, the bridge should best be a low carrier density
superconductor [ 103]. In recent years, Takeuchi and Okabe [ 118] and Sprik
et at. [119] have reported on injection-controlled link devices operated in this
large signal mode. We will review the results of Sprik et al., which were on
submicron devices and included switching speed measurements.
Sprik et al. studied small injection-controlled NbN-links made with an edge
junction structure (see Fig. l0b). This structure yielded links with very small
dimensions using only optical photolithography. NbN was chosen as the link
material because it possesses both high critical supercurrent densities and high
normal state resistivities. The combination gives the link both favorable onstate and off-state properties and should lead to considerable Joule heating
during switching, which, in turn, it was hoped would enhance the speed of the
switching process. The NbN link reported on was 0.3 pm in length, 6 nm in
width, and - 350 A thick and carried a critical supercurrent current density of
3 x 10 A/cm" at 4.2 K. The quasiparticles were injected from a Nb-injector
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Fig. II. Observed transient response of the edge injection-controlled link of Sprik ei al. (119]
shown in Fig. 10b. The indicated injector levels are the amplitude of a step pulse applied with a rise
time of - 70 ps. The rise times are the delay between the initial spike and the time at which the
voltage reaches 80% of the normal state value.

into the NbN-link through a Nb 2 0 5 tunnel barrier. The dc-characteristics of
the link displayed a critical current of 600 pA, which was reduced to zero by
an injection current of 55 pA, for a dc current gain of about 10.
Sprik el al. tested the switching speed of devices incorporated in on-chip
--50f) coplanar transmission-line structures using a cryogenic probe and
standard sampling techniques with a time resolution of - 70 ps. Figure II
shows their data for the development of output voltage across links biased in
the superconducting state and triggered by a injection current pulse stepped
on with a fast (40-70 ps) rise-time pulse. For low injection amplitudes, the link
remained superconducting. When the injector amplitude increased, the link
switched into the normal state and a voltage developed. Since thie leading edge
of the injector pulse was much faster than the response of the output, the latter
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was a direct measure of the transient response of the device. The leading edge
displayed three features: a fast spike followed by a somewhat slower rise over
0.5 to -2.5 ns followed, in turn, by the final 10-20% of the turn-on that
developed rather slowly over several nanoseconds. The overall rise time
depended strongly on the injector current and increased when the sum of the
injector current and the bias current approached the critical current of the
link. The short spike was not due to electrical cross-talk.
Sprik et al. interpreted their results using an extension of a phenomenological model introduced by Tinkham [ 120] for such supercritical microbridges. Microbridges driven by step-wise supercritical currents display
superconducting-to-resistive transitions that are similar in both the overall
rise time and in the presence of the initial spike, which was due to a kinetic
inductance effect. Tinkham's model combined a time-dependent GinzburgLandau equation with an effective temperature description of the quasiparticles, and Sprik et al. added a direct injection term. The predictions for the
injection-driven microbridge at least qualitatively described the switching
data. The overall time dependence was similar to that of supercurrent-driven
microbridges, but the magnitude of the predicted spike was somewhat smaller
for the case of quasiparticle injection. Extensive overdrive of the injection
enhances speed, but at the expense of current gain. Sprik et al. concluded-that
the observed switching behavior was governed by condensate dynamics,
which in turn was driven by the direct injection of quasiparticles. There was no
evidence for a hoped-for enhancement of switching speed due to the large
amount of Joule heating that eventually developed in these (short) links. (Hotspot propagation driven by Joule heating would be the dominant factor in the
time development of a normal region in a long line.)
This edge injection-controlled link experiment was on about as small a
dimensional scale as is practical, but still did not result in sub-100 ps response.
The only further means of achieving high speed in such a heavily driven
nonequIlibrium device is to substantially lower the carrier density. To estimate
the requirement, we note that for substantial gap suppression the nonequilibrium quasiparticle density must be of order the critical density n,
0.4 x 2N(0)A(0), where N(0) and A(O) are the density of states at the Fermi
level and the zero-temperature energy gap of the film. The required injection
(input) current is J,, = en~d/T, where d is the thickness of the perturbed film
and T is the effective relaxation time for the excess quasiparticle population.
which should be of order 10 ps. The film thickness has some practical lower
limit, say d - 10 nm. For a reasonably high quality tunnel injector. J,, is
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limited to - 10' A/cm 2, so that the product N(0)A(0) must be less than
;8 x l10" cm- 3 . For a low-T, material, A(0) - 2 meV so that N(0) would
have to be about 4 x 1021 cm'3eV- 1 , which is relatively low, but well within
the range of BaPbl .. BiO 3 with N(O) & 10" cm- 3 eV-1 [121]. For a highT, material, A(0) should exceed 20 mV, so that N(0) must be less than
4 x 1020 cm- 3eV-', which is somewhat below the measured mobile carrier
densities of 2 x 1021 cMn-3eV- 1 that are representative of La 1.8sSr.15CuO 4 ,
YBa 2Cu 3 O1,z, and Bi 2Sr 2CaCu 20 8 (the 80 K phase) [122]. Nevertheless,
superconductors with carrier densities close to what would make these devices interesting certainly exist, but it is less clear that device structures with
sufficiently high quality elements, e.g., high current density tunnel junctions,
can be made with such materials.
With regard to using the high temperature superconductors in nonequilibrium superconducting devices, the lack of any experimental work
makes it worthwhile to make only a few additional comments. In gene:al, the
tumes involved for nonequilibrium effects get faster as temperature increases.
This implies improved device performance, but it also means that it becomes
harder to decouple the electronic excitations from the many additional lattice
and other modes that exist on larger energy scales and have considerably more
heat capacity at high temperature. This may mean that only heating effects will
be possible. For devices such as injection-controlled superconducting links
that rely on the resistivity of the superconducting material when it is in the
normal state, the high resistivity of the oxide superconductors might be an
additional advantage.

3"4.

Conclusionson NonequilihriumDevices

The most vigorously pursued nonequilibrium superconducting devices, the
cuiteron and injection-controlled links, do not function like the fluid-actuated
valve that characterizes true transistor-like action. Both of these also involve
superconductors driven far from equilibrium. The reciprocity evident in the
quiteron rules it out as being of much interest; injection-controlled links might
be viable with low carrier density oxide superconductors (low-T, and high- Tv)
but there are serious technological obstacles to incorporating films of these
materials in useful device configurations. It may be that basing device operation on superconductors being driven so far from equilibrium will always
lead to the slow time constants associated with substantial heating.
Two ways of operating stacked junction devices- by controlled tunneling
through the gap of a superconductor or by a tunneling analog of the metal
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base transistor and SUBSIT-give true transistor action and do not involve
driving superconductors so far from equilibrium. Both of these require high
current density junctions on very thin electrodes that are of a higher quality
than has yet been demonstrated. Further research is required to assess whether
or not such high current density, high quality junctions, and the devices they
would enable are really viable, and this research appears to be best carried out
in a low-T, context.

4. Magnetic and Other Devices
Superconducting logic gates, beginning with the cryotron and continuing
through the use of single Josephson junctions to interferometers (SQUIDs),

have relied heavily on magnetic control of supercurrents to provide a pseudo.
third terminal. However Josephson-based elements are still two-terminal
devices, relying on the addition of currents to exceed a threshold value (the use
of a magnetic field to reduce the threshold is formally equivalent to simply
adding currents). An interesting variation of this type of device is the SuperCIT (Superconducting Current Injection Transistor), proposed and studied by
van Zeghbroeck [123], and currently under active investigation by Nordman
et at. [124]. The device, discussed in Ref. [1], is electrically a dual of the FET,
with a reversal of the roles of current and voltage, magnetic and electric fields,
resistance and conductance, etc. Thus, the input voltage, rather than the input
current is zero (infinite voltage, rather than current, gain). These devices do
not fit the fluid analogy; an appropriate analogy would use flow to control
pressure, and the resulting device would have to be used in an entirely new way
to do logic. Also, although magnetic devices of this type tend to be very long,
restricting their potential application in advanced digital cricuits, analog
applications are more appropriate [124]. Finally, this device is related to the
vortex flow transistor [ 125], which is also currently under investigation [ 126].
Given the difficulties in using magnetic fields to control fast microelectronic
devices, the question arises of whether control by magnetic fields can be ruled
out on fundamental grounds. For example, the relatively large spatial extent
of the quantum of magnetic flux compared to that of an electron has
significance for microelectronic devices. Nevertheless, a general dismissal does
not come easily, as recognized years ago by Landauer [4]. So it is not
surprising that device schemes based upon magnetic control continue to be
advanced. Some of these devices may prove useful in applications in AhicI
high circuit density is not required.
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One novel type of device, proposed by Mannhart et al. [127], uses

a magnetic field to control filamentary current flow during avalanche
breakdown in a semiconductor (making this a type of superconductor-

semiconductor hybrid). In a lightly doped semiconductor, avalanche breakdown occurs at low electric fields, and current flows in well-defined
filamentary channels. A perpendicular magnetic field is used to control these
currents via the Lorentz force. The device is another magnetic analog of the

FET, with nearly zero input impedence. Although operation in the GHz range
may be possible, there has been no discussion of the use of these devices in
truly high speed circuits, where they presumably suffer from the limitations
similar to other magnetic FET analogs [1]. Also, in experiments to date, these
devices operate on a scale of volts, and it is not clear that the operating voltage
and current can be brought into suitable ranges with voltage and current gain.
Three-terminal devices based on the magnetoelectric effect have also been
proposed [128,129]. Goldman (128] suggested a two-junction thin film
sandwich, one junction of which contained a magnetoelectric barrier.
Switching that junction into the voltage state would produce a magnetic field
that is coupled into the other junction. In principle, such a device could be
quite fast (- 10 ps switching time), although the relevant time constant has
not been experimentally measured. Unfortunately, the small size of the
magnetoelectric coefficient in known magnetoelectric materials makes the
required device size rather large (of order mm) and the device margin
requirement rather stringent, since the desired junction voltage of order mV
limits the available electric field. Prospects for this device would be markedly
improved ir better magnetoelectric materials were available (the magnetoelectric coefficients of known materials are far from the theoretical upper
limit). Sobolewski and Hsiang [129] demonstrated this device experimentally,
using a thick magnetoelectric barrier, which had a high input impedence but
required several volts on the input to produce switching. Given the known
problems with this device, the prospects for a low voltage version appear to
be rather bleak.
Finally, there has been considerable recent interest in an area that appears
to touch on some of the ultimate limits for such electronic devices, tunnel
junctions in which an external electrode controls the .transfer of single
electrons or Cooper pairs. Three-terminal devices based on these concepts
have been proposed in which single electrons control device properties.
Fundamental questions remain to be answered prior to any serious discussion
of practical appfications of such devices. We limit ourselves to referring the
4
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reader to the brief discussion of this subject in the chapter in this book by

K.K. Likharev, V.K. Semenov, and A.B. Zorin and to the related work of
Sugahara and co-workers [ 130].
5. Conclusions

"*

We have described a number of approaches that have been used in attempts to
develop three-terminal superconducting devices, none of which has produced
a truly successful device to date. However, the total amount of experimental
work in this area is still limited, and the motivation behind attempts to develop
these devices remains strong. In some cases, the prospects are very limited,
while in others future success depends upon answering several fundamental
questions.
Further work towards potential high performance devices based on
conventional superconductors driven far from equilibrium does not appear
justified. There may be prospects for stacked-junction devices that operate
close to equilibrium but require very high quality, high current density junclions. Also, more device research should be directed at exploiting low carrier
density superconductors. Some oxide superconductors may have carrier
densities low enough to fit into this category.
Hybrid superconductor-semiconductor devices appear promising, but
they are in a very early stage of development. It is in this area that progress has
been the most significant in the last five years. Based on recent advances in
exploratory semiconductor technologies, including FETs and HETs, this
progress is likely to continue. SUBSIT is based on an interesting principle, but
relies on a special superconductor-semiconductor contact that has yet to be
demonstrated. With JOFETs, the major issue is the disparity between input
voltage scale and output voltage range over which superconductivity is important, and to what extent this gap can be narrowed.
Other proposed devices are in very rudimentary stages of understanding.
Magnetic devices continue to appear, flux flow transistors in particular, that
may be useful for specialized analog applications. Explorations of devices
based on ultrasmall tunnel junctions are in a very early stage.
Finally, experimental and theoretical explorations related to devices are of
interest beyond the potential device applications, as they address fundamentally important issues such as nonequilibrium superconductivity, the proximity effect and the physics of metal-semiconductor and superconductorsemiconductor interfaces.
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